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fFOREWORD
This Final Report summarizes work which has already been perforlaed
by Stanford Research Institute under Contract No. 950745 with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology during
the period June 1964 to August 1966, and includes in detail the work com-
pleted during the period August 1966 to August 1967.
Technical Representative of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Materials
and Methods Group for the final period of this contract was Mr. E. L.
Cleland.
The technical effort at Stanford Research Institute was under the
supervision of Dr. R. F. Muraca, Director, Analyses a'_d Instrumentation.
The work was performed largely within the Department of Analyses and
Instrumentation under direction of J. S. Whittick, Chemist-Program Co-
ordinator and A. A. Koch, Chemist. Department Chemists contributing to
this work were: F. hl. Church, J. A. Havir, and W. Kaczkowski.
Acknowledgment is made of the dedicated work of R+ McNeely and
L. Salas, Chemical Technicians.
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ABSTRACT
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California
POLYMERS FOR SPACECRAFt APPLICATIONS
Final Report, June 1964 to August 1967
R. F. Maraca and J. S. Whittick, September 15, 1967
NASA Contract No. NAST-IO0; JPI, Contract No. 9507,15; SRI Project ASD-5046.
The objective of this program was to assist JPL in the selection of
polymeric m,_terials to be used in connection with spacecrafts, with spe-
cial attention to determination of the effects of a simulated spacecraft
environment on selected commercial products. The spacecraft environment
was considered to be a shielded thermal-vacuum enviromnent of about 125°C
and 10 -6 torr. During the three-year period of this contract, test equip-
ment was deslgned and procedures and techniques were developed to permit
qualification of polymeric products for use in spacecrafts.
The theory of the release and condensation of substances from poly-
mers exposed to the thermal-vacuum environment is discussed in detail,
and the equipment and procedures for identifying and measuring the re-
lease of volatile condensable material (VCM) are described. The apparatus
and techniques for evaluating the effect of pre-fligh£ decontamination
cycles and thermal-vacuum exposure on the mechanical and electrical proper-
ties of polymeric products are described, and the applicability of short-
term tests (24-500 hours) in predicting long-term performance is reviewed.
About 350 polymeric products were screened for outgassing character-
istics, of which about i00 quallfy within the limits of <13 wt-loss and
<0. i_ VCM content. About 20 products were examined in greater detail and
found to be satisfactory for spacecraft construction because they main-
tain their mechanical and electrical properties through decontamination
cycles and thermal-vacuum exposures. A thorough test and evaluation pro-
gram to qualify polymeric products through any pre-flight or space en-
vironment is described.
Five disclosures of New Technology are summarized and the transfer
of one of these is noted.
Appendices include a catalog of the infrared absorbance spectra of
the VCM from 96 polymeric products and an interim list of recommended
products. An alphabetical Index lists all of the products which have
been examined and the tests which have been performed; on the basis of
test results, each product is assigned an acceptance rating.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This Final Report describes in detail the work performed by Stanford
Research Institute for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology under Contract No. 9507-15 during the period
August 1966 to August 1967. Exploratory and development work during the
period June 1.9[_.'., to November 1966 is summarized in three Interim Reports:
No. i, August 1965; No. 2, March 1966; and N,_.. 3, December 1966. This
re:oort incorporates the most significant data from the interim publica-
tions and summarizes the theories and techniques which have led to
recognition in the evaluation of poly:aerie materials for spacecraft use.
The primary objective of this _rogram was to assist tile Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory in the selection of polymeric materials to be used
in tlle construction of spacecrafts. Tile program plan was predicated on
the determination of the effect_ of simulated spacecraft environment on
commercial polymeric products. The materials and products examined were
largely provided by the JPL Technical Representative; a few special
products were purchased by SRI.
For the purpose of this program, a spacecraft environment is defined
as the thermal-vacuum conditions existing within a scientific satellite
or probe, or the unpressurized portions of a manned spacecraft. Since
electronic assemblies, associated components, and various structures
are protected from as many hazards as possible in space flights, the
environment under consideration is obviousiy one shielded from the extremes
of temperature, electromagnetic and particle radiation, and meteoroids.
The thermal-vacuum conditions employed during this program of work were
-5
established as consisting of pressures less than i0 torr (readily-
attainable in batch-testing equipment and temperatures of tile order of
125°C (the maximum temperature anticipdted in locations where polymeric
materials might be used _.
The simulation of the vacuumof space for evaluation of materials
does not require that expensive and intricate equipment be used to
provide pressures such as may be encountered in interplanetary flight
(e.g., 10-13 torr). It is sufficient that a test facility maintain a
pressure low enough so that _he mean free path of residual gas molecules
is long in comparison with chamber dimensions. For residual gas mole-
-5
cules at ambient temperature (02 , N2, H20), the mean free path at 1 × i0
torr is of the order of several meters and thus, by maintaining a vacuum
of at least this order of magnitude, the rate at which organic molecules
leave the surface of a polymeric sample is not governed by collisions
with residual gas molecules. For testing materials such as polymers,
refrigerated baffles and/or traps will ensure that organic molecules
leaving the sample cannot return to the sample and thus establish an
equilibrium vapor pressure. Additionally, large cross-sectional areas
of pumping ducts increase the probability that molecules leaving the
sample will not return. The vacuum systems employed for this work have
been designed to provide pressures less than i0 5 torr by means of "large-"
diameter ducts; they are equipped with cold traps and have baffles to
prevent cross-contamination of samples.
The selection of materials for use in a spacecraft is based on a
study of their behavior in a thermal-vacuum environment and a knowledge
of the nature of the substances they release Thus, results of deter-
minations of the loss of weight, of the amount of released material which
may candense on cool surfaces adjacent to the warmed polymer, and the
identification of the released substances in the thermal-vacuum environ-
ment conditions of interest must be combined with measurements of physical
and mechanical property changes which may occur ever a period of time in
the environment in order to confirm the suitability of polymers for space-
craft construction. Added to the above criteria, because of the quest
for life on distant planets, is the capability of polymers to undergo
decontamination and sterilization procedures without loss of mechanical
properties when subsequently exposed to a thermal-vacuum environment.
A discussion is given in Section II of the significance of the loss
in weight incurred by polymeric materials which are exposed to a
thermal-vacuum environment, the nature of the substances which are
released, and the theory of the release, condensation, and re-evaporation
of volatile condensable materials (VCM).
In Section III, the equipment and procedures developed for various
analyses of VCM are discussed in some detail. These include the micro-
VCM technique for rapid screening (24-hour _xposure in the thermai-vacuum
environment) of 24 polymeric materials simultaneously for determination
of loss in weight and maximum VCM content, the modification of the mitre-
VCM technique to produce infrared spectra of the VCM, the macro-VCM de-
terminations which provide quantitative values for the loss in weight
and for the deposition and re-evaporation of VCM with time over a period
of 330 hours, and the mass spectrometric technique for the identification
in situ of the substances which are released by polymeric materi_ls in
the thermal-vacuum environment.
Section IV describes the equipment and procedures for determining
mechanical and electrical properties of 30 polymeric materials simulta-
neously which have been exposed to three environments ',called the "com-
prehensive polymer test program"):
(1) Six decontaminating cycles of an humidified ethylene
oxide-Freon atmosphere at 50°C for 30 hour._ each;
2) Exposure for 500 hours to a thermaI-vaeuum envi_.'onment
of 135°C and 10 .6 torr;
3) Decontamination cycles followed by thermal-vacuum
exposure.
Section IV Supplement provides design drawings for the adhesive creep
testers used in this work. (Detailed design drawings of all test equip-
ment, except the few in this report, were given in Interim Report No. 3,
Part II, December 196Go)
In Sections V to ZXlI, the L'esults obtained from all of the fore-
going procedures are presented in detail, and an interpretation of the
results is given. The Sections are arrange(l alphabetically according to
spacecraft applicat ions.
All of the polymers which are discussed have been screened by the
n,icro-VCM technique, and a complete summary is given of the data obtained
3
fon more than 340 polymeric products (500 determinations). Less than
one-third of the products are suitable candidates for further evaluation
and for inclusion in an interim list of recommended materials.
The micro-VCM data in this report are complete to date and
supercede all values previously reported.
The results of m_cro-VCM determinations are reported for about 20
polymeric products, selected because of acceptance by micro-VCM screening
standards or because of interest in the performance of marginal materials.
The equipment has also been used for completing the experimental work on
the theories of VCM deposition and evaporation described in Section II.
In general, the macro-VCM determinations have coniirmed the qualification
of products by the micro-VCM technique.
Mass spectrometric analyses of the materials released by about 20
polymeric products have been performed; the products were selected to
furnish information on tile character of the materials which contribute
to loss of weight and VCM and to provide correlation with macro-VCM de'-
terT_linations. The results of the analyses reveal that most of the volatile
substances are compounds of low molecular weights, such as water and
solvents; high-molecular-weight components deliberately added in the com-
pounding of the polymeric formulations and low-molecular-weight polymeric
structures were easily identified.
About 70 polymers have been examined for changes in mechanical proper-
ties during the comprehensive polymer test program. These materials were
selected in an effort to provide data for as many different types of end-
use applications as possible, but the selection was dictated largely by
the availability of sufficient material for complete testing. It was
found that the electrical properties of most polymers were not ch0nged
significantly by decontamination or thermal-vacuum exposures. The de-
contamination cycles had little effect on the nmjority of materials examined
except for slight gains in weight. The sequence of decontamination plus
thermal-vacuum exposure affects only a few materials. The following car '-
l'_la_t_)t1_ al'e iatel'c_t_u_: In gcncral, a rating o[ acceptable o_" "good"
by micro-VCM techniques is reflected in a "good" rating for the mechanical
properties tested. With a few exceptions, a rating of not-acceptable ("X")
is reflected by an "X" rating for mechanical properties, and a marginal
r_ting from micro-VCM values will indicate over a r_nge of good to not-
acceptable mechanical performance. (See Appendix E.)
The results of long-term (7-9 months) storage of selected polymers
in the thermal-vacuum environment are given in Section XXIII. It appears
that 1000-hour tests are required for estimating long-term maintenance of
mechanical properties of polymers and that micro-VCM data can be cor-
related to mechanical property performance. Lon{g-term tests currently in
progress also are discussed. Section XXIII Supplement provides detailed
design drawings for the adhesive creep testers employed in the long-term
storage tests.
Conclusions from the data presented in this report are given in
Section XXIV, and recommendations _re made for a comprehensive test and
evaluation program for pre-flight and flight environments. In Section XXV,
an announcement of New Technology since November 1966 is made, and ne_
technologies announced during this contract are re-capitulated.
In Appendix A, the basic structures of the polymers considered for
spacecraft use are outlined and Appendix B provides _ code-listing of
manufacturers of the producers which have been examined.
Appendix C consists of a catalog of infrared spectra of the VCM
from 96 polymers. A numerical listing is given for the products in the
order of po]ymer classes and sn alphabetical listing of _roducts is also
provided.
in Appendix D, an interim list of recommended products is given.
(Final recommendations can be made only after more comprehensive testing
of materials for the effects of decontamination, sterilization, and
thermal-vacuum exposures.)
Appendix E provides an alphabetical Index czf al! the polymers which
have been screened and lists their ratings as indicated by the results
obtained from the various determinations for volatile materials, mechanical
properties, and electrical properties. References are given to appropriate
sections of the report and to the infrared c_talog of VCM from polymeric
products.
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I I. MATERIALS RELEASED BY POLY_tERS
IN A THERMAL-VACUUM ENVII{ON_tENT
The loss of matter by outgassing and by evaporation or sublimntion
is one of the most obvious effects of a therm,ql-v3cuum environment on
polymers. Because gross loss of material genernlly implie:s th_}t the
physical properties of polymers are s] ter£d o_" that test chambers and
spscecr,qft components will be contaminated by the v,nporized substances,
the polymers which are considered suitable for use in spacecrsfts are
those which in laboratory tests (i) exh:ib_t 3 .minimum loss of weight when
exposed to the simulated conditions of the vacuum and thermal environment
of space, and (2) are found to contain a minimum of materials that vapor-
ize at an elevated temperature in a vacuum and deposit on adjacent, cooler
surfaces.
The simplest quantitative value which can be obtained for tile beh._vio["
of a polymer in s thermal-vacuum environment is the loss of weight. This
value does not reveal the nature of the componen[s released uy the polymer
but, nevertheless, is useful for selectin_ polymers for spncecrafts because,
in the majority of instances, it has been shown "ch,qt mechanical ,_nd other
useful properties of the polyme1_s are degraded _,hen substantial amounts
of materials are removed by vacuum. It is custom_ry to assume that
polymeric substances which lose less than l j, of their weight in a thermal-
vacuum environment are suitable for spacecraft _pplication, for it ilas
been shown that small losses are due to adsorbed gases, moisture, and
extraneous solvents. Howe_er, los:_e,_ up to < _a,J in weight Kenerally do
affect mechanical properties of mnteri,_is. It is iml)ortant to recoKnize
that it is tile n,_ture of the materials lost in ,I vacuum ,,Jhich determine
tile change of physical properties and not the amount theft is lost. For
e.xaml)le, it has been found that 3s much ,as 3' loss in we*_ht does ,lot
significantly affect the mechanical properties ol various silicone se,_lant
materials for, in these inst,_nces, tile ]oss in wei_b.t i-: due not only to
estraneous solvents and adsorbed gases, but also to low-molecule|r-weight
silicone substances which do not significantly affect physical properties.
On the other hand, the loss of I% of a plasticizing or softening oil in
certain el_stomers (e.g., butyl rubbers) is usually detrimental to
mechanical properties. These differences are not difficult to under-
stand when one realizes that the volatile low-molecular-weight silicones
o_ly dilute the intrinsic mechanical properties of tI_9 sealants whereas
the plasticlzing oils are primary contributors to the ve*y properties
which make the materials attractive for use in spacecrafts.
The term "outgassing" is often used to describe loosely the observa-
tion that the substances given off by a material in a vacuum are in the
form of a gas regardless of whether the substances themselves a_'e true
gases, liquids, or solids. For many years, especially during the time
when a vacuum of 10 -4 torr was considered an achievement, it was quite
common to describe this release of matter from polymers in terms of an
"outgassing rate." The measurement of "outgassing rate" was generally
performed over a short interval of time and no attempt was made to identify
the materials released in a vacuum; in fact, the various outgassing rates
were used as criteria for selecting appropriate materials for constructing
vacuum systems, and Jt became readily apparent that polymers, waxes,
greases, and other organic matter were best left out of vacuum systems.
The term also left the impression that the outgassing rate would be
constan_ until the organic matter disappeared or until the experimenter
would depart to a sweeter world. A few diligent workers, however, mea-
sured "outgassing rates" over long intervals of time and found that they
became progressively less, and that some organic substances could be
substantially "degassed" by the combination of vacuum and elevated
temperatures to the point where their use in vacuum systems became pos-
sible. TIlen, "high vacuum" greases, cements, waxes, etc. began to be
commonpJace.
About the time the first space probes were to be launched, it be-
came necessary to seek information about the applicability of polymers
as materials of construction. There was, of course, very little informa-
tion about the behavior in ,:acuum of the ever-increasing number _)f newer
l)olymers; ;neqsurements of the outclassing rates of the older polymers were
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combined with their measured weight losses (short-term tests) an., from
these data it was extrapolated that few polymers could remain in space
without evaporating completely (or in part) and render tile spacecraft
useless. Most damaging, hDwever, was the propagation of the erroneous
conclusion that all polymers would evaporate in space, in spite of
evidence to the contrary _the increasing number of successful space
probes that were laden with a variety of polymeric materials]. In a
short time, however, tile pendulum swung ;he other way, and it was assumed
that the polymeric materials used in the probes and spacecrafts launched
in the early phases of the National space program were completely satis-
factory and, thus, they were used indiscriminately in the construction
of newer, more complex crafts. It was inevitable that some faulty opera-
tions in ground tests would be encountered and that the failures could
be shown to be due to the polymers, but this did not reduce the tendency
to continue to use the polymeric substances which '_flew successfully."
The following statements are offered as summaries of the behavior
of polymeric materials in a thermal-vacuum environment:
(i) Polymers which are highly crosslinked have such high
molecular weights that they cannot be considered vapor-
izable at temperatures less than about 125°C, provided
pyrolysis or degradation does not take place. The mass
spectrometer can easily detect degradation.
(2) All polymers consist of distributions of various molecular
weights; if the polymerization has not been carried out
correctly, the lower-molecular-wei_[ht polymers will have
sufficient vapor pressure to allow their ra_id r_,moval in a
vacuum-thermal environment. As a result, all polymers
tend to lose some of the lower-molecular-weight species
in a thermal-vacuum environment. The loss is exceptionally
small for polymers like Teflon because the method of
polymelization yields material consisting of very high-
molecular-weight n-mers. A large number of commercial
polymers also have in them small amounts of their monomers
or starting materials.
(3) Linear polymers also consist off mixtures, _ind the lower-
molecular-weight species may be removed in a thermal-
vacuum environment. It is considered that the distribution
of molecular weights tends to remain constant; as the
lower-weight _pecies are removed, the heavier degrade and
maintain the equilibrium distribution especially in the
presence of the catalysts which were added to initiate
polymerization. Thus, at elevated temperatures poly-
methylmethacrylate and Teflon can be distilled off as
their monomers, dimers, trimers, etc. At lower tempera-
tures, the redistribution reaction may be so slow that
lower-molecular-weight fragments may be removed from
a polymer mass and not be replaced. The relative ease
with which these fragments are removed in a vacuum makes
it easy to distinguish between low-molecular-weight
polymers present at the start of a test from those thac
are formed by redistribution or equilibrium reactions.
For example, Teflon at 275°C ha3 been maintained in the
vacuum of a mass spectrometer for seven years without
detectable evolution of its monomer or lower-molecular-
weight degradation products. In contrast, the presence
of monomer tn polystyrene is easily detectable. Other
linear polymers are not as stable as Tzl!on; it is neces-
sary to test each candidate before use in spacecrafts,
especially since the materials evolved can deposit on
cooler surfaces, polymerize, and never re-evaporate.
A great number of commercial polymers are mixtures of
basic polymeric materials and various 9dditives (to
impart desirable properties;, for example, organic matter
such as plasticizers, solvents, catalysts, crosslinking
agents, antioxidants, etc. These organic materials
usually distill out of the polymer mixtures to form a
significant if not the entire part of the "weight loss,"
and the remaining polymer matrix will have significantly
different physical properties than the starting material
because of their removal. Additives are used in rather
large quantities; since they are readily vaporizable,
they overlo_d the vacuum pumping systems of test chambers
("lugging").
The rate of evaporation of a pure substance in a vacuum
is a function of the temperature, its molecular weight,
and its vapor pressure. However, its rate of reLnoval
from a polymer is nearly entirely controlled by the rate
at which the molecules can diffuse through the polymer
matrix and come to the surface. Clearly, removal of a
volatile material from a polymer can be effected more
rapidly from thin sections than from thick sections,
and r_t higher temperatures than at lower temperatures.
Thick sections can be considered te furnish a reservoir
of val)orizable material which is fed at an almost con-
tinuous ,'ate to the surface that is expose(i to vacuum;
hence, the "outgassing ,'ate" so popular some tif_:e ago
is controlled by the ,'ate of arrival ol material to the
exposed surface from the large supply within the section.
The "outgassing rate" ol a thick section will remain quite
constant when diflusion is at equilibrium, and the constant
r,_te can very easily be misinterpreted as a constant
evaporation of the pol.vmer itself.
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It is obvious that if the evaporation of substances un-
related to the basic polymer structure is to be dif-
ferentiated from vaporization of tile polymer or its
degradation products, the vapors released from the polymer
must be analyzed and identified; if thin sections are
used, the release of vaporizable substances will. be
rapid and essentially complete within 24 to 48 hours
(the micro-V_ test described in Section III). In a
mass spectromete*', tile sample size is of the order of
I milligram and thicknesses seldom exceed 0.010 inch;
as a result, tlle release of vaporizable substances is
complete within several hours and it is also possible
to detect pol)mer degradation or vaporiza¢ion.
Volatile condensable material (VCM) is defined as tile weight of
condensate obtainable at 25°C in a given interval of tlme from a given
weight of material (<1/8" thick) maintained at 125°C in a vacuum of at
least 5 × 10 -.6 torr. The temperature of 125°C was selected in 1962 by
JPL a_id SRI as the upper limit which might be encountered in spacecraft
operations (in space). Space probes and satellites are generally designed
to maintain internal temperatures of tile order of 25°C, but much higi_er
temperatures may occur in the vicinity of power-dissip.ltin_ components;
for example, thermal data from SUR\rEYOR I \lunar-soft-lander) reveal
temperatures of the order of 60°C in various compartment[ of the space-
craft wili].e camera temperatures were of the order of -._O°C; thus, the
migration of volatilized substances between spacecraft components which
are at diffe.'ent temperatures is always possible, and !t becomes necessary
to test every polymer which is to be used in a spacecraft to determine
whether it releases materials which can condense and Jnvalidate certain
of the craft's functions.
Tile effect on electrical contacts of extremely thin films of oil.s,
"varnishes," or polymers is well-known to electronic engineers whether
they be affiliated with the Department of Defense, with puh, Lic utilities,
or tlle space effort. Equally important to producers of vacuum spectro-
photometric equipment or space-experiment desiKners is the effect of
films on optical components such as lenses and mirrors. A dramatic il-
lustration of this is given in Figure 1 a which demonstrates the scat-
tering of light in the infrared region of 2-6 microns due to the deposi-
tion of a VCM film of less than 2-rail thickness on an optical flat of
ii
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sodium chloride. This type of interference could lead to erroneous
evaluation of the electromagnetic spectrum from a planet and could also
result in an inaccurate photographic or televised view of a planet's
surface. Condensates _hich have aromatic structures fluoresce when il-
luminated with ultraviolet light or absorb it strongly; very thin films
of _uch materials deposited on astronomical mirrors or optical surfac¢5
ca_ completely invalidate observations in the ultraviolet.
A pound of polymeric material which releases 0.i_ of VCM at 125°C
will deposit on a square foot of surface at 25°C a film of about 0.00015
inch in thickness (0.15 mil); films of this thickness are more than
enough to foul lenses or electrical contact points. Ideally, the VCM
content of a polymer should be zero, or of a kind which will subsequently
evaporate from the cooler surface. (It should be recognized that most
condensed films eventually evaporate, but some may remain in place be-
cause of reaction with tile surface or because of polymerization in place.)
In view of the above discussions, it has been proposed that the
maximum--VCM content of candidate spacecraft materials must be 0.I_ or
less, and that weight-loss values must be i$% or less. Althcugh it is
possible that weight-loss values greater than I_ may not affect mechanical
properties, it is also to be understood that the volume ch3nge accompanying
a weight-loss of greater than I_ usually cannot be tolerated.
Thus, a polymeric material should not be considered suitable
for use in _pacec_aft_ e: be sabjected to further evaluation
unless it exhibits I% or less weight-loss and 0.i_ or less
maximum-VCM content on exposure to the thermal-vacuum envi-
ronment of 125°C and 10 -6 tort.
Techniques developed in the course of this contract have provided not
only quantitative measurement of loss in weight but also quantitative
measurement of the maximum 3mount of volatile condensable material in a
particular polymeric product. Concurrently, techniques have been developed
for measuring tile evaporation of condensates with time in vacuum and for
the identification of volatile substances. The equipment and procedures
used in these determinations are described in _t,ction III.
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It i_as been noted above that most volatile condensable substances
are subseque,,tly evaporated from the surface on which they have con-
densed. The the_:_ies and illustrations for the deposition and removal
of VCM with time a_'e jiven in the following paragraphs.
The determination of VCM depends upon differences in the rates of
evaporation of material. The Langmt, ir equation permits estimation of
the rate of evaporation of a pure compound:
w - 17.14
where
W = rate of evaporation in g/cm2/sec
M = molecular weight
T = absolute temperature
p = vapor pressure in mm.
The vapor pressure of pure compounds may De expressed by tile equation:
B
Log P = A
mm T
and this is easily transformed to
i0 A- B/T
Now, if it is desired to compare the rate of evaporation of a pure com-
pound at two temperatures, it is obvious that the Langmuir equagion can
be combined with the exponential form of tim vapor pressure expression
to yield :
Wl 1oA B/T I
w2 -
]0
where the subscript 2 refers to the higher temperature.
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Thus, in the instances of the VCM determination, where the higher
temperature is 125°C (398°K), the rates of evaporation at the cwo tempera-
tures are related by the equation:
W398 10A-B/398
W29S : 0.S6S3 loA_B/29 s
Some of the initial work done on VCM ueterminations was with silicone
polymers. Since it is instructive to consider the vapor pressures expected
from silicone polymers, the work of Wilcox _ is used. Data given in this
reference include the vnpor pressure equations for compounds of the
general form:
(CH3)3SiO1/2[(CH3)2SiO]n('q{3)3SiOl/2 •
The coefficient A and B of the vapor pressure equations given in the
reference were plotted and extrapolated to lower molecular weight values
purely for sake of example. Using these data, the evaporation rates for
various molecular weight compounds were computed; Figure 2 is a Cox-chart
plot of the evaporation rates, and some of these rates are included in
the table below:
RATIO OF EVAPORATION RATES AT 398°K AND 298°K
No. of
Si Atoms
18
12
6
M,W.
1346
904
458
W298
-9
1.5 X I0
6.5 X i0 -5
_.9
398°K
Ratio 298o K
2,000,00e
150,000
450
I 373OK
Ratio 2980------_
130,000
3,000
150
The ratios obviously indicate that in comparison to the rate at
298°K the silicone materials evaporate much faster at 398°K than at 373°K.
More importantly, however, the high molecular weight material is evapo-
rated much faster at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures;
_ Wilcox, D. F., J. Am. Chem. Soc., _68, 691 (1946).
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however, the rate of evaporation of the lower molecular weight material
is not influenced very much by _n increase in temperature, but the lower
molecular weight material evaporates millions of times faster than high
molecular weight material at temperatures between 298°K and 398°K. The
same conclusions can be made by reference to Figure 2; this figure clearly
shows that the rate of evaporation of hi_h-molecular~weight substances
is affected by temperature more than the rate for low-molecular-weight
materials (flattening of the lines as the molecular weight increases).
For a polymeric material consisting of a distribution of various
molecular weights, it is difficult to make quantitative predictions of
evaporation rates at various temperatures; the rates are nearly impossible
to compute when various effects such as diffusion of species through
a molecular matrix, nonidesl vapor pressures, and impermeable surface
layers are involved. Nevertheless, when work on this program was begun,
some qualitative generalizations were made about the kind of results
expected to be obtained from a VCM determination, provided impermeable
membranes are not formed and the resin sample is thin enough (or porous/
so that diffusion effects are negligiblt. Referring to Figure 3, the
upper (solid-line> curve in the upper graph indicates the cumulative
loss of weigl_t in a vacuum expected from a resin <say at 39_°K/ which
has volatile matter consisting of a more or less uniform distribution of
molecular weight species. The solid-line curve in the lower graph rep-
rese_)ts the cumulative loss from a resin which has a preponderance of low
molecular weight species in the volatile matter The dotted-llne curve
in each graph represents, qualitatively, the i)red±cted cumulative weight
on a cold (298°K) collector which receives (straight-line) tile materiel
released by the warm resin in a VCM apparatus; on attempt is made, in
these graphs, to show that the material collected on the cold collector
evaporates slowly and that the weight of material on the cold collector
is never stable.
The interesting point brought out by the graphs in Figure 3 is
that the weight of materiel on the collector plate after a ve2y long
time should continue to rise slowly if the resin gives off high molecular
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dweight substances, and that the weight on the plate will eventually be
zero if the resin ceases to give off material early in the test. The
graphs do not give any idea of the times involved, but it is important
to realize that the relative evaporation rate data tabulated above in-
dicates that considerable time at 298°K will be required to remove thin
films of high molecular weight material; for example, for an 18-atom
silicone, the weight of material evapo::ated in one hour at the higher
temperature (398°K) will require 2,000,000 hours for evaporation at
298°KI Moreover, since the evaporation rates of high molecular weight
materials are small, an exceptionally long time is required to remove
volatile material of this type from resins, and, as implied by the curves
in Figure 3, a very long time must be utilized in the determination of
VCM to obtain weights of material on the cold collector plates which have
"leveled off." Thus, according to these preoictions, if a VC_ determina-
tion is performed appropriately, it should be possible to detect a low
steady rate of vaporization of matter; this should be very important in
the selection of polymers for use in a spacecraft.
In an experiment to check the predictions of the rates of release
of easily-volatile and difficultly-volatile substances in pol_lers, seg-
ments of good quality vacuum tubing were impcegnated, with common
plasticizers: dibutyl phthalate (easily volatile, m.w. 278) and dioc-
tylphthalate (difficultly-volatile, m.w. 390); then, weight-loss and VCM
were measured after periods of 24, 48, 96, and 330 hours in the thermal-
vacuum environment of 125°C and <i0 -6 torr. The resulting data are
plotted in Figure 4, and it is evident that the anticipated curves in
Figure 3 were nearly exactly reproduced in the experimentally-determined
curves.
REDUCTION OF WEIGHT I/)SS AND VCM
Because volatile materials are _eleased in q thermal-vacuum en-
vi,'onment, it is natural to conjecture that a polymer's weight-loss and
VCM values may be eliminated by "postcuring" thick sections in vacuum
at an elevated temperature; of course, this thought pattern ignores Che
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fact that the determination of VCM is based on the use of thin sections
of materials (<1/8" thick) and thus is not limited by the rate of dif-
fusion of matter through thick sections. High-molecular-weighu species
have such low diffusive rat s in polymers that thick sections cannot
easily be stripped of these substances. On the other hand, there are
instances where an extension of curing time or an elew_tion of curing
temperature has reduced subsequent ioss in weight or VCM content of
thick sections of finished pc.lymer, but the reduction came about because
of removal of readily volatile and diffusive matter, or becaust the ele-
vated temperature forced completion of polymerization. Perhaps storage
of polymers for extended periods of time at an elevated temperature in
vacuum may serve as a general procedure to reduce the amount of volatile
matter, but the time required may be completely out of the realms of
practicality, especially when thick sections of materials are to bt.
treated. For example, a series of one-inch thick, RTV-type silicone
sealants, notorious fox" VCM content, were "postcured" st JPL in vacuum
at 150 ° and 232°C and were submitted for test. In order to determine
the weight loss and VCM values of these materials, two samples for the
micro-.VCM determinations (Section |If) were taken from each submitted
specimen: (I) from 8n outer corner of the specimen and (2) [rom the center
core of the specimen. The data are recorded in Table i. For a thick
material prepared in the normal fashion with no "postcure," little dif-
ference if ahy can be noted in either the weight-loss or VCM between a
surface specimen or a specimen from the deep interior. During a thermal-
vacuum postcure, the surface areas ar_ more quickly depleted of low-
molecular-weight material than the central ,_rea; naturally, relatively
higher weight-loss and VCM values will be obtail e_, for the center portion.
More importantly, however, the center sections are not stripped of low-
molecular weight polymers, as is borne out bv the relative constancy o[
the VCM values.
The weight-loss and VCM values are improved in the thick pieces
after the higher-temperature treatment, but still are not low enough to
qualify the usual types of RTV silicones for spacecraft candidacy. The
infrared spectra of the VCM [rein these silicones ,Figure l(b) end l(c)_
show that there is no difference i!:1 the VCM released from either the
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edges or the interior of the specimens and also th3t th, haracteristics
are the same after thermal-vacuum postcuring. Thus, it can be stated
again that it is primarily low-molecular-weight silicone polymers which
contribute to this VCM and not solvents, additives, catalysts, etc.
The characteristic structures of materials r_!cascd by silicoL_e_ ......
identified by the authors in the Final Report for JPL Contract 950324
(Oct. 1962 to Dec. 1963) and were 6onsidered to be indigenous and not
deliberate additives (cf. pp. 55 and ii of Interim Report No. i, JPL
Contract 950745, June 1964 to August 1965).
On the other hand, a specially--processgd version of Sylgard-184
(E-691-22E) was included in the experiment; this material is the first
RTV-type material which has been screened that can qualify as a candidate
for spacecraft use as-prepared. Interestingly, there are no differences
in weight-loss or VCM values (Table I) between the normally-cured material
and the material which was subjected to thermal-vacuum treatment. It
appears that the lo_-molecular-weight silicone fraction, which has been
identified many times at SRI by mass spectroscopy (e.g., Figure 5) and
infrared techniques (e.g., Figure I) _as "cleaned-odt."
The postcuring of polymers at an elevated temperature in air is
limited by the deleteriouseffects of heut. It was observed that the
weight-loss and VCM of RTV-41/T-12 (GE) could be improved to acceptable
values by a postcure of 24 hours at 250°C such as is practical for silicone
elastomers (see Table 2), but it appeared that its physical properties
were degraded. In order to check these observations, freshl)r-prepared
materials were cured for 24 hours at 25°C, for 24 hours at 150_C, and
for 2,_ hours at 250°C and then were subjected to several mechanical-
properties tests. As shown in Table 3, the ultimate tensile strength
drops sharply after tile 150°C cure, and remains about the same after a
250°C cure; elongation does not vary very much after the 150°C uure, but
increases significantly after the 250°C cure. Shore hardness dr_ps dras-
tically after the 150°C cure, with the same value after the 250°C cure.
The results in Tables i, 2, and 3 clearly demonstrate that
it is better to spend time and effort to produce a "clean"
polymer than to attempt to rectify inferior material. Stated
in another way, the space program shouid not be involved with
remedial measures when appropriate material is available.
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RESTRICTION OF WEIGHT LOSS AND VCM
Various schemes have been described for mechanically impeding the
evolution of material from polymers in _ thermal-vacuum environment.
Obviously, if a polymer is hermetically sealed ill a suitable container
so that it is not exposed Co vacuum, there can be no loss of material.
If apertures are present, then the vaporization will be controlled by
the mobility of the vapors in the ullage space and, to 3 large me,qsure,
by the rate of migration of the I_nterials througl_ the I)olymer matrix.
If the apertures are very small, then a Knudsen ei'l'usion cell is at hand
and the loss of material will be cont_olled by the pressure in the cell.
Gasket materials in their sea_s pose different problems and may behave
as follows: (i) There may be virtually no loss of matter because of
tightness of seal or size of opening; (2) The loss of m_itter will be the
sa.me as from an open gasket except that a much longer period of exposure
':,'ill be required; and (3) The release of matter will take place at nearly
the same rate as i_roln an open gasket. Recent experiments with a variety
of gasket materials, of low to extremely high VCM con_ents, have shown
that as much as 16 mg o£ VCM can be released in 96 hours from a 4-gram
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sample tllrough an exposed area as small as 0.03 in .
Flange test-fixtures were designed according to the Parker Seal
Company recommendations (Figure 6i which permitted an ezposed depth of
only 5 mils around the periphery of 2-1nch O-rings, but provided an
additional free surface area because of the square point-contact con-
struction of the O-ring grooves. Also shown in Figure 6 is the design
of a rounded, ma::imum-contact O-ring groove whicll provides for a free
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surface area of only about 0.03 in . The differences in these construc-
tJ,)ns and the contact of inserted O-rings is easily illustrated:
_///////////////////A
CONTACT-POINT
COMPRESSION
Y/////7/,_//////,_////_
MAXIMUM CONTACT
CO_,,_RESSI 0 N
r A bO46-6d
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DSpecially-compounded O-rings of silicone, ethylene-propylene,
neoprene, and Viton elastomers were sealed (duplicates) within both types
of fixtures and then were exposed to the thermal-vacuum environment of
125°C and 10 -6 torr for 96 hours in the macro-VCM apparatus (Section III).
Concurrently, completely-exposed O-rings under no restriction were run.
As shown by the data in Table 4, it is difficult to distinguish differ-
ences in weight-loss or VCM incurrea by either sealed-in or totally-
e_posed O-rings with a maximum-VCM content of less than 0.5%. Thus, the
fact that the exposed surface areas were quite different (that is, from
3.5 in 2 of totally-exposed surface down to about 0.03 in 2 for the O-
rings under maximum compression) had little effect on the release of
volatile materials from the Viton, silicone, and ethylene-propylene
polymers.
However, the reduction of surface area clearly affects the diffusion
rate of the VCM from the neoprene which has a gross maximum-VCM content
(1.5_); it is intuitively obvious that this VCM will be released entirely
with time and that sufficient VL_ to cause concern is released within
the first few hourz of exposure in a thermal-vacuum environment.
That VCM did noc migrate between the collector plates, possibly
leading to averaging-out of condensate weights, was clearly shown by the
cleanliness of the collector plates for the silicone elastomers and the
absence of condensate on the collector plates for the Viton materials.
At the same time, the collector plates for the neoprene and ethylene-
propylene materials were covered with "oil" and dripping so that some
VC_I remained on the cooling block when the plates were removed for weigh-
ing. It is not surprising that these VCM values are a little lower
than those reported in the micro-VCM determination; however, there i_
excellent agreement in weight-loss values.
Also shown in Table ,I are the effects of the thermal-vacuum environ-
ment on mechanical properties of the gasket materials. After this short
period of exposure (96 hours) little effect can be discerned on the Viton,
silico,_e, and ethyleae-propylene materials which cannot be attributed to
2O
the statistics of comparing quadruplicate controls with duplicate test
specimens. However, there is no doubt about tile gross loss in properties
of the neoprene material, undoubtedly due to the loss of' plasticizing oils.
Thus, it can be stated again that a polymer with unacceptable
weight-loss value and particularly with unacceptable maximum-
VCM value should not be considered for use in spacecrafts
where it will be at temperatures higher than tl_e surfaces of
critical components. It is possible, of course, that materials
such as pottin!_ compounds can be confined in hermetically-
sealed cans, but it is unnecessary to use poor materials 3nd
to f_brica_e speci01 containers when suitable polymers are
readily available.
Acceptable products have not )et been fdenttfic, d for sevc, ral spc,-
cific applications, e.g., temperature control coatings; in these in-
stances, the products can be cleaned tip bv 0 th_rma!-va_:uum treatmont
since the)' are usually used as thin films and their volatile c_mtenl.s
can be readily removed.
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Table I
_,11C BO- V(M DETE R_,I I N AT [ ON S :
EFFECT OF TttEB",IAL-VACII%I TREAT_,IENT {AT JP!._
ON I)O_,-(_OBNING SII.[CONI< ABIATIVI.I 'dATEI-IIAI.:_ t l" TtlICK)
(24 hr at 12%°C and lO -_ torr)
(\(i_] collectors at 25°(i_
_> lgard-18
(no phenyl I
XR-{i 3492
{ low pheny[)
(<{ -_)t)2
¢hlgh phenyl)
F%q 22I<
l expt] resin,
,_pecia[Iv processed
.'% lga rd - [ t,t 1
'1"ttl/.ATi, IE NT
as received
2-[ hr IBI!('C [0 0 t(,rr
2_ hr 232o( ". [0 -I_ to-r
as received
2-I- hr 150°C If)-_ torr
2[ hr 2:32"( 10 -_ torr
as received
2'_ hr l_{3'k', l 'I-_ torr
_ _'__ I I t ()rr
as received
21 hr I3()°C 1¢( -'_ torr
S,%IPLE
_,B E A
T (FI'.M,
LOSS, '7
\ c_t,
_T - _
surface I. 30 0.O5
center core 1.3t_ t_.o_
surface 0.8% ('_ ::_q
ce.ter core 1,09 0.55
surface 0.43 0.21
center core O.q3 0.33
surface i .8t) O.O1
center core 1.95 0.02
surface I). q9 0..%0
center core 1.J,7 0.28
sur fa,::e t_.t7 (I. 12
center core (1. -_l 1). :)11
surface _'. % q). 52
center core 2.98 O. [[
surface ().95 (I. l
center core 1.55 I!. [1
surfaco I). t2 _b. _,,
(:enter ,ore 1,[5 (1. {2
,tlrfate ii.tl_ ) (it)
center core I1.1_ 1).1)_
surface t). i(_ t). lit)
ce/iter ('(ire (,. 1(_ I_. {_)
surfa+ e (I. !.[ _).(i_
_enter (:(>re _).17 _). (",
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tl _. IRI'_- _ I.T- 12
B'I%- t L 'F- L2
B'D, -_- 1 "I- !2 [-_,stc'llx'ed 21 hr 2 q:"("
_, {it,
IJ.L_
'l'a b I e
I-:I-Ft-:CI ()F (IHINC; (:_(1.t':> {)1" \11-:{t1\\1{:\1. l'tt_)l'l:t_lll:>
I)I" BTV- _ 1 T- 12 t (it.:M-:li \1. EI.t.:("I'H t ( ,
(1 tie
:, V,1PI.E
2_ hr 25"(:
l'
(:
D
E
&_erage
_'_ hr lh)"(:
\
B
(:
I)
E
:_t', e t- ,age
(:
I)
t-:
Avera_ze
/ 1.T 1Xl_,I E
'11-:_,> I I.E
ST Iq.:',;_ iItl
h._ {2-,
,*. ¢ ¢1_
d. l H_3
-,. _ _ _h
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!!l. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
FOR DETERMINING THE AhIOUNT, BEHAVIOR,
AND IDENTITY OF VOLATILE _[ATERIALS
Thermal-vacuum analytical procedures are used for determinations of
loss in weight, maximum-VCM content, and tile character of the V_I re-
leased by polymeric products. "Fingerprints" of VCM are obtained by in-
£rared spectrophotometry; and noncondensable substances are identified by
mass spectrometry.
MICRO-VCM DETER_IINAT IONS
The technique developea at SRI for the rapid screening of candidate
,, t?
polymeric materials for spacecraft use has been called the micro-VCM
determination because the quantity of sample used is of the order of mil-
ligrams and the amount of volatile condensable material collected is
generally of the order of micrograms. The maximum-VCM content and the
total weight loss of as many as 24 samples can be determined by this
procedure after only 24 hours of exposure to a thermal-vacuum environment
of 125°C and 10 -6 torr. That the VCM value obtained tn this way is very
close to maximum has been proven many times (vide infra).
The basic unit for the laicro-VCM determination is shown mounted on
a 6-inch vacuum console in Figure 8. The micro-VCM apparatus is attached
via a 6-inch elbow to the high-speed vacuum system, equipped with a Welch
1397B forepump and a CVC MCF-700 diffusion pump; a liquid nitrogen trap
is included in the system. The elbow is fitted with vacuum gages and
utility plugs which carry the lir, es for power, water cooling, and thermo-
-6
coup.]es; a pressure of at least 10 torr is easily maintained.
The micro-VCM apparatus consists of two copper-block heater units,
each of which accommodates 12 samples, and a common cooling unit for the
VC.M collector plates. Samples are contained in individual bored-out
compartments in the solid copper blocks; the co._partmcnts are covered by
copper discs sealed with Teflon O-rings. The heating elements f,,)r the
31
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blocks are made of XacTglo wire which has been silver-soldered in place
at sufficient intervals to maintain a block temperature of 125°C.
(The two copper-block heaters are independent; this makes it pos-
sible to make runs where one set of samples is held at 70°C and a second
set is held at 125°C, for example.)
The path from any sample compartment to its VCM-collector plate is
defined by a large hole (in comparison with the compartment size); cross-
contamination between compartments is abated by insertion of an egg-crate
baffle. The efficiency of this syste_ in preventing cross-contamination
has been demonstrated statistically by running numerous blanks at the
same time with samples containing large amounts of VCM; the efficiency
of the baffle system was also confirmed when samples wi_h exceptionally-
high VL_ contents were run at the same time as samples with acceptably-
low VCM contents.
(Complete design drawings for the apparatus were published in
Interim Report No. 3, Part II, under this contract.)
Procedure. - Finishea polymeric products (e.g., elasLomers, hardware and
structural) are cut into small pieces of about 1/16" × 1/16" and post-
cured as required. Products which require compounding are mixed in at
least 100-gram batches in order to ensure representative samples, cured
as slabs of no more than 1/8" thick, and then cut into small pieces.
Polymers to be used as coating materials are applied to stainless-steel
screens; the thin coatings are then cured. Oils or viscous liquids are
taken up in ignited asbestos.
Samples of 100-200 milligrams are placed in previously-weighed
micro aluminum boats and sto_'ed in an atmosphere of 501 humidity for at
least 24 hours. Then the samples are weighed on a _icrobalance and
placed in the conlparti_lents in the copper blocks; the compartment covers,
_ealed with Teflon gaskets, are secured by screws. The polished and
cleaned copper collector plates are weighed on a microbalance and
[astened firmly to the cepper cooling block by screws. When the bell-jar
(shown in Figure 8) has been set over the apparatus, and the system has
-5
been evacuated to a pressure less than i0 to, r, the copper blocks are
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brought to 125°C. The temperature is maintained for 24 hours; the_l the
blocks are allowed to cool under vacuum to at least 50°C, whereupon the
bell-3ar containing the apparatus is vented with dry nitrogen or heli_n.
The samples and collector plates are removed, placed in desiccators, and
weighed in order of their removal from the apparatus.
The results of the micro-VCM determinations which are summarized
throughout this report are based on a minimum of 2 determinations per
sample. Preliminary work and subsequent observations have shown the
average reproducibility of determinations to be as follows:
Av. wt-fi of VCM Av. reproducibility (abs.)
.o.o5 
i- 5 +0.20
5- 10 :0.50
I0-20 +i.0
In the initial work on this program, blank runs were made at random and
the VC%I collectors were always found to be free of condensed material;
since March 1966 blanks have not run routinely since it was established
that no cross-contamination was occurring between sample compartments
and that the change in weight of blank VCM collector plates did not vary
more than J:10 micrograms.
MICRO-VCM BY IR
The micro-VCM determination has been extended to include the record-
ing of infrared spectrophotometric "fingerprints" of the VCM released
by polymeric products. For this purpose, the copper collector plates
have been replaced with optical salt flats. The design of retaining
rings and pertinent dimensions of the salt flats are given ill Figure 9.
Tlle amount of VCM collected on the plates can be obtainccl with a micro-
balance or the amount of VCM can be obtained from calibration curves by
measuring the infrared gbsorbance. At present, both weights and infra-
red sbsorbances are being recorded. The correlation of VCM weights
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collected on copper plates and on salt flats is shown in Table 5; appar-
ently, both methods of collecting mate'ial are equally efficient.
By itself, the infrared (IR) technique provides an excellent method
for quality control since the volatile materials from different classes
of polymers show different absorptions in the IR, and the volatile ma_e-
rials from the same basic polymers may have different characteristics
because of sbustituents on the basic polymer linkage or differences in
compounding formulations. An example of the efficacy of infrared
"fingerprints" of VCM as a n,easure of quality control is illustrated in
Figure 10; curve3 (b) and (c) vary distinctly from curve (a) for the VCM
from epoxy-glass fiber circuit-board materials, ostensibly of similar
nature (Micaply EG series, the Mica Corporation). The strong double
peaks in curves (b) and (c) were identified as -CN-bearing function.q,
and the material was subsequently identified as a polyamide.
A catalog of the infrared spectra of the VCM from polymeric products
is given in Appendix C. It is anticipated that this catalog will serve
a two-fold purpose: (1) Fur ,e laboratories which are equipped to
collect VCM by the z,,ic_o-VC._. '. -R procedure or by macro-VCM procedures
which will provide a sufficient amount o" material to be transferred to
an optical salt flat, the sp':,..'a become a reference file for checking
conformity of new batches _f t:r.e same products or of materials claimed
to be equi_ale_'o r2 L ,rnatively, the spectra become a first refer-
ence for iso ..',, ' ,.e of con_:am_natton of space-simulation cham-
bers or ,., _,:. _ _f*_ undeLgoing tests in a simulated space environment;
this ,'_:ticul_',ly advantageous at facilities where analytical equip-
ment a. • ,:,ersonnel are li_ited since the spectra need not be interpreted
but only matched ,t_ xir_._t "fingerprints, "
Explorato_', cxl ,viments have shown that the infrared absorbance of
the VCM ca,_ be :_,,:asur d an.d caliOrated vs actual weight of VCM so that
VCM can be de2(:l'_.Jueti ¢luantitatively by IR without recourse to precise
wetgl_tngs r,n , r,umalyttcal balances. An example of the relationship
of IR at , _e to weight of VCM ts given in Figure 11; also shown is
tI,e iac_ ..t '.l'Iferent types of silicones will have different degrees of
_bsor', ,:uce :_ t_e same wavelength. (The actual data are summarized in
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MACRO-VCZIDETERNINATIONS
The macro-VC}Ideterminatiop.s, utilizing -t- to l(_-gram samples, pro-
vide information on the rate at which offending V(._,l ts re-evaporated
(see Section I.). The results of these determinations also provide in-
sight into whetl:er a modified cure or :t modified blend of co:nponents
will yield a polymeric product suitable for st)acccratt use.
A photograph of the assembly of 12 macro-VCM sample cells within
the vacuum chamber is given in Figure 12, and Figure 13 Illustrates the
entire vacuum system used for obtaining macro-VCM data. iCo,nplete de-
sign drawings for the macro-VCM sample cells, fixtures, and assembly are
given in Interim Report No. 3, Part II.) The vacuum cbamger is a 2.t--inch
diameter, 35-inch long cast-steel bell jar. The essential components or'
the vacuum system are a Cenco Hypervac-lOO roughing pt' '.p, a Welch Mode,
1400 holding pump, a Temescal F-2530 vacuum valve.', a CVC P._ICU-1OB dtlT[u-
sion pump, and a cooled baft'le c_;ploying Frco,l-502 retrigeration.
The supporting rack for the VC:d apparatuses ts fastened to tile
faceplate o1" the vacuum chamber, and the beli jar k_ moved t_:to place
on a track, the nozzle of each sample cell is positioned so that sub-
stances volatilized at 125°C will pass through an (,porting in on aluminum
baffle to a polished aluminum VCM-collector plate >alntaineu at about
25°C by water-cooled lines soldered to Lhe collector-pl0'.e support.
The heated sampie chambers consist of two spun-or)dr halw_._
(Figure 12), each wound with an XacTglo heating eleznent silver-soldered
in place, The halves are joined and sealed w_,th Teflon gaskets. In-
dividual thermal control and thermocouple systems are provided for each
half o£ each sample cell (control paneIs, Figure 13),
During a run, the sample cells are maintained at 125°C; operation
-6
records indicate *.hat tile chamber pressure ranges [l'OlIl about lO tort
-7
in the 24- and 48-hr runs to about 1() torr i_ the 96- and aa6-hr FUllS.
since preliminary work indicated that "blank" collector plates adjacent
to plates on which material is deposited suft'er no increase in weight,
a t'ull complement of 6 samples (in duplicate) has ':men used lot making
most of the macro-VCbl determinations reported at tilts time. Recent
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work with gasket materials (Section II) has confirmed the lack of
cross-contamination.
Procedure.- Sufficient sample material is collected or prepared prior
to a run to provide for 4 determinations in duplicate; this is done to
ensure the uniformity of the sample used in establishing the VCM curve.
Samples are mixed and cured as described for the micro-VCM determinations,
but they are cut into pieces such that no thickness will be greater than
1/8" in order to minimize diffusion-rate effects. Configurations such
as sections of sleevings, honeycombs, electronics modules, etc. can
be accommodated easily in the macro-VClti sample cells since they have a
3
volume of about I2 in . The samples are weighed without prior exposure
to a constant-humidity atmosphere. They are placed either directly on
perforated shelves in the sample cells or contained in aluminum dishes
which are then placed oll the shelves.
A macro-VCM determination consists of measuring the amount of VCM
collected (and weight-loss incurred) from polymeric products at intervals
-6
of 24, ,t8, 96, and 336 hours in an environment of 125°C and 10 torr.
It is tG be emphasized _hat sa,,:nles are not taken out
and re-inserted for additional periods of time; eacll
run in the series is made up of fresh samples. In
fact, the 336-hr run is often performed before the
24-hr run for maximum utilization of hours over reek-
ends and Holidays.
The results obtained with the macro-VCM apparatus ar_:, definitive
and provide the final data by which polymer candidacy f',' spacecraft use
is determined (see Section II); in contrast, micro-VCM result_ are used
only for eliminsting grossly inadequate polymers. Eventaally, data ob-
tained from the macrc-VCM determinations may be used for definitive
studies of the diffusion rates of the volatile substances relative to
thickness; of materials or surface-to-volun_e ratios; an indication of
_ili_ relationship has been shown in Section II (VC_I from gasket materials).
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IDENTIFICATION OF VOLATILE MATERIAL
Confirmation of the effectiveness of tile micro-VCM determination
as a screening technique for the selection o[ candidate spacecraft mate-
rials is afforded by the results of tile macro-VCM determination. Results
of man), determinations with the macro-VCM apparatus indicate that the
maximum weight of condensable material is collected in about 21 hours
and that a 24-hour exposure of finely-divided material in the micro-VC:d
apparatus gives essentially the same value. Since the nature o[ the
materials evolved is of interest, mass spectrome'_r/c examination of the
volatile substances has been undertaken (i) to identify readily-volatile
substances which cause the observed weight-loss in a the_nal-vacuum
environment, and (2) to identify sub.c,tances which may be responsible
for the observed VCM.
One of the mass spectrometers used at SRI [or tile identi[i,_ation
of substances released from polymers is a CEC Model 21-103C which has
been modified to include an ion-pump exhaust system _whtch en-_ures that
an}" detected hydrocarbons or silicones emanate only from the II|aL_'FiA]
under examination) and a versatile sample-inlet ._vstem which pe,naits
operation of the spectrometer with or without tile restricting molecular
leak as weil as ,_ direct line-of-sight path for vap_rtzed mo!uculu:_ int_:
the ionizing region. Another CEC Model 21-I03C ma:;_ spectron_eter ha._
been converted to a medium-resolution instrument by the addition el a
Wren filter and electron multiplier; a direct-probe s/stem i._ used Ic,r
the introduction of polymeric samples. Tilts ,_pectrometer is tlsed [,,r
identification of high-molecular-weight species.
The mas_ :;pectr,,smetric analysis procedure involves ptlmping t_e
- 6
sample at ro,,,n temperature until a pressure of at least I0 torr i_
i.eached i_n cider to remove surface moisture and gases; then the sample
is neared quickly to 125°C a;_d tile qpectruln _)I tile volatilized substance._
is recorded within a few minutes. Sample sizes range t r()m 1 milll_ram
to 10 micrograms depending on the _;e,ls/tivity (,1 the instrument u._(_d.
The mass spectrometer Inan3 also confirm that ._,:mll pieces of polymeric
37
material are completely stripped of volatile substances within 24 hours
at 125°C (in vacuum). Hence, when small pieces of polymers are sub-
jeered to micro-VC_l conditions, the material collected on the cold plate
will be nearly the maximum amount given off.
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FIG. 8 MICRO-VCM APPAPATUS MOUNTED ON 6-INCH VACUUM CONSOLE
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(a) MICAPLY EG-284T, TYPE GH. As received stripped of copper. (Scaieexpansion 5X)
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FIG. :0 INFRARED ABSORBANCE SPECTRA OF VCM AT 125 25 C FROM
EPOXY-GLASS FIBER CIRCUIT BOARDS
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IV. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES FOR COMPREHENSIVE TEb_rs
(PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES)
The importance of screening polymeric products for volatile and
volatile condensable materials has been emphasized in the first: few
sections of this report and suggestions have been made that there is a
relationship between the loss of volatile material and the ultim_Lte
mechanical properties a polymer will have alter prolonged exposure to a
thermal-vacuum environment. Thus, it was necessary in this program to
measure the changes in mechanical and electrical properties which occur
when polymeric products are exp(:sed to a thermal-vacuum environment be-
cause spacecrafts must perform reliably for periods of months, and
eventually for periods of years. (Long-tectal storage tests in the
thermal-vacuum environment will be discussed later in this report.)
More importantly, however, since the polymeric materials examined under
this contract are intended lot use in the sterile unmanned spacecr:_[ts
which may be used for landing on distant planets to search for l_le
forms, the effects of decontaminating and sterilizing treatments (_,_.
polymers also had to be measured. It i:_ obvious then, that polymers
which qualify for use in unmanned spacecraft _:_ust be able to retain
their properties through decontamination and sterilization cycles and
continue to maintain these properties when subsequently expose.J to the
thermal-vacuum environment of space flight.
Several studies have been made !not at SRI ol the effects on poly-
meric products of (i) decontamination cycles only _humidified ethylene
oxide-Freon at 50°C); (2) sterilization cycles only initrogen atm(,sphere
at 135°C); or (3) decontamination cycles followed by sterilization cycles.
The results of these studies unfortunately can not be combined to deter-
mine whether a polymeric material can successfully withstand steriliza-
tion and then resist a therr, al-vacuurn environment. A comprehensive pro-
gram was initiated at SRI to provide data on (1) the effects of decon-
tamination cycles, (2_ the effects of a thermal-vacuum environment, and
(3) the effects of successive exposures to decontamination cycles and a
thermal-vacuum envirortment :
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(I) Deceatamination. Six 30-hr cycles of humidified
ethylene oxide- Freon-12 at 50°C;
(2) Thermal-vacuum envlronment only. Three weeks
(500 hr) of exposure at 135°C and 10 -6 torr;
(3) Decontamination cycles .p__]us thermal-vacuum
exposure.
Equipment
A multiple-cell test unit was designed to accommodate 30 sample
cells, each of which could contain several configurations of a single
polymeric material according to the subsequent physical/mechanical property
tests to be performed (see Figure 14), and each of which was isolated
from its neighbor so that all possibilities of cross-contamination are
eliminated. The sy3tem was so designed that the materials could be ex-
posed at atmospheric pressure to decontamination cycles and subsequently
exposed, i,, the same sample cells, to a thermal-vacuum environment.
The primary manifold (responsive to the 30 cell-units) leads via a
6-inch duct to the vacuum system which Includes a fore-Fump, a 6-inch
diffusion pump, water-cooled chevron baffle, and a gate valve. The valve
is used to isolate the vacuum system when the upper assembly is being
u_ed for pressurized exposures. The test unit includes two electrically-
heated ovens; circulation is prompted by a blower-duct s/stem.
Complete design drawings for this unit are given in Interim Report
No. 3, Part If, December 1966, under this contract.
Operation Procedure
(1) Each sample material is prepared in suitable sizes and shapes
according to the tests to be performed. Where possible, a single speci-
men is used for more than one test (e.g., weight-loss and dimensional
change). The test spea[mens are either suspended in the sample cell
(see Figure 14) or laid flat on a wide-mesh screen. It is to be noted
thst only one polymeric product is contained in each cell.
(2) The sample cells are sealed in place in the oven chamber
which is brought to 50°C wLthin one hour. The cells are then evacuate2
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pto about 10 -3 torr and _vater vapor at 50°C is introduced through heated
valving systems to provide a relative humidity of about 50_. The de-
contaminating agent (12:88 ethylene axide:Freon-12, Matheson Company)
is passed through a heat exchanger which brings it to 50°C and into the
sample cells to provide an atmosphere of 455 mg/liter ETO.
After a 28-hr period of 50°C in the humidified ETO atmosphere, tile
system is cooled to room temperature within one hour. During this period,
the cells are evacuated for 10 minutes and vented to the atmosphere;
evacuation and ven2ing is repeated twice more to ensure complete flushing.
Six 30-hr cyclt:s_ as described above., complete the decontamination
treatment.
(3) Samples to be tested only for the effects of the decontamination
treatment are withdrawn, and fresh samples are put in their place for
tests of the effects of the thermal--vacuum exposure only. Other samples
are left in place for final tests of the effect_ of the decontamination
tre_tment followed by a thermal-vacuum treatment.
-6
(4) The cells are then evacuated to 10 torr while the oven t_m-
peratures a_'e raised to 135°C, The samples are maintained tn this
tilermal-v,,cuum environment for 500 hours. At the end of this period,
the ovens are cooled to room tcmperature and the cel]s are vented to
the atmosphere. The samples are all removed for final testing.
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Test Procedures
Note: Duplicate samples of 1" × 6" were used for dimensional change,
change in weight, and change in hardness.
(1)
(2
('3)
(4
Dimensional change
The distance between bench marks on samples was meaEured
to within 20.001 inch with vernier calipers with an
accuracy considered to be ±0.001 inch. The bench marks
were iocated from 5.0-5.5 inches apart. The charge in
length is expressed as per cent of initial length.
Change in _elght
Samples were _eighed either on an analytical balance or a
micro-balance as required by the initial weight of the
sample. The change in weight is expressed as percent of
initi_i weight.
Hardness
The hardness of structural materials was measured with a
Wilson "Rockwell" Hardness Tester according to ASTM
D785-.62, using a 0.500-in. ball with a 60-k{I lo_d.
The hardness of seal and gasket materials was measured
with a Shore Durometer Type A-2 according to ASTM
D2240-64T, using a l-kg weight; readings were made within
one second after application of the load.
An average of 5 determinations was made for each sample.
Results are reported as Rockwell or Shore numbers.
Tensile and Elongation
The tensile and elongation measurements were made at about
70°F using an Instron Model TTCI£1-6.
Duplicate test specimens of film and sheet materials were
cut w1_h an ASTM die D: the speed of testing was 1.00 in/min.
Test specimens of structural materials were prepared and
tested according to ASTM D638-64T. Duplicate type Ill
test specimens were machined for each sample; the speed of
testing was 0.05 in/mln.
Tensile specimens of seal and gasket material were cut
6" 6"[roln _ x 1/16" cured stock by an ASTM die C
A modified method, employing a scaled-down die, was used
for testing many of the seal and gasket materials ill order
to ensure sufficiency of specimens for the entire test
program. The test specimens had a gage length of
1.000 inch and a width of 0.125 iach. Triplicate deter-
minations were made on each sample at a testing speed of
].00 in/min.
5O
Duplicate specimens of tie cord (lacing tape) materials were
tested according _o ASThl D638-64T at a testing speed of
1.00 in/min. They were cut 8" long from the spools and
used as received.
(5) Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor
Dielectric constant and dissipation [actor _,easurements
were made according to ASTM D150-64T. The test equipment
consisted of a General Radio R-F bridge Type 916A, a
Hewlett-Packard signal generator Model 606A, and a
Hallicrafter SX71 radio-receiver in conjunction with a
General Radio tuned amplifier and null detector Type 1232A.
Dielectric specimens 1.000 inch in diameter were machined
from the structural materials. The measurements performed
oll these samples were made using a micrometer electrode
system (General Radio "Dielectric Sample Holder," Type
1690A) .
Specimens of protective coating material were first cured
in flat sheet 1/16" thick and then die-cut to 2.000"
diameter. Specimens of sealant material _,ere cast in
aluminum molds 2.000" in diameter and I/8" thick.
The dielectric specimens of film and sheet materials were
die-cut at 1.000 inch in dia1,_eter. The electrodes were
made from aluminum foil 0.7 mil thick b_, 0.950 inch in
diameter. Silicone oil was used to increase the contact
between the foil and the test specimen. The specimen and
electrodes were then placed between a :_tiff wire connector
for two-term_,_al measurement as shown Jn Figure 15.
It is to be no_ed that the majority of the samples tested
were of a thickness of 2 mils or less; since the silicone
oil was in series with the test specimen, it could cause
the measured dielectric constant to be too lo'u and the
dissipation factor to be too high, which seems apparent.
With this in mind, the data for film and sheet materials
should be examined only from the point ol view o_ compar-
iscn between control and test specimens and not as an
absolute measurement of either dielectric const'int or
dissipation factor.
(6) Compression Set
Compression set measurements were made in accordance
with ASTM D-395, Method B (constant deflection).
Aluminum molds were fabricated for casting and curing
samples for compression-set measurements. The compression-
set test-blocks were designed and fabricated to fit
che sample cells; the flat plates of the test-blocks
were made from stainless steel and the bolts and spacers
from Invar. Taking into account the relative thermal
exDansion coefficients between Invar and stainless
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steel 304 (0.8 × 10 -6 vs 9.t _ X 10-6), there should
be little if any detectable change of the initial com-
ples_ve pressure. Compression of 257_ was applied
to samples oi 1/2" thickness.
(7' Compressive Strength
Compressive strength measurements were made according
to ASTir! 1)-1621; the rate of compression was 0.1 in/rain.
Test specimens of foam material were cut with a ro-
tating die which had a diameter of 2.250". Sealant
material was cast in 2.250"-dim_eter :_olds at a thick-
ness of 1.000 in.
(8) Adhesion Shear
Aluminum strips 1" × 4" × 1/16" with a hole drilled
1/4" from one end were prepared from grade 2024-T3
(unclad) aluminum. The strips were cleaned by sand-
blasting, de-greased wi'ch acetone, and then immersed
in an aqueous solution of Altrex (6-8 oz/gal) at about
80°C for 8-12 minutes. They were then rinsed with
de-ionized water and oven-dried at 70°C. All a_pli-
cations of adhesive or protective coatings to the
test strips were made within 8 hours of the cleaning
process.
The adhesives and protective coatings to be tested
were applied to a ruled area measuring 1.0" × 0.5"
at the eud of each alumim,m strip, opposite the
hole used for suspending test specimens in the
various environments. The strips were then mated
and a load of 25 psi was applied, in most instances,
and the samples were cured as indicated in the appro-
priate tables.
Control and exposed specimens were pulled with a
crosshead speed of O.05"/min, using an Instron Model
TTCLhl-6. The temperature of the test specimens was
70°F during all testing.
(9) T-Peel Test
T-peel test specimens were prepared from 23"-lengths
of tap,_ and thermal insulation material. They were
folded in such a manner as to bring the adhesive-
coated sidec of the tape in contact with each other
and give 6" of teat area in which to measure the
peel resistance (see Figure 16). Alter folding the
specimens, the}" were rolled with a i/2-in diameter
roller.
The tab ends (Figure 16) of the test specimens were
clamped in the grip_ of the tension testing machine
and pulle.l with a crosshead speed of 1.00 in/mill.
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(lO)
Note: Tl:is crosshead speed will cause separation
of the bond area at a rate of 0.50 in/rain.
From the load curves, recorded on tim Instron, the average
peeling load for the first 5 inches of peelin,_ after tile
initial peak was determined and reported in ib/in width.
All measurements were n:ade at 70°F.
Adhesive Creep
The adhesives were tested ill sittl for creep under a
load of I000 psi. Alulllinuni and staillless steel fix-
tures, fitted with compression springs _'ated at
650 pounds were designed to hold tile test Sl)eciinens
in shear throughout the exposure periods. Design
drawings for these fixtures are given in tlle supple-
ment to this section.
Over-sized shear plates were cut from 2024-T3 (unclad)
aluml**Um (0.063-in thick). After being sandblasted on
each side, the edges of the plates were machined to
1.000 .- 0.001 ,< i.'/50 ± 0.001 il,.ches and cleaned as
described ill Adhesion Shear (8) All applications of
adhesives to shear plates were i, ztl_: within 8 hours
of _he cleaning process. Each " ihe ,_ _- wc,s applied
to the lower half-inch of one sly. ..: zte _ud tile
other plate was put ill place, I l_i:',_ ,.are not te entrap
air ill the bond area. After tl ::_ iI:'n_s were cured,
one edge of tile bonded plates w_,:, l,olis,_ed with 600
wet-or-dry paper, and a lille was scribed perpendicular
to the glue-line with a razor blade.
Tile test specimens were then placed in the creep fix-
tures a.qd the springs compressed, using a:, It,.stron
Model TTCI/%I-G. The loads were l_easured and each spring
was set to give a load of 500 : 5 pounds. Since each
test specimen had a bond area of 0.5 in 2, tile resulting
shear load wa_ I000 psi.
Creep measurements were made to i0.005 mm dtll'ing the
exposure of tlle .,;pecimens in tlle val'iou._ environments,
using a Gaertner cathetometer to view the scribed lines
on the test specimens.
Breaking Strength
The breaking strength of coated fabrics was determined
using ASTM D751-6.1T, Method B, with specimens of 2" / 6".
Tlle values reported represent tile average [or specimens
pulled in both warp and weft directions of tile materials;
these directions of weave were not identified easily,
and insufficiellt sample was avai]able for adequate
testing in both directions.
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iFIG. 14 VIE',_ OF MULTIPLE-CELL TEST UNIT SHOWING THE LOCATION OF
SAMPLES II"_ THE TEST CELLS
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I V. SUPPI,EMENT
DESIGN DtlA;VINGS FOR ADIIESIVE CREEP TESTER
C50-t6-82 CREEP T?;STING TUBE (SAMPLE Tt,2ST 1:IX'lURE
A5046-83
A5046-8-t
A50t6-85
A5046-86
A5046-87
A5046-88
A50t6-89
Sprilt[; Rctainc_ - Ul)pcr
Spring Retainer - lox_{,_'
Stud
Blade Retainer - upl)cr
Blade Retainer - loxver
Tube
Blade
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V. ADHESIVES (AD)
More than 40 adhesives have been screened by the micro-VCM tech-
nique for total weight loss and maximum VCM content. As shown by the
data given in Table 7, about 15 of these are suitable candidates for
further evaluat±on--all of them epoxy-based; the polyesters and sil_-
cones are not acceptable. Whether the VCM results from the cleavage of
polymeric structures or is due simply to incompletely polymerizcd frac-
tions of the products cannot be ascertained from the VCM data, On the
other hand, the infrared spectra of the VCM of a number of the adhesives
are given in Appendix C and indicate that low-molecular-weight epoxies
(e.g., Eccobond 45/15, EC-2216) or polyamides (e.g., Epibend-l]5, Scotch-
cast AF-126) are released .n the thermal-vacuum environment and condense
to furnish the offending VCM. The mass spectrum of the substances vola-
tilizing in vacuum at k25°C from FM-IO00 w_s intense, indicating generous
release of kow-molecular-weight epoxies, and confirmation of micro-VCM
disqualification. Since so many adhesives intmediately pass micro-VCM
screening, it is not necessary to give further consideration to marginal
or inferior materials.
A number of the adhesives were examined for changes in mechanical
properties after exposures to decontamination cycles and the thermal-
vacuum enviromnent. As shown in Tables i0, II, and }2, Adhesive 46951
lost half its shear strength after ETO exposure and failed completely in
the thermal-vacuum environment. Little difference is noted after any ex-
posure for Adhesive 4684, but weight loss is excessive. Of th2 epoxy
paste adhesives tested only for shear strength, all show satisfactory
performance with apparent increased strength after exposure to the thermal-
vacuum environment; these can be suggested for use under no-load condi-
tions. The paste adhesives which failed the tests for creep under load
were those which had excessive VCM contents, except for the Epon 901/B-3
which perhaps is not compounded for use under load.
The only film adhesive which failed under load was FM-61, which had
an excessive VCM content (probably low-mol-wt nylons). The excellent
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thermal-vacuum performance of the other film adhesives was indicated by
the good VCMdata; not predictable, of course, was the deleterious effect
of th_ ETOcycles and subsequent TVEexposure on Metlbond-329.
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VI. CIRCUIT BOARDS !CB)
The circuit board materials discussed in thi_ section are those
designed specifically for etched circuits, that is, copper-clad laminates.
Data for materials which may be used as circuit boards but also have other
structural applications (e.g., epoxy-glass fiber laminates) are summarized
with hardware and structural materials in Section X.
As shown by the micro-VCM data in Table 13, the circuit l_ard mate-
rials which have been tested are excellent candidates for use in space-
crafts. The candidacy of Micarta 65M25 is further supported by the macro-
VCM determination (Table 14) which indicates the small amount of VCM is
disappearing with time; the probable contributor to VCM has been identi-
fied as styrene (Table 151 which may re-polymerize. VC_l-contributor from
Micaplys EG-899T and EG-758T was identified from its infrared absorbance
(see Section III) as a polyamide; this may re-ecaporate with title.
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vii. COATED FABRICS (CF)
Pracgically all of the fluorocarbon-coated materials listed in
Table 16 are excellent candidates foi" spacecraft use on the basis of
micro-VCM data. The polyimide- and phenolic-coated glass fabrics also
can be included in a list of qualified materials.
Representative fabrics from the various polymer classes were selected
for further testing in order to ascertain the changes in mechanical and
electrical properties after their exposure to decontamination cycles and
the thermal-vacuum environment. The results of these tests are given in
Tables 17 to 19. As shown by the test data, the polyimide- and phenolic-
coated glass fabrics display the greatest breaking strength and incur vir-
tually no change in mechanical and electrical properties after any of the
exposures.
The silicone-coated fabrics do not suffer much change in mechanical
or electrical properties after the various exposures, but cannot be rec-
ommended because of their excessive VCM contents.
The fluorocarbon-coated Armalon 98-101 incurs a 5-fold increase in
elongation after all exposures which may disqualify it for considered
use. On the other hand, Fairprene 84-001 not only shows the same ten-
dency to increased elongation, but also has a disqualifying high VCM
content; this is unfortunate for it has the highest dielectric constant
of the materials tested.
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Viii. FILMS AND SIIEETS (FS_
All of the film and sheet materials which have been screened with
the micro-VCM procedure appear to be suitable can{lidates for spacecraft
use excep_ for a pol_vinylidene fluoride (Kynar-2OO) nnd tile polyamides
(nylons); a marginal suitability _,lay be conceded to Myla_'s Type T and S.
These data are sumnlarized in Table 25. As shown in Table 21, the macro-
VCM determinations verify the qualification for PPO 681-iii and Teflon
FEP 500A. The apparent increase in weight-loss valu_ i o_" the PPO film
indicated by the macr,)-VCM determination (compared with micro VCM data)
i_ due orly to the fact that the film was used as received, whereas it
was annealed at 180°C prior to the micro-VCM determination. This is
further confirmed by the identification of solvents as constituting the
greater part of volatile materials (Table 22); these were undoubtedly
released at the high temp,,rature of annealing. Mechanica] property data
for the PPO film obtai:led after long-term storage tests Section XXIII)
_iso confirm the suitability of this film for spacecralt use.
The excellent values for Teflon FEP 500A from the mlcro- and macro-
VCM determinations are verified by the data for its mechanical and e?_ec-
trical properties after exposure to decontamination and thel-mal-vacuum
environments _s shown in Tables 23 to 25.
The electrical and tensile properties of My]ar Type T suffers little
by exposure to the decontamination and thermal-vacuum environments; how-
e_,er, the dimensional change of about i0_ in the thermal-vacuum environ-
meat is excessive and the micro-VCM rating is marginal. On the other
hand, Mylar Type A easily pa_ses micro-VCM screening and incurs no changes
in mechanical and electrica], properties after decontamination and thermal-
vacuum exposures.
The polysulfone P-23')0 reflects in the thermal-vacuum environment
the same good rating as g:'.ven by micro-VCM screening. However, there is
a distinct reduction of elongation values after exposure to ETO and
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subsequently ETO/TVE environments. The polyimide film 2OOXB667 (formerly
called H-film) is one of the strongest films suitable for spacecraft use
and displays excellent retention of physical properties throughout all
decontamination and thermal-vacuum exposures. Because of the indicated
data, this film is undergoing an 8-month storage test (Section XXIII) in
the thermal-vacuum environment for plastic creep under load.
The two Tedlar films, transparent and filled, easily pass micro-VCM
screening and incur little change in tensile and electrical properties;
however, both of these films tend to stretch during exposure to the thermal-
vacuum environment, and this must be taken into consideration before rec-
ommendatio_ for use.
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IX. FOAM MATERIALS (FO)
The sci'eening data summarized in Table 26 for foam 1:laterials in-
dicate that two epoxy and two polyurethane materials appear to be good
candidates for further evaluation. However, it is to be noted that the
epoxy materials (Stycasts 1090/11 and 1095/11) are rigid foamed-in-place
materials, and the polyurethanes (Eccofoams S and SH) are pre-foamed
rigid materials. Careful examination of the data in Table 26 also
reveals that the nature of foam materials makes difficult the comparison
of the effect of alternative curing cycles on a micro-scale but, in
general, excessive ob::erved test values remain e.xcessive after different
treatments; i.e., variation of cure has little effect.
Confirmation of the good outgassing properties of the Stycasts is
given in Table 27 where macro-VCM determinations indicate negligible VCM
and weight-loss values. Mass spectrometric ._nalysis of the substances
evolved at !25°C in vacuo (Table 28) reveals ,:he presence of a piperidine
and/or polyamide material, often used as cross-lznking agents for epoxies;
these substances should evaporate without causing deterioration of the
properties of the polymer, but this must be checked by further evaluation.
Macro-VCM data for the Eccofoams (Table 27) show negligible values,
but there may be a continuing increase in weight-loss with time. In
the case of Eccofoam SH, the primary constituent of evolved substances
has been shown to be nitrogen (Table 28j; the gradua, increase of weight-
loss, not accompanied by a similar increase in VCM value apparently con-
firms this finding. Further evaluation of Eccofoam Stf (Tables 29-3l) for
mechanical property changes shows that the material is subject to com-
pression set but does not lose its compressive strength after exposure_
to decontamination and thermal-vacuum cycles. In comparison, Eccofo, z: S
not only suffers compression set but also a loss in ccmpressive strength
after exposure to the decontav'._nation nnd thermal-vacuum cycles
(Tables 29-31).
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PThe one flexible polyurethane, Eccofoam FS, unfortunately does not
qualify for further evaluation at all (Table 26). Scotchcast XR-5068,
epoxy-coated micro glass cells, has a gross VCM value which has not been
changed by extension of curing time. As shown by mass spectrometric
identification in Table 28 (and confirmed by the infrared spectrum of
the VCM shown in Appendix C), the VCM is apparently composed of polyamides
or amines. Most importantly, however, the macro-VCM data in Table 27
indi¢._e that the substances which are released at 125°C do not evaporate
with time from a 25°C condensing surface.
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X. ttARDWARE AND S'IRU_RJRAL ,ttS,
Except for the nylon-tyl)e plastics anti one el)oxy-glass laminate, all
harttware anti 5Ll'tlCtUral materials which have been exainiFie(l appear t() be
suitable candidates for further evaluation on the basis of maximun_-VCM
content; as shown in Table 32, however; several materials are subsequently
dis".ualified by excessive (>i/_) weight-loss values.
Macro-VCM determinations i'or a number of these materials (Table 33,
indicate that tile acetal and polycarbonate plastlcs are most acceptable,
and that the ,9olyvinyl carbazole and nylon-types appear to release sub-
stances in the thermal-vacuum environment which apparently not only con-
dense but re-polymerize so that VCM values tend to increase with ti;ne.
Mass spectrometric identification oi' released substances, shown in
Table 34, confirms these observations. In another instance, the apparent
increase for VCM and weight loss was unexplained by tile mass .qpect:'oHletric
identification o1' gross materials; however, the inlrared spectrum el the
VCM f-ore Zytel-lO1 (see Appendix C) indicates that the VCM is due to
low-molecular-weight lractions of nylon-ll. This conlirms observations
from earlier work (with nylon-6) that the nylons are not suitable space-
craft materials since they do de-polymerize at relatively low tempera-
tures in vacuum.
As shown in Tables 35 to 37, tests for mechanical and electrical
properties of an acetal, Detrin IOONCIO, indicate that no signi[icant
changes are incurred after exposures to decontamination and thermal-
vacuum environments. Little cimnges are incurred also by Doryl tl-17.511
(a diphenyl o.xide-glass fiber structure, ai'ter any e.\posure e.\cept Ior
some increase in dielectric constant ar, d a sl)_hl, reduction in tensil(_
strength. The phenolic-glass laminate Micarta H-583t incurs less than
lOf cilange in any mechanical or electrical t)ropcrties. The silicone-
glass laminate Micarta 26201-2 su£_ers a signiiicant loss el tensile
strength after thermal-vacuum exposures and zofte_ing alter Eli) and
ETO'TVE exposures, but. electrical properties are un,qffected.
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A( M
A( :;1
DIP
DIP
I)1P
DIP
Postcured ;2t. hr i._IWC
t_ostcurecl 2l hr |St)"C
Post_ur_+d 21 hv 1_1t"('.
As received
A,,, re, eiw,d
."iS ve('el red
As rice{red
I.,.'xan l/lit- [ 1 l
l.t'xan It)l-1 ll
l,exan ltll- 112
[,exan 1(l;4- 112
l,e×ai: [3tl-ll 1
l,exan I/I1- 111
l,exail 131-112
I.t-xml 133" 112
[,exan lili..i] I
l.e×aT, 111-I11
v.,.xau i!1-112
I,exan 2-t.3-] 12
GE(;
DEC
(/.E(:
Ct;C
Ct;C;
GEC
(t](:
(i;(:
GI'C
As received
As received
As received
As received
A_ received
/l.,_ received
As received
As recei_+,d
As recei red
_ls rece i ',ed
As iec ei_ed
A,,_ received
Pol_.ethyiene plastic
t_,(kman +1(,1577
l)olvilnide plast ic
%espe [ SP.1
|)o ly vin'_ lc_lrbazolo
I.uv icai_ _,1170
l.u,. ican _,117t)
:"4i l i c.n-base
Iligh K7+)7 <K -15)
Iti_h K7{17 (k 12)
.%iltcone-ffla.',s lama. hate
\li c:art a 2t)2111-2
l)_;( ;
l)lP
I'tCC
t'1.;(;
(_ES
_E%I
As received
As received
A.,_ recei.+ ed
Pu_,tcured 2 I ttl'
.\_. r+,ceived
I 5ti<'( ]
1.25
1.5_+
1.277
I. _,7)
2._7
II. Ill,
tl. 118
(t tt{#
O. 17
O.17
il.t8
t).17
tl. 21)
ll.!7
tl.I-
/I.17
tl. I f_
II..'>
1.2;
t). '.1
tl.ll
+). 7'1
tl.ll
tl. b,
I). I)2
o. t)2
o. til
t)._)2
t). 12
Ii.21
_l.ti2
li. Ill
(). li {
O. I_ 1
(}. (11
t).ltl
Ii i_l
ii. _tl
(I. {);g
{I. 112
i).li]
II. U[
(I, (it,
tl ,l!q
o. I)8
II .t!l
tl. tl I
I
5,+,. '.,f+l.-.d _x ;.
- ,,,.,. _.i>l,,,n<l_x P,.
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'f_ab ). 3?,
%l,_(:BO-_.(:M DETEJf'.IJNATIO\_: IJ.:H_J)_:dH_ ._.NJ) /Fig (71'1 ]L_.L
M '(1"Et_ l ._.l."
l)el tin 1 ,')UM tl)
I)e]rin 300\('1() (I,..t;
l.exun 1.1-1-112
I.uvican %1170
Z',tvl-IO[ (bo(,t I
II(H I't:'-, (.H- ti _,t'()>t t'tl-.
Pi_OPEIFFY AT l 2 _'C XNI) ]0-t_ l()t_i3
1
2 4. I t45 9 () _ _ tJ
_,),t luss 'i 0.2(I 0.2t) O. _7 0.?)_
VC"d _,t -c_ 0.01 0.1)2 U.()2 t).()]
_t-loss !7 O. _2 0.23 0.2h 0.38
_,'(_1, wt-"; 0.1)3 1}. 0.:) ().iLl. O.O]-
_,t- l_)ss, c: __ 0.15 (J. [ _3 0.17
V(31, _ t -q. O. i,)l u,ol O.UI
_t-to_s, _'_ 0.0:3 ().Ot_ O.Ot_ 0.09
\(31, v, t -'i 0.01 0.01 (J.UI (). 0'?,
_,_t - 1 o>s, 'i 2.30 1,8_ [.8_) 2.()q
\(31, _t-'_ (.). I)._ (.). U2 (). (.)2 (J.O5
* l),-lr-in J_OX(:Jl)
l)e i r_ n £0ONC]0
I.(.xan 14i-112:
[.u_at.' M17II:
Z_ t,.t- 101:
1,s r'+'< ('l',ed, ,ut t[l smu]i [,Iv, p,,,
_.s r,.,',,_ved, _,hul, lout.
',_ r,*,,,_,,d, _.i.,l,. ,hip.
\:. re,< (,).,,(,d, *hu_.e bout.
"l'a b I e 3 i
_,IAS.S >l)l+:(:Tl<()'ql':'i'll ! (: :C',AI._ > ! :: ! X > ! TI (H" \l VI'I':I'I I .%1.>
\OI..YI'! I.! I I+:I) .VI' t 2.'>°C: AX,l; I()-" 'l'()l)lal:
IIAIH;+,+,AIH+:-\',I, .'<Tl'tl (:TI'I'IAI.
M.VFPI|A1 .'d.
l)(,l Fill L:_i}NilIIJ
I.(,x.. I '-2 112
l DI.'.NI'I I"I El) ( t)'dl'o";l-2,,l>
',tu ,,[ Mt .,,)
'_, il I ('I"
!:i %+,d [t++xiltl( +,-
_, Ill\ I I ,_t t,,t,',,l('
_,,I( ('l
++>t(,t (,l i,hthul i, u,'id;
-- (l'(+_,{) i
i,r,,i)x [ _t:,i n(. ; -,lU,t ] ,,n,,:
h',(Ir,,t hlori(' ,,, i,l
di,,< t ",.li,h t h,, I ,,t ,'
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LXI. HONEYCOMB CORE STRUCTURES iHC)
None of the honeycomb core materials [istc,.i J n Table 38 approaches
candidacy for spacecraft use on the basis of VC_I and _:'._ht-loss values.
On the other hand, the macro-VCM determinations made for the polyester
H.MH indicate (Table 39) that the VCM is re-cvapor_tin_ with time.
Unfortunately, it was found that the HM_ samples (2" / 2" × i")
collapsed in the thermal-vacuum environment, that l._, th_,y h)st all sem-
blance of a honeycomb structure. It is emphasized th_L the core
structures were examined per se; they were not fitted _ith facings. It is
possible that the integrity of the structure may have be, on maintained had
it been fastened suitably to a facing material, but, it is also equally
possible that the thermal-vacuum exposure would cause severe warping of
the structure even though the eages maintained their spacings by firm
attachment to a facing.
The data for the composite structure listed in Table _ i _ given here
simply because the material tested is part of such a structL_ . [or the
small sample submitted, data was requested only fox" the i'ac_:_g. Thus, no
recommendations can be made for the composite itself.
In view of the importance of honeycomb core structures as structural
members of spacecrafts, it is suggested that sufficient material of
strucutres Jn the form in which they are to De used be furnished for com-
plete macro-VCM determinations and mechanical-property determinations.
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Ta h I e 38
MI(_IlO-_C%l I]I'TfI"+tA%IINATION_: IIC)\I'IY(I()%ll _, (:OIq'] _TIIL+(:I'I I'll'_S
{2+l - hr at 125u( and tO -+> torr)
(k(3,1 c.llect,)rs at 25u(:)
Mg'l'l+3_ I ,Xl. 1
t>h enu I i c
IIIlP
Polyest ez'
I I_1
Si I icone
IIHS- asbest us
tilL";- g [ a ss fiber
Compos i t e
lltlP Adl.ck $51 i-7'.1-
901 t> ply
IIt_ ) AdtucL 851 I'%I-
9t_U /2 pl)
] >;('(' Appendix A.
9
Ne_, Appendix B,
%lFH, - 'f I)E A1%lI(.VI' f()T AI. _,l.
IIEX As received
IIEX
III'X
IIEX
As recei v(,d
As received
f'ucing oni ,,
As 'ecei_ed
facing ol_ly
1.30
0, 18
0. :+7
0 30
0,81
(}. t) 5
WI-';
O. 20
O. t7
O, 37
O+ 40
' O. 0 l
'0. (J l
"l'abl e 39
M.+_CBO+V(31 IIETEIO, IINATION5: }IONE_('.OMB COBE +_,'l'l_ll (;1"1 I+E>
MA'I'EH I M.*
I1%111
I) HOP EWI'Y
2,1.
IIOL_A,'; OF F]XP()>LRF]
A'I 123°(] AND i0 -e) 'F()I_H
+...
O. 15 / 0.13 (J,20
I
t). 13 l ().02 0.02
L
* XS ['+'t ( lV+'d; 2" ' '" ' 1" _"' ),/o|1; t hP sa:r,pl+, >,,.,)t,,n,_ ,,,llaF_+,'d
durtn)t all ,+xp,,sur,.s.
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xn. LUBRICANTS(ZU)
As shown by the data in Table 40, the lubricants which are commonly
used as diffusion pump oils and vacuum gasket lubes distill readily at
125°C in vacuum and easily condense at 25°C. However, a s_licone vacuum
grease recently marketed by the General Electric Company, G-683, has
passed the screening tests with excellent weight-loss and VCM values.
A cross-check in the macro-VCM apparatus, employing ]O-gram samples, has
confirmed the micro-VCg results as shown in Table 41. G-683 is recommended
for void filling and for sealing and protecting electrical components.
Used between structural members, it provides a "thermal joint" and im-
proves the rate of heat dissipation of elgctrical ::omponents to their
hegt sinks. The use of this compound for lubrication of moving parts
should be investigated.
A solid-film lubricant for moving parts, Elec_rofilm 4306, also can
be recommended. The low weight-loss and VCM va]ues shown in Table 40 are
confirmed by the macro-VCM data in T_ble 41. The primary volatile com-
ponent is simply a solvent (Table 42) which evaporates largely during
spray application and is further removed in the curing cycle. This
product must be thoroughly mixed prior to use. The companion Electro-
film, 2396, yields even better macro-VCM values, but these do not corre-
late as expected with the micro-VCM data, it may be that the thin film
used for the macro determination was more completely cured than the 1/8"
deep sample prepared for the micro determination. However, the identi-
ficatiGn of silicones and sulfur dioxide (Table 42) in lhe substances
released at 125°C in vacuum precludes recommendation of this product.
A fluid lubricant has been identified as a candidate for spacecraft
use; this is Union Carbide Chemicals' Ucon 50HB5100. It is a water-soluble
polyalkylene glycol with a v_scosity of 71,000 centistokes at O°F and
168 at 210°F. The weight-loss shown by the micro-VCM determinations
(Table 40) is marginal (probably water), but the VCM is well within the
I01
limit of 0.1%. A 48-hour run on large s_mples in the macro-VCM apparatus
indicates a similar weight-loss value and a marginal VCM value (Table 41).
A thousand-hour run with large samples (macro-VCM) is required before
this lubricant can be fully qualified. However, it remains the most
potential candidate compared with the other fluid lubricants which have
been tested.
Table 40
MICi_O- V(3,1 DETEFIMINNI'IONS: I,tT_,_[ CA>i'I'S
('24 i_r at I25°C _,.,;d i() -_ tort)
(V(51 collectors at 25°('.)
MAI'EBIAL 1
F ]_loroca rbot]
t)tL 2,10 - A(:
Phenol i ¢'-MoS 2
Electrofilm 4:),00
E}ectrofilm 430t)
l)olyalkvlene glycol
[:con 50ttB55
l'c,i, 5011BL70
I'('o,_ 50111_)O0
icon 50!1B5100
Polyphenvl ether
(:onva lex- 10 (0-0t)l)
Si licate-MoS,_- resin
Electrofilm 23q_
Elect rofi 1,,I 2396
5i I i cone
IX]- [ [
11.-705
\'er_ilube F-50
\ersilul,e (] _O0
] N,,r ,_t,p,*t,dj x -I.
1
" <,,'," _q_p,'wtlx B.
o
MFFI. ' TBEATMENT
I)i'P As received
EFI As received; l-I ,') hr 190_'(:
EFI As received; 1_5 br lC)0°C
I:CC As received
t'(iC As received
I'C(: As received
L'('C As received
(:V(: As received
EFI As received; 2 hr 80°C + '2 hr 2()5"C
EFI As recei',ed; '2 hr 80o( ` * 1_) hr 2050(:
IXI( ._s received
IX:(. As received
(dE> As received
(iES As received
(iF.S As I e('ei red
20.02
0.72
O. _)7
(). i)
24.5
.5...t7
!_. !
O. ;¢2
o. 2I
:_.,t(;
(_7.2
I}.t_2
h, qt)
5.70
V(:M,
_T-
7.42
0 20
U. 09
24.0
l t). 0
I. 30
O. 04
4O. 0
O. 20
0.1_
I. '30
81.0
O. 07
5.51
3. t_3
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Tab le 41
_,IACBO-V(3,1 I)ETEFI_,II NA I'I ONS : l,[ Bttl C-INT>
},IATEHI AI,*
Elect. rofilm 239_
Electrofilm 4300
G-683
Ucon 50HB5100
21
0. U5
_0.01
O.0_
"-0.01
0.51
O. Ol
HOUItS OV EXPO>UBE
AT !25°C :_NI) It! e) TOIq4
18 t_.
I}, I!i{ - -
• O. Ol " O. Ol
33t,
0. [3
O. o2
O. 04
O. 02
1.3o
O. 13
u. 3o t). 22
u. ul o. oI
U. t,2 ().t).l
II. 02 O. o3
Electrofllms were prepared as thin films:
Electrofilm 2396, cured 2 hr 80°C + 2 hr 2{)5°C.
Electrofilm 4306, cured I I 2 hr 190°C.
G-683, used _s received.
[:con 50|tB5100, used as r¢_eiv.d.
Table _2
MASS SPECI'BO_IETRIC ANAIASIS IN .'.;IT[ ()F X1,VI'EI_I.XI.S
VOLATILIZED _'1' 125°C AND 10 -6 T()BB: l.!BIq( _VIN
Electrofihn 2?06
_:lectrofilr;, 13{)h
I DENT I F I El) CO_IPON EN I._
_,1 a,i ,_ r _,11 ,Loz
mixed silicones
Freon solvent
sul f,lr dloxldf!
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LXIII. MARKING MATERIALS (MM)
Because many components, sub-assumblies, etc. for sp,_cecrafts are
marked for identification and location, the amount of VCM which might
occur from various marking materials (inks) is o[ interest. Thus, a
set of determinations was made for the kinds of materials most likely
to be used. In order to simulate actual use, that is, as a thin film
of print, stamp-pad and marking inks _,o.re applied to small stainless
steel screens by dipping the screens into the inks, draining, and dry-
in!,_ for at least one hour. Felt-pen inks were applied te 1/2 X 12"
allminum foil strips by brushing with the felt tips; the strips were
dr::ed for one hour and rolled to fit into the sample compartn:ents of
the' micro-VCM apparatus. Type-ribbon inks were applied also to
aluminum foil strips by pressing the ink onto the strips with a blunt
ins t rument.
As shown in Table 43, a gross weight loss is incurred by all oi' the
materials, which is to be expected since the pigments ore dispersed
in a solvent mixture. The VC,_ values are also quite !arge, and probably
due to viscosity-control agents such as glycols and bindin_ agents such
as resins.
However, the weight of ink actually used i_ a space,'raft assembly
is not apt to be very great; it was determined that the weight oi' printed
in2 2
matter per area is about 0.13 mg/ or 18.7 r,g/fL . Thus, a little
more than five square feet would have to be covered with stah_ped numerals
or letters to provide 1 gram of ink weight. The determination was made
by covering weighed 2" ;-" 5" pieces of aluminum foil with numbers and
letters applied by using stamp pad3 and a ,'late stamp, by h,_nd-lettering
with the fine tip of the felt pens, and by typing with the ribbons. The
printed matter was allowed to dry for one hour before reweighing.
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Tab I e -i 3
MICBO"VCM DETEBMINATIONS: MAHKING MA'fERIAI.S
{2_+. lluur_ at 12_'_+'(]and ]_}-+' rotr)
IV(31 c_,l ]ector._ at 2,5°(_)
TOTAL, _T. VC'+,I,
MATEH 1.%[+ _,Ii+.B . I TIIEAT'+IEN , I+(+SS, ++; WF-%
_t amp- Pad Inks
5an ford 580 tblack)
Carter's III _red)
",larking Inks
73X (black)
7'3X twhite)
Felt Marking Pens
Hembrandts' (black)
Bembrandts' (red)
l"_t,e Itibbon Inks
N_lun ribbon
Outton ri bbun
.'.;,AN
IND
IND
I_EM
C,:r,_d 1 }lr '25°C
Cured 1 hr .:)'+-°'(-
CureJ 1 hr 25<'C
Cured 1 hr 250C
Cured 1 hr '25°C
-D CCnred i hr ._-o-
88.
,_8. n
+,2.2
12.4
28..5
33.2
lh_l
PKA
.) _ o ,Cured [ hr -z C
Cured 1 hr +_ (+'_ ....
5 [-.(#
18. ++
t).2
t).3
O. 9
1.'2
3.+
20. ,i
I
.'Gee ++.ppend ix B.
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KIV. PROTECTIVX COATINGS (PC)
Of the twenty-exght protective coating ntaterials listed in Table 44,
only three can qualify within the limits of less <ban 1_ weight loss
and less timn O.l_ VCM; these are Eccocoat PCA/16 (postcured) and
JPL-IO01 and -1002. Identification of the substances given off by
JPL-IO02 (Table 45) indicates that only excess solvents and reagent are
evolved and are of a kind that can be removed in the vacuum of space
with no effect on mechanical properties (especially in view of the small
weight-loss values). The only dif£erence between JPL-IOOZ and -1002 is
the addition of 3 trace of fluorescent dye to JPL-IO01.
Marginal candidates such at, Doryl B!09--4 (or B109-5) may qualify
by more extended curing, but the high temperature o[ cure is forbidding;
the first attempts to cure these materials at a lower temperature for a
longer time, 24 hours at 150°C, resulted in weight-losses and VCM values
of about 3_ and 1_, respectively. On the other hand, a marginal rating
for the polyurethane Laminar X-500 (clear) is given because of an ex-
cessive weight-loss value since the VCM value is within limiLs. It is
possible that alternative curing cycles, particularly extension of time
or vacuum-curing, will remo,,e the apparently excessive solvent component.
Changes in mechanical properties of two other protective coatings
during decontamination and thermal-vacuum cycles are summaiized in
Tables 46 to 48 and show that the adhesion shear of Eccocoat EP-3 is
affected by the decontamination cycles, but remains well above that ol
the control; shrinkage values may have to be considered, however, for
end use. The Eccogel 1265 is less subject to change, but the excessive
weight-loss and VCM values (Table 44) must be considered. The electrical
properties of either material are affected i_ss than 10_ during any
exposure.
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"lable 44
%II(:II[)-_;('.%1I)H'F_B%IlNATION_: PI_OI'I.XTI'IM,_c(P,'l'l\(i_
12.1 hr at 123"(_ and 10 _ torrl
(%(',\1 col let t_r._: at 25"(iI
%1AT F.B[_%I. 1
.%I k _(i
B22 t-2
(il yt,tal 1201
(il_ptal 1201
Glyptal 1202
Glypta| 12(12
lliphenyI oxide
l)ory I tll ()Y-.1
Doryl Bit)q-5
B- 27¢)
Cat-a-l.ac (ilear ,173-I
Cat-a I,ac (;lear 17;I-1
i'_ccocoat (i-2_) ,,_t II
[-iccocoat l_i(i-20tl ,_ l{
Eccocolit 1_% lt_
I'>c,_coat |_L.% l_)
Err+,( oat %E % 1_
Eccoc.at \E A B
I']cc_,coat 2II) A tl>
P]cc(>co;It ;2111 .% II
Eccogei 12tG ._ B
Ecc.gel 12*G -'l B
lq'-l,I I1-11
tq'-I(ll II-ll
.St_,cll_,t 1217 _
St_cast 1217 u
Pol)e_ter-phen,,i ic
)
MFII. -
GEl
tie l
(iE 1
GEl
lie 1
_EI
I-'PC
I"t_ ;
E;I(:
t'N(:
E_k;
1-31(:
131(
E%k:
I'?,k:
E;k;
E%I(;
E%IC
t'11
Pll
FM(:
E%k;
F]%_
I;%k
TIlE-VPIIE NT
As received, 3 hr tl;"(; + L hr I;O"C
As received; [ hr 125"(;
As received; 2-t hr I')O°C
As received; t hr 125"(;
As received; 2t hr 15G"(.
,As re :e t red ; .') h r 2 _)0" _) '( l
.% received; 2 br ;25!)<>(i
As received; 3 hr qS"C + I hr 151i"1;
,%s received; 2-I hr 25°("
re('ei_ed: 21 tit" iSt?'C
ll)('i':\ t)lll'll; 2 hr cJ3°[. + 2 hr 17-,"(i
lill)!,A lllpll, _ hr L2l"(
ll)l)pA 2pit,. 8 hr 121"1
IIHiI,A 2p[O; I hr 23'>(i + 2 hr q-_"(;
+ 2l hr l-_(i'>(;
llJlIp_l ll)l)l,tl. :_ Dr 121"1
Llll)p.-'t 100l,b, r' hr 12-)"(; + 2_ hr l;li<'(;
lli()t,?t 33pll; 21 hr 2-)"C * l Fir 7-;'C
ll)i)l,:% Gplt. ;21 hi 2.5"(; + l hr 75"1
+ 2l hr lTil)"(]
!l)llpA II)(!pll. 1:_ hr _7>°(;
ll)tJl,.,_i 1011p|1; It> hr 1,5"(i + 2l hr ]]lf'(
11i111>llll +,t,ti-11 2tl miri q/"(]
Ilillt, llll i_pll-ll, l+l hr l,-_"(i
Illilrl217 l>>tcJ, ll> hr 52"(;
I_llt, 121? I_t,<. It, hr 52"1 + 2t hr i-,_l"l;
%s re, cited 2 hr I;ll"l
%, r_.t-i_ed .:| lit' I'_ll"(
TOI"AL IT.
LOSS,
8. _)q
_. 10
;/. 7t)
5._5
5.2u
O. 3o
O. 18
3.52
25. ,ig
1. t)9
il.91
1.-1
I).85
u. 18
2 12
I.;I
2.8,
u. 78
]. ltl
ld. 2_i
I t. 2o
1.71
u. "C
I .",',
,,=
I, (?,l.
T - <7
5'. gt)
2.55
1 .hi)
2. It)
2.7_
0,15
0.11
1.1;
3. 9i
(<82
o, 35
u. 18
t).11
u. u2
II (12
..52
I). _#)
{.7";
u.87
I)._ ']
II. 1_)
(i.ll
,.12
I , II+l
o.8 t
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'fable II {(2tmcluded}
_IATEB I AI, t
I}o l,, ira,de
P_III'2-_I. I. t_-t}{+2
tgttE-M I+. IIK-+}{}2
Polyurethane
Eccocoat EP-3 Att
Eccocoat Et}-3 h B
Eccoccmt IC2 A B
JPl+- 10Ol
JPI.- 1002
l,amitiar \-30{) { R2-8
clear} 1()(2-+)5
I+aminar X-50{I {[{2-8
clear} l{}(2- L5
l ictJtie
)i-28 1-1-I+-t}18 {gra_ }
.'1,-28 It -I.-+_ 18 {gray,
.%-28 it -1+-+}18 {)ello+}
.%-28.II-I.-i>18 (vello_'
}
%1Ftl. - T tt E -XT I,lE _ T
11 I" .Xs re{<+'.l '+ed. t hl" {l }+'.{ +- I !if' i "i{}<'t
+ I I,r 21+5"{
I'IF ,% _eceived: 2l hr l"}tP't
EM{2 !{l{)pA 50ptl: 18 hr 25",.
E_I{2 l(}tlpA 5{}pll. 18 hr 25'+(2 + It, hr -it}"(;
BI{2 ll}Op% 50pB: I hr 2-}"(2 + 2 hr [}-}"(i
+ :21 hr 151}'{2
AA{: ,%._ received: I hr 75<'(;
&+_,{2 ,%s received: 1- tit 7-_"{;
_.l(i{i lOt}pL{2-8 ltitipltl{i-_-, +72 hr 2-,"{
X,ll :{:
lllt4
BI_
BI_
Fll X+,
I
ititipl(2-8 ll}{}ptll{'-_;; 72 tit >;"i
+ 21 hr 121<>{
•% received; c<}tltilil/ strll,i,t.d fr,,r" _ir+.
% received: c,}atlI_lz st"tl,f,e'l fr,,: _ir+
2l hr I'>ll"{i
As recei+ed. (,latllit_' :-tril,l,i'd tt,e' '+,i+'
X.s received. ,._'flat lilli_ NI ril,l+_.d It-,,,:, ,ai re.
-}i }IF l]l} <)
Stt- 17
SB- 98
Sq- 22 {J
SB- P Yt_
Nil- 2 {}0
GES
{IES
GES
{iES
{iES
.%s received. 21 tit' l-_ll"{
.% recei_ed. 21 tit' l'_{i"t
2is received. 5 hr l;ti"l
%s received: 2l tir l'>ll"{
I
5,eP -l,t pendl x X.
• £1-e _il}p,+ndix B,
lt}l._l+ _f. _,txt.
Itiss, " v,i-
I. I1 {i. +,
_,. Illl li. lf/
. - 1 {I. 28
_. ll-} t_.ld
t, {'+ I. 18
ii. 2it ti. Iil
_l, I't IJ ll2
2{I. li I;. l<i
|. +, "_ il. Ill
i.llt_ _}. ''
li.-II ii 11
_i._f i II. |-,
1.}2 I_ 811
2. 18 I.',1
_,.-, 2._1
'. ">2 2. }_.
I. d7 I . 12
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I Iq'.N'F 1FI El) IIO%II'ONEN r _,
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Mai o r %IL,,ur
JPl+ 1002 _1 l'onl;JI J (" ._o l v eiJ t t oJlJelie dl ]._,,, ",,a._lat,_';
('e | [{)_ol ','e acet at r+
"Ca b I ,' 1,_,
F]F'F'E(;'I'S (IF' I)ECOhTA%II\V!'I({_ C'YCI,ES ()N PLIOTE(71"I\E ( ).',.'I'I?',CL'g
(_ix _',,cle.,_ <,f Humidified ETO F're<,_t for {U {i, _,t ";I)_'(;}
_,ll_:(;l|XN!< XL PIiOIH-IRTIE>
_I XTF.Itl tL" llimen s,,,nal l,'l _tit
(" h ai'l _,', _;
I)ia,, *(].2
1+, II. ( •
(ihang+.,
+/._7
+-(t. (,it)
<j
l<iunt r_!
23l
I (+0Fl(,,>g,, l ,'>_'_)" ..x. 14
-_h+' u r , p_,l
i- I" f--
l] ti +,ril ",,
_,lll z
l
2F>
V_
L
43
"70
l)i +,[+'+ t rt+
( ]_Jli > I[ _i It I.
I;1.1.;(;I tl I < Xl. PROPI_;ItTI Fin
I';l( t.r
( ul!t ltJ[ T++>t
1. I-I "> .1. _i;_
l . t _ i i i I ]
l,lJl i.(J2
'(ioilt r_Jl [
0. OOB
¢) . tJljit
l) . I)0_
(I. If(i"
U. <)33
U. ()12
I). O_B
I). l) _ 1
o. O.! l
"i¢'y,t
u. O l i
u. i} 1;_
u. (it 2
o. ¢J21i
(). ()()(i
iJ. ()lj l
(I. (J II
O. U iu
u. tl +=]
lJ. (J 1 l
-,- f_ut,,,,t,,, [eLi+, l_.
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Dia., -1.77
I., -l.98
MECIIXNILU. PII()I'HAIIE,-,
-4. L¢+
'_dh+' _ t uu
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-2. +t, [ (I() t)()¢_
FF..*
%111z
I
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23
1
11
LI.I._ IBI_ %1 Iq+.+,)P_ I_111'-
IlL +'l +'_ t[A_
( _Jllt [+.)! I' _t
; +l +,._
_.25 + ',1
I tI_ 1,.+_2
1,.ul :._+t
;. '+2 _ 7H
• ._,azTl,._ fur all e_posur+s *,r- _.,rep,+r.,I .+_ fu]i,+++_:
Ercocuat H )- + _. B. - %hx++,l It)t) part+ _ mtth -:) i, zrr . H; , ur,',t ,,f' ,r ,t i | i t, ,: _.r, t .... , ,, r _+ -
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fur 1'+" huurs at '+3ul.
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On the basis of the micro-VCM data given in Table 49p there are
nine rig£d epoxy encapsulants which qualify a_ sp,cecraft candidates;
five of these _an be cured satisfactorily at temperatures less than
85°C, but mechanical property data must be obtained before these products
can be fully recommended. For the rigid encapsulants particularly,
data should be acquired on the level of internal stresses set up within
them since delicate electronic components may be damaged when a potted
module is exposed to the thermal-vacuum environment.
Of twenty-five flexible silicone encapsulants which have been
examined, only one has passed the screening tests--and that with st_perior
performance. The encapsulant is an experimental silicone resin, E691-22E,
prepared by the Dow-Corning Company; it is a specially-processed version
of Sylgard-184. The only information provided on this sampl,_ is tbat the
lo_-molecular-weight silicone fraction was "cleaned-out" prior to delivery.
Another flexible encapsulant, polyurethane Stycast CPC-41, meets
candidacy requirements after a postcure of 24 hours at 150°C. However,
the small difference in values from the material cured 48 hours at 65°C
implies that a longer cure at 65°C not only may provide the same results
but may even reduce the weight-loss and VCM values even further.
Data for mechanical and electrical properties after decontamination
(h-TO) and thermal-vacuum treatments (TVE) are given for several RTV sili-
cones in Tables 50 to 52. None of these products exhibits any significant
changes in electrical properties after any of the cycles. RTV-40 and
RTV-511 are subject to shrinkage and compression set after all exposures;
little change in hardness or compressive strength is noted. RTV-615
incurs the least compression set, an increase in compressive strength after
TVE and ETO/TVE exposures, and little change in hardness.
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IThe most noticeable changes in mechanical properties following h-TO
treatment are incurred by _TV-602. It shows a pronounced loss of hard-
ness after ETO/TVE treatment; compressive strength is lost after ETO and
TVE treatment and can not be measured after ETO/TVL exposures. The mate-
rial is subject to gross compression set, particularly after the combined
ETO/TVE exposures.
It was observed that RTV-602 samples which had been exposed to the
ETO cycles apparently released gases during the subsequent exposures to
the thermal-vacuum environment (see Figure 17), as indicated by "holes"
or gas pockets" in the samples. Thus, these samples were examined by
infrared spectrophotometry and mass spectroscopy in an effort to detect
any differences in structure or volatilized material.
The infrared spectra for the control sample and the three exposed
samples revealed no differences in characteristic features nor any ad-
ditional features.
Pieces of the samples were cut away from the surface (about i/4"
x 1/4" x 1/2") for mass spectrometric examination. They were placed
in a sample holder which was fastened directly to the 3-1iter reservoir
of a standard inlet system. The sample hclder was evacuated at room
temperature and immediately brought to 125°C; the vapors were collected
in the 3-1iter reservoir until sufficient sample pressure was available
for scanning.
It is interesting to note that even after 500 hours
of exposure to s_] environment of 135°C and 10-6 torr,
the TVE sample was still releasing sufficient sub-
stances (VCM) at 125°C in vacuo for mass spectro-
metric study. Since _he original sample was about
i" thick and 2" in diameter, it appears that thermal-
vacuum clean-up cannot be recommended for thick
materials.
Previous examination of silicone polymers (SE-555 white, red, and
gray, and RTV-60) has revealed the presence of low-molecular-weight
silicones in the vapors released at 125°C in vacuum. These silicones
were found in the vapors released by RTV-602. However, an additional
component, trimethyl silanol, was also identified in the control sample
i14
and the samples which had been expcsed to the ETO, TVE, and ETO/TVE
cycles; it is used generally as a cross-linker for silicone resins.
At this time, it is not certain whether the initial presence of this
material contributes to the loss in pxoperties after tile various expo-
sures, or whether cross-linkages have been broken or hydrolyzed during
the various exposures. No ethylene oxide, Freon, or ethylene glycol
was present in the s_tmples used for the analyses. An extensive study
of the samples to ascertain the reaction which might have taken place
to cause the reduction of mechanical properties and the formation of
the gas pockets was not undertaken. (The specimens photographed in
Figure 17 were used for compressive strength tests; duplicate, thinner
specimens used for compression set after ETO/TVE did not show the inter-
nal holes, but the surfaces were covered with features suggesting the
breaking of gas bubbles.)
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MATEIt [AL l
,_ ,,L
Epox,y
m
I-i_-h17 A B
Corfi. ++l, •
Ep,,cast Ll+)B ()95
Epox,'lite 295-1 A B
(batch 2.1(_ O )
Epoxylite 295-1 AB
(batch 4024-1J
Epoxvlite 295-1 A B
tbatch 4024-2)
tksol 5150 3090
Ib.sol C? t248
'_lat'aset 055 551"I
Mara.,s:et h55 553
Maraset (+55 555
Maraset ¢,55 '555
Scotchcast 235 A B
( bro_n )
Scotch_ast 235 A B
( brown )
Scutchcast 2{1 A B
,'_'otchca.+t 2il A B
,_ utchcast 2o0
Sct,tcl,za.s_ 281 A B
,<tycast t210 A B
Stycast t2t;3 31
.'_: .,+cast 12t>4 A B
_tvca.:t 12_9 A B
St,icast 2741,15
Nt_cast 27_.1 15
_t_,tast ..485() P'[ u
St:,,"ast .St,. A B
j •
Table 49
M ICBO- VC;I [)ETEBM INATIONS : SEAI.A\TS
(24 hr at 125°C and it{ -6 torr)
It,'(: ' , Col lectors at 25"C)
)
+.II-R. - TttEATMENT
AVB !tit)tiA'25pB; -i8 hr 25uC
ACB 'itiOpA ;.}5p17: 48 hr 23u(; + It', hr 5-)"C
ACB lt;Opol5 !-i. SpZ; It+ hi' 5()uC +
1 tl_ 150°(J
I:I){ q0pIO8 It)pqg5; li+ hr 50"C +
1 hr 150<'C
EPC Mfrs' sample, as received
(l:1; 8 hr 113°C)
EFC Contractor'a sample, as received
(1:1; 2.i hr 85°C ÷ -! hr 115'C_
EPC Contractor's sample, as received
tl:l: 24 hr '8.V:'(" + 4 hr llSUC)
tI_S 100p5150 lO0p3e,#O" 2i hr 25°C
tiYS ltitipC.7 11)(it)4241"i; 2 hr 25')C 4.
lb hr l?.5'>U
t,ltl(] l(iOpn3,3 ;20p553; It; hr 82"(;
",if'l(] ltJl,lmS,5 20li533; 1¢, hr 8-)"C +
21, hr ISOuC
_IC lOt)p¢_55 7p555; I,, hr 82%
t,_(', l()l)pt-,:].i 3p553; lh hr B2°C +
21. hr 151)uC
M_I] I(II,A liii)l,ll: t, hr ()J')"(;
YIME 5(ipA {tiIit,B: 1!_ lit" (-i3<)(
%1>,'i_ 5t)l)A Ic)OpB; t_ hr '95"(_
%IX_ 3iJl)A ll)l,t,B; 3 hr 121"{;
_li'] As received: 30 rain 13() ()
M'I,E I(i(il)A lS(ipE; 20 hr 75'>C
EMC lt)Ot, A 5(if, B; 24 h,. 1514"(.;
EMC ltit)l)12('_;_ 3l)?>1: 1¢> hr 1l)7"C +
2 t hr 1 _ti<'(]
EMC II)I)I;A ISi,B; 18 ttr 25<'C
I£_,ll IiiIII,A _;[,I-I; l( t-,r '75"(: + I i_i" i(i()')(; +
i i_," 12,)<'t:
I']MC lt)t)tA l')t)t,t"l: 1,, hr ltit)<'t; + 21. t,r lSil"C
Et,IC lt)til)2"[l 15tipl'); 8 tit 23"C
i-]'.it' 1t)14t,27 El 15tip|']: B lit" 25"C +
2l tit' I 5i)"(.
[]'l,ll I(i,i{,2i]')(I ?}._l q; 1¢, t,l 2]"(;
EMIl lilill,.,% II)Iil)B', It, tit" 12o"(i
TOTAl. liT. I,(AI,
LOSS, _< WT-_
31. ()2 t). _) t
'./ti.B_ t). _()
,_ . I)O (). 07
l,53 0. (k,
1,27 o. 17
I. O7 i). ()q
l,O0 i).35
I. 82 t). L?
t) ._t> l). 2;{
(). ]q <I. ()<)
li ;{2 l).(i0
t, It t). tit)
li ,2] U. Ill)
i,.H) (). _1
2.7_ t). I42
2. ")7 t,. ti I-
I . ti;_ I). l)')
il ]2 If. If{
(i. 'h_ (I.ti_
I . 1+7 ll.ti.]i
(I. 12 I I).ll 1
I
2.8q) I). { l
2. o2 1. lO
t). 18 t).t)5
l_i .ti3 2 .till
1.+,5 t). |li
<). 'll <l.!)l
_i. ,'I " li.lii
~
b
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1MATERIAL
Stvcast 28t_2 A B
Stycast 3050 II
[)o[yester
Nt,,ca.-,t 40 7
Polyeth)'lene
TPM-2 'lu
TIll- 3 '10
lt)M-o A B
Polyurethane
Ecco CPh R()
f'fi-1527 A B
t)B=1527 .X B
PB-I 538 A B
t_-b. 15_8 A B
Stvcast (])C-2t A B
Sty'cast Ct)C-21 _ B
_tycast CP(.-22 A B
.'4t_ca._t CPC-22 A 13
St,,tast C.[X_-L[ A B
._t_cast (J_C-I[ A [4
St | tcone
,)
MFR. "
EMC
EMC
EX_
Table I t) (Continued)
TBEAT'dENT
lot)pA 10t)pB: h, hr l_'U"(: +
2t hr LSt)"(_i
ltmp3050 g. Spll: 1o hr 77"C
I()0pi() 2p7: I¢, 'ar 2.')"C + 2 hr 8-)"C
* 24 hr 15t)')C
EM(:
EMC
E_!C
l()()pTl_l-2 ll)It): 12 ht 5O"C +
4 hr 80°C
l()()pTi_l-3 Iplo: 12 hr 5()"C +
t hr 8()'C
IOt)I)A _pB; 1(_ hr I05"C + .I hr l t3"C
+ .I hr 175°C
EMC
P)'IC
i)BC
EMC
1"51C
EMC
E),IC
E\I(:
1-31C
lu()pCl)t> 17_R)_: 3 hr [u.)'Xi
2(,pA l()()pB; h hr 82')C
33pAlt)t)pB; 7 das 25"C
32{A [()0pB; h hr 82"C
3AI,A It)()pB; _ hr 25"(i + ?)hr 82"(i
Im)pA ,,()pB; ¢, hr t+5"(_
l()()pA r)t)iB; t, hr ,)V'C + 21 hr l")t,"(:
It)(lpA +,t)pB: )t) hi" ',')"(.i
ll)()l,A t)))pI'_: U) hr ,3"(.+2) hv 16()"(:
IW,'I,A 12t)i,F.: 1.8 hr ,,3"C
l<)()pA 12()pl:k 18 hr ,,5"(: + ..'I hr l_()"(:
I'Z'-+I-22E (exptl resin,
sl, ecia I [ y o pro('e:-,sed
.% lgard- 181. )
BTV-I 1
M'V-3t) T- 12
BT%- I() "r- 12
HTV-4() T- 12
B'l%- t J T-12
BTV-1.1 T-12
ffD,-II T-12
Irl_-I.I "I'-12
II'D,-. ()
RTV.77 T- 12
DCC
(k_S
(£S
(£S
GES
(ES
(ES
(if'5
Mfr's sample: u.,,ed a.. recei',ed
Mfr's sample: l,)',t,ur,.d 2l hr').)t)"(_
t()_l))i_() l).IpT=12: 21. i,r 2-)"(i +
2L hr 17,5"C
l()up[() t),lpT-12; 21. hr 2'i"C
It)upIt) ().Ii)'I'=12: 2) hr 2,"t. +
21 hr IS()'C
.) (.It)()pl() ().IpT=I2 " da:-, +")
.... ) (, 4"II)u),)l () IpT -:_ 8 hr ....
I hr 511"(_
I()()ptl ().Ii,I'-12. H hr 2">"(:+
2t hr ISt)"(_
l,)l)l>l.I ().11,'1"-1.: 8 i_["2""( +
2I hr 251r'(:
Xlfr's sa,:Tle: i,,._t, ur.,l 2) Lr I'.)'(
I<)<)I17= +). Ipr-12: 8 hr 2 ;'C +
24 hr 150"C
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TOTAL _T.
LO.,,S, ':7
") ,_t)
o. 11
3.33
2.2 t)
3.78
l. ll
2. u7
1.1.5
17. _',
I -,.,;2
28.2->
(it)t*
(). ]8
11. I()
(l.()l
U.TI
1.o7
1.(1"
. I It)
1 . I Iq
q). 17
| t,tl
";CM,
_I o":
I). t)l)
(I. (Ih
t). ),-)
o. 12
(). qtl
t). 47
2.t)l
(). It
t). _)_
t). it)
_). I+,
_.I_
_.12
().It
(+. I(1
().55
t)._t
(). 1._
I). ')+)
(). _]
u. I5
_),h()
_).12
,).5I
I. 112
i
MATEHtAL-
lfD,'-88 1'- I.
ttTV-90
IA'D,'-It)2 (whttel
B'l"_.;-[ 02 (wi_ i te )
14'l_i-103 (black)
R'I\-103 tblack)
BT_.- l o8 [clear
B'lY-lu8 [clear 1
IITV- 5_0
BTV- 580 T- 12
R'l_,:-,,702 'SRC- 05
R'l%'-r, (12 SRC- II 5
RTV- o I 5
RTV-t_30 A I',
R'l%-t,32 A B
R'P,-o55
Si last ic-501 1'-12
Silastic-_ul T-12
Si last i,- ,-'32 (clear)
Slims( ic-732 Iclear )
Stlastic-7_2 Iblack)
Silastic-732 _b_ack)
St last ic-7._2 (white)
Silast tc-732 (_hitel
Silast ic-881 Cat
.";ilasl ic-881 Cat
3ilastic-88] (k,t
Silastic-881 (.t
Si la.- t it-,11 lh T-12
_ilast i('- _llh T-12
Ni last ic-3I It, "1"-12
_ l_zard-18l (_at
5_lzard-181. (;at
l
..,.,. %pl,_.ndtx ._.
2
'-._.,t.%pp.'ndlx B.
.)
%IFR,"
GES
GES
(_ES
GES
GES
(_ES
CES
GES
GI'LS
GIRLS
_:S
GE_
GES
GES
IX'.L
13(£
DC(_
IX;( '.
!X;C
DCO
IX;C
IX'I:
D(L
Ii(I:
D(V
IX',C
D(:(:
Table 49 (Concluded)
TI4EAT%IENT TOTAL liT.
I.OSS,
._- o •lO0p88 't).lpT-12; 21 hr ..._ (. ÷
24 hr '135°C
Mfr's sample; postcured 24 hr I5!_l°C
) - o CAs received: 24 hr ,,) .
As received; 21 hr 25°C ÷ 24 hr 125_'("
As recei',ed; 21. tit "2,_°C
As received; ._t- hr .a_-°-C. + ]l h r I-.)tl"'(.
As received; 21 hr )-o.__(.
Jks received; 24 hi 25"C + 21 hr ISIl'>t;
%lfr's sample; postcured 24 hr ].30'J(]
100p580 0.1pT-12; 24 hr 23°(: +
2i hr 'ISO°C
,) - ,_(,lOOpo02 0.25pSitC-05; 21' hr .z
lOOtm02 0.25p_ttC°05: 24 hr 25°C +
24 hr 15t/°C
Mfr's sample: postcured 24 hr 15(i°C
_" '>(" 2 llti%A llipB; l.8 hr .3 . + hr 150"(;
10()pA lilpB: iB lit 2:<'C + 21 hr I ii"C
%lfr's sample; postcur_d 2it hr 1.30°C
lOOl'Stil ii'f" 12: das _:., .
_) (. +I(ilipS(l[ .lp'r. 12: i" das " J '
'21 hr [25°C
As received: 21 hr 23"C
:% received: 21 hr 2,3°C + 21 hr I3o"C
As received; 2_ llr 25<'C
As received: 2i hr '_-<' + 2__,) (, hr 131i'>({
As fecel_ed; 21. hi" 23"(;
As receivecl; 2i hr 25 'C + 2l he 130"(:
lot)t88[ _.t)pt_lt; 2i tir 25"({
1(11)p88l 1.<)p(]at; 21 hr :1 . +
2 _ hr 12S°C
100p_'_l l.t,p(]at tl.32pT-12: 2i hr 2-'"(;
' > 2 23':C100p88] l,npCat )....pl-l_ I hr
+ 24 hr 123"C
llnl>tlln i.l)t>'f -12:7 das 2_"("
" ) -o -llii)l, iJl lh i.OpT-12: das ._ (. +
21 hr 12;3°(]
_ ) tltil)l>311h 1.21p1-12; " dl, s ....
lilil>il_l [llt,(ait. I hr t, 3"C
ulil, lSl Ilip(at; i hr #,3"(; +
2 I lit" [-_ll"(]
0.02
5.15
2. _7
3.3 5
2._"
5. D2
3. 11
1. i_;I
1.8l
3. lO
2. _17
l.ol
I. 3o
1.23
2.72
3. _2
i.[2
1.3-
2. "_(_
1. 7t,
2. (1¢_
I. 7;_
2.'13
1._$
I ,h¢_
1.81
1 ,n3
%c%1,
_T-_
I).,]t,
O. 4_
l. ,>;t
1.53
1.72
1 .t,5
1 till
i • i_lJ
l} .n_l
II. 81
It. 9t,
1 .(ll
I).T7
ll,gl
_.7
1.27
{.i_l
1). "
If, _ 1
it. _J;
11. Ih_
il. _t{
!l. 7f_
H. 8_1
! 7
li.88
ll.t> ]
II.
II. 8u
I .h _
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IXVI. SEALS AND GASKETS (SO)
According to the micro-VCM data given in Table 53, the most suit:_ble
seal anu gasket materials for spacecrafts might be any of the fluoro-
carbons, a number of the silicones (with appropriate postcures), and the
flurosilicones. The macro-VCM data in Table 54 and the mass spectrometric
analyses in Table 55 offer additional confirmation. For example, macro-
VCM data for Viton A4411A-990 indicate that this material is superior to
Hycar-i or an SE-3604 which was inadequately postcured (according to
preliminary instructions). Mass spectrometric data show that some
silicones are prone to release low-molecular-weight silicones which do
not re-evaporate from cooler surfaces, and a typical rubber for terres-
trial use, Hycar-l, releases excessive plasticizing oils in the thermal-
vacuum environment; this could lead to drastic changes in mechanical
properties.
The effect of loss of plasticizing oil on mechanical properties
after exposure to the thermal-vacuum environment ar_ shown by the data
for Hycar elastomers in Table 56 to 58. Although the properties of the
elastomers are only slizhtly influenced by the decontamination cycles,
subsequent thermal-vacuum exposure or TVE causes unacceptable increases
in hardness and reductions of elongation. Similar changes in properties
were noted for' Hycar'l after a 9-month storage test (Section XXIII).
The butyl elastomers are not much affected by the decontamination
cycles, but unacceptable changes are noted in either tensile strength
or elongation, particularly the latter, after exposure to the thermal-
vacuum environment.
The ethylene-propylene elastomer remains relatively unchanged after
any of the exposures; however, m_cro-VCM data indicate disqualification
of the material tested in the as-received state. A postcure results in
improved micro--VCM values (but still excessive) and causes drastic
123
Sreduction in mechanical properties as shown in Tables 56 to 58. This
behavior indicates that although a postcure may be used to improve out-
gassing properties, the thermal-vacuum properties _ay sufier. It is
predicted that the ethylene-propylene elastomer i,, the as-received state
would gradually lose mechanical properties upon prolonged exposure to
the thermal-vacuum environment (because of excessive loss of material).
The fluorocarbon elastomer, Viton A4411A-990, shows good retention
of mechanical properties after all exposures. This is confirmed by the
good results obtained for the elastomer after 9 months of storage in
the thermal-vacuum environment (Section XXIII).
Micro-VCM data for the silicone elastomers indicate that some of
these may be the best materials available for Foals and gaskets while
others are mediocre. All the silicones tend to harden in the thermal-
vacuum environment, but other mechanical property changes are of the
order of less than 25_. The SE-3604 was found to have acceptable
properties after 9 months of storage in the thermal-vacuum environment
(Section XXIII); long-term storage tests at constant strain Bre in
progress on SE-4511.
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f*l'ab_ e 53
M|CBO-V{2,] I)ETEFI'_IINATIONS: SEAl.> AN[) G_,SKH'S
(2_, hr al 125°{. and IO-*' tcrr}
(%d%1 coltectors at 2_°C)
'; _,TE_lI AL1 MFB. 2
._,'_'v I ic
tlvcar 520-67- L08- [ t_,F(;
tivcar 520-67-' 3-2 BFG
Hycar 520-{}7- 108-3 BF6
ti_'c._ r 520-67- 108-4 BFG
Hvc_r 520-{}7-108-5 BFG
ilvca r 520-67- 108-t_ BI'_
Butyl
EX- [0_O
EX- _001
EX- 1092
SB-¢_13-75
SI_-_3;-70
80a,-70
Ethylene-Propylene
E515-8
SR-722-70
SR-722-70
Fluorosilicone
1050-70
L-449-6
Neoprene
C526-7
Silicone
Hadbar 28-80
Hadbar 4000-80
SE-555 (white)
EN,I
EN,I
EN,I
:,IS
SIS
PP4'
P5(2
SIS
SIS
PItP
p.';{
psc
PPIt
PPtl
GES
',rRF VlMENT TOT _l. _T.
LOSS, '2
.ks received
As received
As received
As received
As received
As received
I}(}st{:ured 4 hr 150°C
P{}stcuI'ed 4 hr 15,}°{2
Post('uPPd 4 hr 150°(2
._ rec,q _ed
..ks received
As re{'{'t red
:_,s received
As recei_ ed
A_; received
Postcured 24 hr I30°C
As received
As received
As received
As received
As received
As received
l. {40
1.22
[. 31
1.7o
0. o5
l. ()/
O. 8{}
{}.70
0. U¢}
2.3 {_
I. l{}
l. t{}
2.00
{1,{48
u. 5:,
O. 33
3. o I
0.8¢}
0.54
0.35
VC_.1,
0.17
0.13
O. O8
0.04
O. 03
O. 03
L .24
:;. ?o
9. 1{)
{_. 10
{}. I8
{}. t_q
0.8:;
O. t}O
0.03
0.07
1.72
0.21
0.14
0.33
125
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Table 53 t('.oncluded)
%["-':55 (gray)
.,£-',55 (red)
SE-55o
SE-3004 _24 480)
SE- 3004
5E-3_94
SE- 3604
SE- 3704
SE- 3704
SE- 3804
SE- 5804
SE-3M3
SE-3b_'_ (24 480)
SE-3713
SE-3713 (24 .1-80)
aE-3813
SE-3813 24 480)
SE-4511 (24 480)
SE-4503 /24 480)
SE- 5604-7
Si lastic S-97'. '
Si: astic 5-9711
Vinylidene fluoride-
hexa fluoropropyIene
Viton A44IIA-77_
Viton A441 [A-776
_i t on A4411A-777
_iton A4411A-777
Yiton A44l 1A-778
Viton A44I la,-778
Viton A44tIA-990
V377 -9
MFB. "
GES
GES
GES
GES
SIS
MS
SIS
SIS
SIS
SIS
SIS
GES
GES
GI:S
(,k ";
GES
6ES
GES
PSC
IX:(:
tl:(:
131'E
lie
II E
IIE
l)l 1"
[I E
PSI:
'FBEATMENT
As received
As releived
Postcured 2' hr 2500(:
As received
As received
Postcured 3 hr/200°C
Postcured 24 hr 250°C
As received
Postcured 3
As received
Pcstcured 3
As received
As received
As received
_s received
A_; ,_eived
As ,'eceived
As received
As received
As rec-.ved
As recei',ed
O. 53
0.70
0.10
0.51
iT1
I. 40
0.03
t.37
hr, 200% 1 . 12
1.70
hr 200°C 0.8i
1.05
0.09
0.82
U. 20
0.27
l, '9
I}. 07
o. 37
O. 27
Postcured 24 hi 125°( ` o. 19
O.
0.
O.
U.
O.
O.
0.
O.
2_
0:3
27
Ol
35
03
54
33
As received
Postcured 24 hr 200W
As recei _'ed
Postcured 24 hr 200_C
As ret ei_ed
Postcured 24 hr 200°C
As received
As received
] 5,, 7tppendtx A.
- St.e ._ppendix II.
VCM,
O. '_0
0.53
(1.O1
0.12
0.73
0.80
0.03
O.t_0
0.67
0.62
0.49
0.55
O. Oti
0._I
O. 09
0.ol
(),114
0.10
c). 03
0.15
0. i(l
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.0:3
0.0[
0.01
0. o0
0.03
O, Ol
126
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Table 51-
MACRO- VCM I)ETERM I NA F lON S :
I-
MAT_BI AL*
tlycar 520-67-108--1
5E-3604 (SIS)
_iton A4411A-990
PitOP EBTY
SEAl,.'; AND (b',.'-;KF,T:
IIOUBS OF EXI)OSUtlE
AT
24
1.19
O. I0
25°(i ANI'i lO -_ 'lOt'll_
_t- loss,
VCM, wt-ff
_t-loss, 5i 0.28
VCN, _t-_ 0. t2
_t-loss, 51 0.4_
VCM, wt-% 0.02
Hycar-1, as received; 0" × 1" _ 0.08" .
, -o 1.5"SE-3604, postcured 4 hr _03 (, '2" * × 0.08" .
Viton A441lA-990, as received; b" x i" , 0.08" .
i. 29 1.24 l. _8
0.05 0.12 0. 1 5
0.74 0.50 0..iT
0. [4 0. 18 0.29
0.4t_ 0.53 0.0l
0.02 0.0l 0.0 [
Table 55
MASS SPECTROMETtHC AN._I.Y.';IS IN SIT[ 01: MAI'Ehl XI.S
V()LATILIZED AI" [_a {. ANI} 1 "l'{)ttB: SEAI.5 ANI) GASKE'I'_
MATEBI AL
SE-555 (gray, red, and
,'hite)
ltycar 520-67-I08-t
Viton A4411A-990
tI}EN'II F1 El) COMPONENT>
;!aj o r L,1ino r
mixed silicones --
hydrocarbon oils
to m.w. '400
benzyl ether carbon dioxide;
(CF_) n and CnltnFn;2
dioctylphthalate
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Tab le 56
EFFECTS O1: DECONTAM[NAT[ON (XCLES ON SEAl. AND <,,A,";KH" _,IVI'ElilAI+_
- o .(Six cycles of humidified ETO-Freon for 30 ours at :)<1 (.)
MATERIAL*
Ac ryl ic
Ilycar 502 4)7-108-[
tMtyl
805 70
EX-I090
EX-I091
EX-I092
I,'R 60-26
SR 613-75
SP, o34-70
Ethylene-Propy lene
SB 722-70 (A)
SI.I 7'22-70 (B)
Fluor_)carbon
Viton A4411A-990
Si 1ic o[',P
tladbar 28-80
Iladbar 4000-80
SE- 555 (red)
SE-655 (gray)
SE- 555 (.hi)e)
SE - 550
SE-3t_O.l (2,)i80)
SE-3()13 (21 480)
SE-3713 (24-'30)
SE-3813 (24 4_0_
5E-4511 (24 480)
DIMENSIONAL
CHANGE, _7
L, n.c.
L, +0.41
l., +0.15
1,, +0.32
L, +0.17
L, +O.30
I,, +I.07
[., +O. IO
L, +t). ;7
I., -0.12
I,, +0.02
l., +0.04
I., +0.02
L, +0. o9
L, +0.21
L, Fi.c.
L, [I°C.
I., rI,C.
1,, n,c°
L, +0.II
i
S[|()[IE
HARDNESS_E I GII'I" TENSILE, 9st
CHANGE, '7
',_on t ro I Test (h)nt rol T('st
+0.()_ 8t).3 gS.I 18(,() l_)lO
ELONGAT1ON
AT BREAK,
C,)n) ro[ Test
128 128
+1.22 77.2 7o.(_ 112o 1350 295 325
+0.72 70.7 72.2 22)0 2[80 550 5()o
+l. 14 71.0 71.7 18o0 lf)10 380 325
+0.76 7().2 70.4 1880 U)30 210 182
+I. 07 02.5 02.t) 2292 19o8
+3.32 82.1 JT.l 13qt I191
+0.91 71. I 74.0 2058 18t)5
+0.38 --. 0 7t). 5 2 )88 _3").),.:)
+O,19 77.5 77.8 1571 17t)()
+l. 47 85.4 B Lt, 2()31)
+( 2.l "'.() 79.8 l I()8
+ 0(_ 85.t) 87.2 ()71
+0.12 70.t) _)9.8 I I)8()
+0.23 ()0. l 57.9 1115
+0.20 _)0.8 5(#.l l()lO
+0. II 5.1. t) 5._. t, 139()
+0.I)3 77. i 77. ) 8U)
+0.|I 7().() 70.5 I I)2()
+0.17 77.g 81.I Ill<it)
+0.50 87.i 87.i) ll)Tt
+l). 11 52.1 50. () 733
55-)
150
tot;
58O
15 ()
3()0
208
l()5
2511
212
2()8()
1()57
918
l l _>()
I_71
ll i3
1 123
8(i._
8 tj !
1128
1123
()72
358
331
lit)
")lllj
1)2
-18(i
515
1i2
212
12_)
7q
311
117
3 h)
1 i9
1-88
) 17
-)97
'83
127
150
q2
2t)7
-%ll sa_,:l)les _lere rased in tho as-recelted sial,,, ,'xtept f<)r >11 72_-70 I1_1 whl,ti llas t),)st_lir_d
21 hr 150°C.
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T a b I e 5 7
EFFE(71"S OF TIIEP,\IAI,-\:'_(ll %_ I'7",%III()N\IENT ()N .";E.M. _.ND (i_kl",'l' \INI'Etll _1._
('_uU hours _t 133"(i ,Jnd ll_ ') torr_
IdA'i EPII AI. *
Acry | ic
Ilycar 52'1-tC-IH8-1
But y I
805-7O
EX- [UqU
EX- I O91
EX- 10_2
>41__ ' I.-Tu
Ethy |ene-Prolg,'lene
sH 722-7O (B)
F luor(icaHmn
_,iton AllI IA-Og(I
I)1 MEN.'; I ON.%1.
(;tt %NtlE
]., ?l.C,
l., -1 .Ihl
1., -(J,?,U
I., - O. 31)
l,, - O. 9i)
i I., -1 .t)11
l., I1. ( ,
[., II,C ,
Slit)tiE
_ 1':1(;t1'1 I1_III)N l.:5.-; f E";._ 11.1.:, t,sz
(:ttA%(iE, :
(:(_r,t r,_l l't'-';t C,_.t i,_l [','_.l
I. (1_> 8'>. ?, 8U. I
-2. 12
-1.37
- 1. VJ
-2.11
-1-. 3()
-2.13
! -I .7_
I
(i. ] I
,%i I i c one
ttadbar 28-80
Hadbar i000-80
,_E 533 (red)
SE-335 (@ra_)
_E- 3"53 (_hite)
,,a,E- 53u
sE-?,oo.l (2.1 18t))
Sl-:-3t_l:_i (2,i i81))
"q':-3713 {2i 480)
_,E-3813 (24 480)
SE-45|1 t24 480i
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
I 1,,
-0.,i3 ; -O.t)7
-0.2h -0..')+)
-0¢,8 I -,t.>
- 0.2¢) -t_. (i-7
+l).21 -u.83
O. 31 - 1. ul
n .c, (I. 18
ii.C. -If, I {
II . C. -0.2:')
n.c. -'J. _
-0.03 -O. 21
77.2 7u.(i
7u.7 8u.u
71 .P 7u._i
7,).2 83.7
u2.3 78.8
82.1 81 ..
7 l. 1 q3.1
I
I I::l.t)Nii.% 11ONVI' BH-: _1,,,
tL,,ll I I,,1 1',' s 1
112¢_ 1 lliii
2211_ 1711)
IUUl) It! ill
18HU 1/811
z2t12 1])11
1 llil_ lull
2u'_l uul)
2 !-7_$ 22 u l
I->71 l,<,l
2_{() 222tt
c*T l 8hu
IIUU (Jlil
I Hi-',lI l llll
111 i 1 ._t_11
I+,b, 1i¢,1
12_'_ 8 g
2¢G 20H
i">1) 12q
21H 78
33_.
13q
t.iHI
'tlli
I:G
77.(I 8u.8 _:_,1
7(1.¢_ _)(J. ¢) _1111
i,l!, I t/tl ,1{ i _-_
t) l) _{ tlll. I I i#lll
22_
21+)
q7
2l-,
1_{2
27_
lllij
2_{2
")12
/17
i I.. h +F). i; 1 ',qll I {<*¢! -)1"; 13_
77. I 78. 1 ?,U_ u17 l 12 lil'_
71).+) T!i.7 Ill211 u77 212 1.2'2
77.(_ 77.(_ !llull 117h 12t) 117
B7. 1 88.2 lilt I IjHI 7(_ 8{)
"_2.1 -)7.1 7_, _, "7_ _, 512 2") _,
-%11 samp|es were used in the as-rpcetved star*', ,.x<,'pt f,,r ".it 722-7" 't5' _!,l.L ,_as l.,,sr,'qred
24 hr 150°C.
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Tab le 58
EFFECTS OF DECu';TAMINATION CYCI.E_ PI.IS TtIEFtMAI.-vACI'I M
FNVIBONMENT ON SEAI.S ,_\D GASKETS
MATEHI AL *
AcryI ic
Itycar 520-o7-108-1
Butyl
805-70
EX- 1090
EX- IO91
EX- 1092
FB _0- 2()
SB ()13-75
SB o34-70
Ethylene-Propylene
SB 722-70 {A)
SI'. 722-70 (B)
fluorocarbon
Viton A4411A-O90
Si l icone
Hadbar 28-80
tladbar 4000-80
SE--:'_55 (red)
SE- 555 {gray)
SE- 555 (_hite}
SE- ; %
SF-:_(d)4 !2t_480)
SE-:_t)13 {2[ -_80}
NE- :;713 ( 2-_ ' 18l))
SE- _813 (2l 18())
:'q.:-I.-,il (21 ;8())
DIMENSION M.
{:HANG[':, ":
L, ll.C.
L, - 1.44
L, -0.03
L, -0.74
L, +0.86
L, -1.80
I,, -O.t)3
1., -0.57
[,, II . C .
L, -O._C
L, -0.2()
L, rl°c.
1., -0.3o
l., -0.38
I., -0, 4O
L, n.c.
1., B. ".
1,, n • C •
I., B.C.
I., -o. o7
_HOHE
H..gBDNESSliE I GHT TENS 1LI':, I, St
CIIANGE, "7
Control Test Control Test
ELONGAT ION
AT BBEAK, '7
Control
-1.44 8().3 90.8 lBtA) 212{) 128
-'2.2 2
-2.2O
-I.03
-2.93
77.2 8O. 1
70.'/ 84.0
71.0 70.8
7_).2 84.5
02.5 7o,-)
82. I 82.7
71. I 84.o
77.0 80. o
77.5 8:).. t)
Test
85
1120 1350 295 238
22-1() 1c,70 550 170
1800 1840 380 200
1880 1510 210 91
-1.- 3
-- ,) ) o
-2.03
_ ,) .)
_. _,_
-1.51
'22()2 1339 5 ")_ 2 59
l::_q l 10q8 150 191)
2058 1o23 1.11() 1()5
2 _88 2_ II 2()9 2 i5
157 1 2()()() 19; 18q
+0.11 83. l 87.t) 2() 9) 2 )2() ]-)8
-0.() _. 83.t) 89.5 97 1 8")() I it,
-0. ?,9 "'.O 81 q 1108 8(,l 3:_.I
-0.'5 70.t) 71). l) l fJSlJ L()_l) 500
-0.91 t>O,l t)_. " 1115 1)53 ))2
-().7 c) t)(). 8 it)." It_ Id) 12()8 )81)
-0. c)2 3 l..t) ()¢). 0 139H I l.Tt) 515
-0.22 77..I "-. ,+_ 8I () I(C() I)2
-0.() _. 7(,.t) 7o. 1 Io2'.) _)_q) 2L 2
-().21) "" () 7(). ) I')()() II()_ 12t)
-o.21 87. _ 8g.O I()7) 122() 7')
-t), 18 ")2. I 58. () 73_ 701 _12
.t7
10o
2_)9
_,73
377
I.()0
123
I It)
I12
78
258
'tll .sart, b.s )ere used _n the es--r(',,'t_,'d s)at,-. ,,x,,,l,t t,)) _,tl "'_ " (B) *h:,h '*as t,,,st,urmt
2_. ht )tl (..
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XVII. SHRINKABLE MATERIALS (SM)
Micro-VCM data for shrinkable materials are given in Table 59.
The fluorocarbon and polyester materials easily qualify as space-grade
candidates. Since two of the polyolefins had acceptable weight-loss
values, a further evaluation was made of Thermofit RNF-IO0 in order to
determine whether the VCM was of a kind that would evaporate with time.
As shown by the data in Table 60, the VCM increases with time and thus
the initial disqualification by micro-VCM screening was confirmed.
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Table 5_
MI(IItC_-\/31 I)I'TI'I'IHMI_ATION_: _lllgl,NKAllI.ETlIHkG
(24 hliurs at 125°(] alld 10 -6 torr)
(V(]_I collector piates at 25°C)
. ..
%|A'FEFI1ALJ
F Iuo roca rbon
Thermofit TFE (7-30-0 c_)
Thermofit ]FE (7-32.-1t_)
Thermo fit TFE- i_
Pemltube I I - s_rl"
o
%tFR. "
Fluorocarbon. it'radiat ed
Thennofit Kvnar
Polyester
Mylar, 0.004" _a/l
_,lylar, 0.012" ,_all
"rttE.-%'F_,IENT IOT.XL _'r.
Polvolefi., irradi,l:ed
Thei'mu f i t I_Nt'- l O0
"l'},.rm.fit Ciq.\ (clear)
li_ernlufit CIr.\ ('dliteJ
"l'her:.,fit (.]L\ (black)
I_kY Postcui'ed 1 hr 150°C
l_gt' Postcured l hr 150%
FlAir Postcured 1 hr, 150%
RAY ,Postcured J hr 150%
ff_,Y Postcured 1 hr 150°(;
Pustcured 10 tnitl l.loUc
Pt_.,,tcured l',l .:lit I10%
P,:91' Postcurecl I hr l:30u(i
ffVf Post<'ured I tit" tSO°(]
llAl" l_t_st_ut'e,l I hr t';OU<:
_1_ r P<,,_;t<ured I hr 150_'(i
O.Ol
O. O0
O. O l
O.O0
O. 27
O. u8
o. 78
tJ. :_2
2.0!
2. I)w
I
,',+,+ .-Xpp+,id i x -%.
" >+.e .%ppetdi,_ II.
'+'( _,l,
0.00
0. OO
0.00
0.00
O. 09
tJ. 03
(J.0 5
'J. 20
O. 28
(;. t)q
O. 39
Ta Ill e ntj
MA(;Hi)- %+.;%1l)H'l']llMl'_,.Vl'l()),i,";: Slllll\lv'dlI,E TI Ill ",i(;
tl XFKtl 1.9,
Th,_rrr;,,ii t it_',F.- I,tlO'
I' III'JPI';tt'l"'f
21
• I',,-t+,lr,,! I hr ];<l'>t; ,tl-+,U.l.J/i-. 'l _ , - 1,3 (J.[I.
tlO1_1<_(Jl+ I']_P<J>LtiE
_.1 123ut; %NIl Jr)-_ rotlPI
! 4It
il. 2ti
(++. t+)2
il.2l
t/. _.'
lJ. _"
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xvimi, sU  .VING (SL)
;;'eight-loss and VCM data for sleeving materials are given in Table 61.
None of the materials which have been screenud were available in suf-
ficient supply for mechanical-property tests.
On the basis of micro-VCM data the best sleeving materials which
were tested aD_ear to be formulated from acrylic-glass fiber combinations;
however, macro-VCM determinations (Table 62) for Ben Hat Acryl A indicate
increasing VCM with time. No fluorocarbon materials in the form of
sleevings have been evaluated.
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Table _1
MICRO- VCM DETERMINATIONS: SI.EEV ING
{24 hours at 125"{: and 10 -6 torr)
(kCM collectors at 25"CI
TOTAL _T. VCM,
MATERI AL1 MFP,.2 TREATMENT
LOSS, _ WT-_
Glass fiber (coated)
l_n-Ilar Ex-Flex 1500
BenoHar Pyro-Sleeve ST
l_n-ttar f_ro. Sleeve ST
Acrylic-glass fiber
Si
Ben-liar 1258-1, B
Ben-Har 263 I'_:-3
Ben-liar 2_3 G-3
Ben-liar Lecton B
Ben-liar Acryl A FA1
Ben-|tar Acry 1 A FA1
Ren-Itar Acryl C-2
liccne-glass fiber
Pen-ttar 1002 itA-1
Ben-tlar 1002 HA- 1
Ben-liar 1151 ttA-1
Ben-tlar 11,51 ItA-1
i_en-tlar i151, Ar_.asil-2
Ben-liar 1151, UI,
P_n-llar 1151, Super,_a[ 1
1 See Append tx A.
" See Appendix D.
II1%1
tt1%1
BIN
111M
IttM
1tt%1
Prim
FIlM
EMM
PItM
EJt_l
PlIM
|]IM
111%1
PtlM
1311%1
t.
tbstcured 2_ hr 'ISI)"C
As received
Postcured 24 hr 15lW(i
Postcured 24 hr 150°C
As received
Postcured 24 hr'lS0%:
Postcured 24 hr/150"C
As received
Posteured 23, hr "150°C
As received
As recoived
Postcuced 24 hr 15tl°C
As received
Postcured 24 hr l:iO°(_
Postcured 2_ ti t1 l 5 I I ff '( :
Postcured 21 hr 130°C
Postcured 24 hr 150°C
o. L8
o.2O
0.13
II. 5_
_t. 54
1. lO
0.09
0. _9
0.22
0.33
O.31
().2q
(J. 57
(J.5[
() .tin
1_.31
o. 14
9.23
0.11
0.35
0.32
0.27
0.09
0. O5
0.05
(). 01
o.23
o. 13
o, 35
o. ,;2
I_. 43
TaiJ 1 e t_2
MACRO" VCM DETERMINATIONS: S I.EEV Ix;(i
MATERIAL
Ben-liar Acryl A*
IIO/'tlN OF EXPOSItlE
PROPERTY .Vr I 2 :_ C .XNI) TOtttl
24 48 qt, _3
_t . loss, c_ {).{l!_ 0 10 il. i{3 0.2t,
_.'fIM, wt-c, ' t). 0'_ 11.113 _. O.3 l_. t1¢_
* P.st,,_red 2.1 hr 150"C: l)tc:..ttst.ns: 1-1 2" ' 5 ;q" O.I).
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XIX. TAPES (TP)
?,_icro-VCM data are given in Table 63 for a number of pressure-
sensitive tapes. One of these tapes (Mystik 7452) was evaluated further
by a macro-VCM determination (Table 64) and the volatile materials
were identified (Table 65). The results of comprehensive testing for
a number of the tapes are summarized in Tables 66 to 68.
As sho_n in Table 63, only two tapes (Mystik 7452 and Fibremat
Type 2539) have passable weight-loss and VCM values. Macro-VCM deter-
minations for the Mys_ik tape revealed that the _mall amount of VCM
apparently will re-evaporate in time from a condensing surface; the
VCM is probably a glycol-benzoate and a phthalate ester as indicated by
mass spectroscopic analysis.
In Tables 66 to 68, it is shown that Mystik 7452 not only maintains
the best mechanical properties throughout all ETO and TVE testing, but
also appears to become stronger in the various environments.
Cf the Mystik tapes tested for mechanical properties, the best
performers appear to be those with the rubber-resin bases (7452, 7020,
and 7455), although the high-VCM values for 7020 and 7455 and the shrink-
age of 7455 must be considered in the light of their end-use.
The Mystik tapes which are not satisfactory either for VCM content
or mechanical properties are those based on combinations of polyesters
or silicones with other materials (7300, 7352, and 7503). However, the
polyester-base Fibremat (Type 2539) has excellent micro-VCM values; un-
fortunately, it is a recent acquisition and has not been checked for
mechanical properties.
Scotch Tape _27 is the familiar electrical "glass-tape" found in
any laboratory or home shop and was checked in the micro-VCM determins-
tion because of its ready availability; the data show it is to be
avoided for spacecraft use.
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Epox. y
Table 63
M1CHO-VCM DETER_IINATI ONS: TAPE_
t24 hr at 125°C and 10 -6 torr,
(VC_I collector plates at 25°C)
Scotch Electric Tape _t_2 %I_IE
Scot,h Electric TaFe *t_2
Fluorocarbon-silicone
Mystik 7503
Mystik 7503
Polyes'er
Mystik 7352
Mystik 7352
Fibremat-1 (Type 2539)
Polyester-aluminum
Scotch Tape '852
Scotch Tape _852
Polyester-glass
Scotch Tape *27
Scotch Tape _'27
Polyester-silicone
Mystik 7300
Mystik 7300
Rubber resin- aluminum
Mystik 7452
Rubber resin -glass-A1
Rubber resin-glass
TREAT_tENT
As received
_IE Cured 24 hr at 150°C
TOTAL WT,
LOSS.
1.ll
0.8_,_
Mystik 7020
Mystik 7(i2o
1
se_ Appendix ,L
" Se', _ppendlx B.
[_CM As received
B(_M Cured 24 hr at 150°C
h_SI As received
BC;M Cured 24 hr at 150°C
,%IE As received
%lE As received
XblE Cured 2-1 hr at 150°C
_IE
X_IE
BCM
tlCM
BfSI
BC_I
gtSI
P_31
PlS1
As received
- 0Cured 24 hr at l:_lt C
As received
Cured 2-I hr at LS0"C
As received
As received
. o ,Cured 24 hr at 1:_0 (.
A-_ received
Cured 2_ hr at 1511"(_
1.17
1.02
4.34
1. t_(I
0.19
1 ._,9
0.57
t. 37
L. 90
1.4,_
o. 37
3.82
1.71
2. t,
O. 97
0.70
0.73
0.8l
l. 58
0.72
0.0'2
O. 70
O. 40
2.27
2. 2(_
1.28
1.0 3
O, 0 1
1,3.;
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'fable ¢_.!-
MACBO- VCM I)ETI']4M 1N,,_.T I ON S : TAPI'I
_,IATEB 1AI.
Xlyst ik 7152' _t. I.oss, 'i
_C%1, wt _'
a(
24
O. 15
IlOl/l_S L)F EXI'OSI lie
125"C atttl Iu -t+ t.t't
!
O. 18 tl. I_ tl. 1(_
As received; dtmenszons: 0.5" × 48" * O.O0t"
Tabl t _,
_IASS SI'FZ'rB()MI-]'_IC AN,_I.'i_IS IN slTI (_F" _I-\'I'F]41 _,l,,_
VOI.ATII.IZEI) AT 12_"(" ANI) l tl -_' TOHH: "I'.XPFI
MATF R I At.
Mystik 7452
I DENT 1 F 1F]) CO$1PON ENTS
_la,l or
g|ycol-benzoate;
mozm-ester of phthalic
acid
_,11 It,):
t(llllefle_
,_at el';
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Table 6_
EFFECTS OF DECONTAMINATION CYCI,ES ON TAPES
(Six cycles of humidified ETO-Freon for 30 hr at 50°C)
MATEHI AL*
Mystik 7020
Mystik 7300
Mystik 7352
Mystik 7-[52
Mystik 7455
Mystik 7503
D I MENS 1 ON AL
CHANGE, %
II.C.
-0.37
-0.11
n.c,
-0.10
-0.17
+2. f_4
+1.2-[
+0.58
+0.33
+0.04
+0.02
T-PEEL I"EST,
lb _n- WIDTH
Control Test
5.6 l t). 1 (I
3, 18 3. o 4
2. 10 1. b8
2.10 4.8_
3.7 _ 3.72
"2.70 I '2.98
I
As received.
Tab I e 07
EFFECTS OF TtlEBMAI, VACUt'_I EN_IBONMENT ON TAPES
(500 hr at 135°C and 10 -6 tort)
_IAVER I At*
Mystik 7020
Mystik 7300
_bstik 7_52
Mystik 7452
Mystik 7455
Mystlk 7503
DIMENSIONAL
CHANGE, _;
n°C.
-2.-[4
-l.21
n,c.
-0.71
-0.71
-2.32
-1.[ t
-3.08
0. ?, 1
-2.5_
-1.2o
T-PEEl. TEST.
lb in-WIDTH
Control Test
_. (_1 8. 1()
L I d 2. (_8
2.10 l.-[2
2. 10 11.07
3.74 3.75
2.7O 2. 12
.ks rece s_ed.
Table t)8
EFFECTS OF I)E(_/)NT,.D,1IN _TIO x, C_CI.ES PLI s
TllEBMAI,-V._CIU_,I EN_ I BONMENT ON "I'APE:_
M.&IEt_ I .M"
_,l,,s t t k 7¢_2¢t
_,l,,sttk 7_ul_
\l:,sttk 7_2
M_st'k 7 _32
%l_st tk 74",3
I) 1 _,IEN.'41 ON AI.
,.:ti-_N(;E, ",
fl. C ,
-2. _h
-1. 1_
_E I GHT
Ctt.INGE , ""
-2.o4
T-PEEL TEST
lb l l:- _ II)TII
C,,,t r,, I "l'_'sl
5. t_ I 5. _q
_. 1H 1.8t_
2. 1 o 1. _1)
2. l_l <_,01
3.T_ 1,53
2.7o 2. :;8
II . C •
II . (7 .
- I. o4
_.{_
-2.W
-0.92
gs re, et _ed.
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XX. TEMPERATURE CONTROL COATINGS (TM)
The screening data given for temperature control coatings in
Table 69 indicate that some of the products may be useful for spacecraft
use when the optimum conditions of curing are determined. For example,
the observed VCM value for an epoxy coating, Velvet Black 401-ClO, is
satisfactory, but the weight-loss value is entirely too large after mild
curing. As shown in Table 71, the weight loss is due essentially to
high-boiling solvents (130-150°C). Thus, the coating must be cured for
long times at 1,1ild temperatures such as llO°C if assembled optical com-
ponents cannot withstand higher temperatures; alternatively, the coating
might be cured at lower temperatures in vacuum. The effect of elevated
temperature and vacuum on the integrity of this material will be deter-
mined when the 8-month storage tests (see Section XXIII) are terminated.
As mentioned in that section, Velvet Black 401-ClO is being used as a
heat transfer medium in the long-term storage apparatus.
The same attention to curing tempe_'ature and time may be required
to provide suitable polyurethane coatings (white and black Laminar X-500).
The nature of the volatile components has not been examined, but the
large differences between weight-loss and VCM values again indlcates
the presence of solvents.
Improvement of the other coatings listed in Table 69 by alternative
curing cycles is doubtful since many of these still are not satisfactory
after such attempts. Further examination of one of these, Velvet Black
IOI-CI0, indicates high-molec_Jlar-weight plasticlzers are released
(Table 71) and that these evaporate slowly from cold surfaces (Table 70).
In view of our experiences with these coatings, the importance of
absolutely thorough mixirkq of components before and after ulending can-
not be emphasi_:ed strongly enough.
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Table b9
MICBO-VCM DETEHMINAT!ONS: TEMPERATURE CONTROl. COATINGS
(24 hr at 125°Cand10 -6 t(,rr)
(VCM collectors at 25°CI
MATERIAL 1
Alkyd, .lodified
Velvet Black I{}I-CIO
Velvet Black 101-CI0
Velvet Black I()I-CI0
Velvet Black IOI-CI0
Velvet Black IOI-CI0
Velvet Black 101-CI0
Epox}
C.at-a-lac Fiat FAack
(4t_3-1-8
Cat-a-l.ac Flat Black
{.t63- 1-8)
Cat-a-l,ac _it.e Gloss
_443- 1-500)
::at-a-Lac _hite Gloss
( J,43-1 - 500 }
C'.w lar- 585 {Black)
Cot 1ar-585 (Black}
Velvet Black 40I-CIt) A B
Velvet Black 401-C1{} A B
Velvet Black 401-CI0 A B
Velvet Black I0I-CI0 A'B
Polyurethane
Laminar X-B00 I4B-1
black) i0C-45
laminar X-50() (4B-I
black ) '10C-,t5
laminar X-500 (4B-3
flat black_ '10C-_5
t,aminar X-3{}() (4B-3
flat black) !t1{'-45
laminar X-St)t) {8W-24
_hite with Teflon filler)
I.aminar X-S00 {811-21
white with Teflon filler)
St } tc{mt,-al kvd
I'V-lu(l lll]t i t e }
Ill)'- I()() (il0_t te)
]
Set- _[,i),'rltitx :%.
" .',e,_ .&pt,e_utix B.
.}
_,IF'H.-
MMA
MMA
MMA
MMA
FPC
Ft_,2
Ft_
FPC
DUt"
DIP
M%%
_,1%1A
MMC
_BI{:
",1%1C
MCC
%1{:{2
M{I:
VP
VU _
TOTAL V,T.
TBEATMENT LOSS,
As received; 2-1 hr 25{'("
As received: h_O hr '25"{2
As received; 24 hr 'llO°C
As received; % hr ll()°C
As received; 1o8 hr'llO°C
As received; 24 hr"150°C
As received; 24 hr '25°C
As received; 24 hr 150°C
As received' 24 hr '25°C
As received; __ }iv '15()°C
As received; 72 hr 25"{2
As received: 24 hr 13()"(2
3I,A It)B; 7 das 25)(2
3pA lpB; 2 hr 23%: + i hr t,5"('.
3pA'lpB; 2 he '25')(2 + 1(_ hr n-}')(2
3pA'IpB; 2 hr '25('C + 7 das 1 1{){'(2
I(}Ot) W,- 1 [OOplOC-4S; 72 hr 23"C
lt)t)plB-! 100p10C-45; 72 hr 25{'C
+ 2I hr 125"(2
10Op_B-3 lO_}plt)(2-1.5:72 hr 23"{:
10()p,iB-:_ I{)O!)It){2-.)S; 72 tit 23"C
+ 21. nr 125"C
_t)8_-21- lptl,_rdener lf)Beduc(+r; ':'.o
coats, each cured 2 hr 33')( ',
lI,8_-2; Iptlardener lpBeducer: t_o
coats, each cu,'ed 2 hr 55'){:, p(,st=
{ured 1 br qS"(, l {)-t_ tot'r
As I'(',(.I_.)'d: I¢, Ill I 23 (,{2
As /'t'{'ei_('? 21 hr l'Tt)"('.
5.3{}
_. 3 {}
o. {_5
0 .B8
O. 33
O. 57
13. O{i
0.38
15.7 {)
{}.8t,
B. q8
2.38
5,30
5.32
1.72
3.t}()
18._5
1.2t
11. {i0
2.i0
8.B3
1 .!C
2. 18
1. 51
VCM,
_T-_
1.12
0.83
o. 21
{J. 17
O. 17
0.25
1.52
0.2 3
().q5
0.52
1,28
1.28
t}.i)71
{}.t}:_
o, 03
(I .(l_
0.05
() .t)5
() .01
O.Ol
(). 0 c}
II. li.2
(i. 4il
it. 15
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MACRO- VCM DETERMINATIONS: TE_
MATER [AL
Velvet Black lOl-Cl0"
Table 70
PEBA'rURE (_ON'I'R()I, COATIN(;
PROPKBTY
tlOUtI.'; OF F•XPOSI'pIE
AT 125_'C ' AND 10 -t_ I'OBB
I). 8t- 0.7_ 1.Vl 1,38
It. l(p II.Ot_ _l.l i (_,13
* Applied to 3-ft length_ of 1B-ga copper w_r_. a:,t ,ured lt_ hv I, (.
Tabl e " I
MASS SPECTROMETRIC ANAIXSIS IN 51"P, c'." \I,VI'EBIAI,,';
VOLATII,IZEO AT 125"C AND ll! -6 T()HI_:
TEMPEBATI'RE CONTROl, COATIN(i,S
MATERIAL
Velvet Black IOI-CIO
Velvet Black 401=Cl0
I DENT I F I El) (:o_1PONI,:NIS
Ma,i ,,r
dioct3 lphthalate
cei loso[ve acetate
MI B _I"
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txxI. TIE corm/LaCn_G TAPE (TC)
Micro-VCM data for tie cord/lacing tape materials are given in
Table 72 and mechanical-property data are given in Tables 73 to 75. As
indicated by the micro-VCM data, the Dacron-synthetic rubber materials
incurred excessive weight losse_ in the as-received state; further ex-
amination revealed a loss of mechanical properties of one of these
(18-I)96) in the TVE and ETO-TVE testing, although 11o chal_e was affected
by gro only. The other (18DH) appears to maintain tensile properties in
the TVE and ETO-TVE testing, but is subject to shrinking. The Nomex-
silicons has poor VCM values as-received and is subject to stretching
after Fro and ETO-TVE testing. Fluorocarbon lacing tape (Temp-Lace
256H) maintained its proper:ies throughout all our tests.
T, b I ,: - 2
_,ll(:ftil-_(:\l I)HI.:tI_,II\YFII)',>: Tit(I;_ltl) i t_:lN(; 1\1>1.:
I_l_ hi' lit 12=_'>( ' illId [11 _> l,>l'ri
l\C%1 c<>lle<t,>r pl,ttt's _lt 2"_<'('1
I
_,1Vl'l-:ll I -%1.
Nomex. si licone
Gudebrod 72111
Gudebrod 72111
Gudebrod 722S
Gudebrod 722_
_,ll:tl . L "1III" 'l I Mt'._, I"
GBE
GBE
GBK
:_s received
postcured 21 hr at li_t'>C
hs received
P_lstcured 21 hr at l]li"(;
I)ac toil- s',lit her i c rubber
(jude- 5,liace 11_I#">
(hide- S|ulce 181}_"_
5t ur-I)-I.at e IUIII
Iml,regnat od f I uoi',.', rb,,z__l
fi bre
(;1!1-:
GBI':
(,I_':
( iBE
\s I't'cei _ed
ll'l.'_tClli'_'lt ] I }It' ill
\_ F_','#'i _,ll'<t
I',,-1 , urtut _>I tit ,il
1 _,.,, I.t,f,,.;L<lix t.
2 >ee _lt,l,,,ndix B.
{. tit
1. '_2
1 • _7
_'. i2
1. -",
,a,T -
_. 2"_
• _l_
II. IIit
II. ]li
I1. lit I
It il
1.43
P'I_W_ ..-._Z._ _ ...... I.P --,,.,,,,,_ _ Iml_ _...m_._,. _ ._ ....................................................................................................
Table 73
EFFECTS OF DECONTAMINATION C_tCI.ES ON TIE CORD LACING TAPES
(:';ix Cycle of Itumidified l'_l'()-Fr._on for 3011ours at 50°C/
'dAT Etl I AL*
Gude- .';pace 18I)O0
Gudebrod /22S
Stu r_l)- l.ace 18111
Ternp-l.ace 250tl
DIMENSIONAL
CHANGE, q
1,) fl. Co
L, +3.50
1., +2.40
1,, I1. C.
WE IGBT
CHANGE, _'_
÷ 1. o8
+2.50
+1.35
+0.52
As recetved.
TENSILE, psi
Control Test
/,2,000 ,12, O00
3o, 000 32,800
32,I)O0 39, 000
I,L 900 13, 100
E LONG AT 1ON
AT BREAK, Z
Ctmtrol Test
27 32
<1 _'1
32 ,lO
Table 74
EFFECTS OF TIIER%IAI.- VACIT%I EN_,I BOX\lENT ON
TIE CORD. lACING TAPES
(5()0 ttr at 1:35°(; and [0 -_ Torrl
MVI'EB 1 AL"
Gude-space 18I)9t)
Gudebrod 7225
,St ur- D- l.ace 18I_t
Ternp- Lace 25()tl
DI'dENS IONAL
CItANGE, '7
I., -0.23
1., 0.21
I. -11 .O4
I -O,t)l
-0. 15
- I,. 28
-1. i5
- O. lq
As received.
TENSILE. I,sl
"C.,, n, ,',)1 Test
I2,(_(1!) 3o,3()I)
3t), l 0() J;2, t)til)
32,O1)O 3), l()O
lI,90t) 1t.05()
ELON(,AT ION
At BREAK, ";
Cont rol I Test
i
2q 19
" i '1
32 28
Table "3
_l_l I i", e 1%'e(],
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xxzI. WZR_. SNAMELS (WE)
The results of micro-VCM screening of several wire enamels are
given in Table 76. Any of the three materials tested appear to be
suitable candidates based on these data; no other tests were performed.
No additional work was performed with the polyimide enamel.
Table 7_
MICRO-V(31 DETERMINATIONS: WIRE ENAMEI,5
(2_ hr at 1"2:_ C and ll) torr)
(VCM collector plates at 2,,"C)
1
MATERIAL
Acetal (Formex)
Magnet wire (A_Q-35)
Pclyimide
PYBE-M. L. B.C. -5057
polyurethane
Magnet wire (A_G-22)
'9
%IF'FI.-
"I'()'I'-_I, _'I'.
TFIE.VI't.II".N'[" [,ONS . "
GE_ As received
GEl Cured 24 hr _t ISII"C
GE_ As received
1.12
/_ 22
1
,See Appendix A.
2 See Appendix B.
%(:M,
_'I'- ""
g./)_l
I).09
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LXXIII. LONG-TERM STORAGE TESTS
The recommendations made in prior sections of this report are based
on the results of short-term tests, that is, from measurements of the
effects of thermal-vacuum exposures of 24 to 500 hours on various
physical properties of polymers. There was ever present the question of
whether short-term tests could adequately describe the behavior of poly-
mers when exposed for a long time to a thermal-vacuum environment. Thus,
it was of interest to develop equipment which could provide over ex-
tended periods of time measurements of significant mechanical properties.
A storage time of about 8 months was selected because it represented
about the longest time a spacecraft would be called upon to perform in
the near future and because it would permit se_-up, observation, and
terminal evaluation during a 12-month contract period. Thus, the primary
objectives of the long-term exposures of polymeric materials to the
thermal-vacuum environment of 125°C and <10 -'6 tort are:
(i) To test the reliability of performance of polymeric
materials in an environment which simulates a long-
term space flight, e.g., 8000 hours to Mars;
(2) To determine the effectiTeness of short-term tests
in the evaluation of polymers for long-term use.
The long-term storage apparatus at SRI (see Figure 18) consists of
four vacuum units, each operating as an independent system. Since there
must be no question of cross-eo_,tamination in tests of such long dura-
tion, only one polymeric product is used in each unit. In the first
series of long-term tests (terminated during this contract), the best
elastomer was selected for storage under constant strain from each of
the three polymeric classes previously tested on the basis of mechanical
performance within each class during and after lO00-nour exposures to
the thermal-vacuum environment. The plastic material stored for creep
under constant load was selected in the light of current interest in
a relatively new material.
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For the second series of long-term tests (in progress), products
were selected on the basis of micro-VCM determinations, and include an
elastomer for constant strata, a plastic film for creep upoer load, and
an adhesive film for creep under load,
APPARATUS
The photograph in Figure 18 shows each individual vacuum chamber
covered with a protective aluminum shield. The shielqs serve a dual
purpose, i.e., maintenance of thermal equilibrium anu protection from
radiation [daylight and fluorescent fixtures). Eacb unit has a separate
heating control, three-position thermocouple read-o1[t, and vacuum system.
As each vacuum chamber is loaded with its samples, the chamber is evac-
-3
uated to less than i0 torr with a mechanical pump; then its ion pump
(Varian, 15-1iter) is activated. When chamber pressure is less than 10 -5
tort, the unit is sealed-off for the duration of the test by crimping
the fore-pum_ line. The temperature of the chamber is then raised
gradually over a period of about 48 hours to 125°C.
Figure 19 illustrates the apparatus for storing plastic films under
constant load. The cylinders are made of brass and are filled with lead
shot to provide the desired loads. They are suspended from clamps
affixed to the ends of the samples and are provided with a stationary
central rod to guide the weight in the event of sample rupture; this
position is shown in the photograph, taken at the end of a storage period.
Figure 20 shows the apparatus within the bell-jar, ready for evacuation.
Also shown in Figure 20, within the bell-jar and st!rrounding the test
apparatus, is the cylindrical glass heater. The glass has been coated
at SRI with a bismuth oxide/gold/bismuth laminate; the gold layer is
of the order of 90-100 A in thickness At intervals, current-carrying
copper wire is affixed to conducLing sil_,er paint or epoxy-silver solder.
The assembly was annealed at 400°C. As can be seen in the photograph,
objects are clearly visible through the heater.
The apparatus for storing elastomeric materials under constant
strain is shown in Figure 21. The support pins are positioned so that
rings of elastomers can be stretched over them at several different;
values of strain.
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Complete design drawings for the constant-load and constant strain
apparatuses, glass heater, and general assemblies are given in Interim
Report No. 3, Part II, December 1966, under this contract.
A close-up view of the creep testers for adhesives is given in
Figure 22. The outer body of the tester is made of stainless steel;
the compression springs are set with an Instron testing machine to provide
specified loads on the sample specimens. The creep testers are de-
signed to contain the shock in the case of a rupture so that no part
of the total assembly will be damaged. In order to promote uniform
heat transfer throughout the heavy metal fixtures, the supporting
aluminum plates have been painted with 3M's Velvet Black 401-C10, which
was baked on for 24 hours at 150°C prior to installation. In this way, a
secondary long-term storage test is being conducted, that is, the main-
tenance of integrity of a candidate temperature control coating. The
total assembly of creep testers within the glass heater and bell jar
is shown in Figure 23 and complete design drawings for the creep testers
and the supporting fixture are given in the supplement to this section.
LDNG-TERM STORAGE TESTS (COMPLETED)
Three elastomeric materials for constant strain and one plastic
material for creep under constant load were stored in the thermal-vact'um
-6
environment of 125°C and <&O tort for periods of 6550 and 5060 hours,
respectively; these were:
SE-3604 'tViton A4411A-990
Hycar 520-67_108-1 )
and PPO 681-111 (clear),
elastomers, used as received.
plastic film, annealed 1/2 hr/180°C.
Elastomers
The elastomers were cut into rings and stretched at rcom temperature
o_er the supporting pins on the constant-strain apr,3:'atus. Two to four
specimens we;c subjected to each strain, and at least four rings were
stored in the apparatus at zero strain. Rings from each elastomer rup-
tured at maximum strain during the first 2 weeks of exposure to vacuum
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and temperature; subsequently, only one rupture occurred during the rest
of the 6550-hour storage period, Hycar-l, and that was attributed to a
faulty specimen rather than thermal-vacuum effects in view of the total
data. At the end of the test, all of the rings remained fixed in the
set they assumed in the stretched positions when they were removed from
the supportiLg pins. They were then tested for tensile strength and
elongation; a summary of the results appears in Table 77.
With the exception of the rings stored at maximum strain, which
approximated as-received control sample elongation values, terminal tests
for tensile strength indicated that these values for all the strained
specimens did not vary more than 20-30% from those which were stored at
zero strain nor from the unexposed control samples. Similarly, terminal
elongation values did not vary more than 30% from samples stored under
strain from those under no strain, but per cent change over control was
excessive for the Viton and grossly excessive for the Hycar.
A comparison of changes in mechanical properties over control sample
properties after different lengths of time of storage in a thermal-vacuum
environment is given in Table 78. Although the samples used for the 500-
hour tests were from different batches of materials, the results are
comparable to those obtained after the lO00-hour tests. Compared with
500- and 1000-hour storage, the changes in properties after 6550 hours
are not significant for the SE-3604 and are probably within the limits
of testing accuracy for the Viton. The tensile strength of Hycar is
little different after 6550 hours but the elongation is severely reduced.
Assuming (from general opinion) that 20-25_ change over control is
ac. eptable, Hycar would immediately be disqualified after the 500-hour
storage, verified by the 6550-hour storage results_ the material is also
disqua]ified by micro-VCM data. The SE-3604 is considered acceptable
by micro-VCM data and 500-hour storage tests, verified by the results
of 65SO-hour storage. _Ae Viton also is considered acceptable by
micro-VCM data and 500-hour storage, but marginal after the 1000- and
G550-hour storage periods; however, it maintains the best over-all
properties. In general (again remembering that different batches of
materials are being discussed), it would appear that lO00-hour storage
15O
periods will provide for more accurate evaluation of long-term use than
periods of 500 hours or less, but disqualification at the 500-hour
level is final.
Plastic Film
The PPO 681-111 film was cut as dog-bone shaped micro tensile
specimens. Duplicates were run at loads of 1500 and 1750 psi and four
specimens were run at 2000 psi; several specimens were placed in the
apparatus under zero load. No specimens at 1500 psi ruptured during
the 5060-hour storage period, one specimen at 1750 psi ruptured at
about 1540 hours, and one specimen at 2000 psi ruptured at about 4000
hours. Observed deformation for all specimens was less than i_. The
specimens under zero load and under 2000-psi load were tested for
tensile properties when they were removed from storage after 5060 hours;
test data are summalized in Table 79. The per cent changes in mechanical
properties over control sample properties are summarized in Table 80 and
compared with data obtained after lO00-hour storage periods. The re-
sults of tests after both storage periods indicate that the lO00-hour
tests were sufficient for evaluation.
LONG-TERM STORAGE TESTS (IN PROGRESS)
Currently, four different polymeric products are being stored in
-6
the thermal-vacuum environment of 125°C and <i0 torr for different
properties; these are:
Metlbond-328, adhesive, for adhesive creep;
Kapton 200Xlt667, plastic film, for creep under constant load;
SE-4511, elastomer, for stress under constant strain;
Velvet Black 401-C10, temperature control coating, for adhesion.
A summary of test data to July 26, 1967 is given in Table 81.
Temperature Control Coating
Velvet Black 401-CI0 was mixed according to manufacturer's in-
structions, appli{:d with a camel's hair brush to the aluminum supporting
plates of the adhesive creep testers, and baked for 24 hours at 150°C.
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The coating will be examined for evidences of crazing and firmness of
bonding at the end of the storage period which commenced April 26, IB67.
Plastic Film
Kapton 200XH667 was prepared as micro tensile specimens which are
stored as duplicate samples in the constant load apparatus at loads of
2500, 5000, 7500, and 10,000 psi; the test sections of the specimens are
0.125-in wide and 0.8-in long. Observation of creep during storage are
made by sighting with a cathetometer over the top of each cylindrical
weight (Figure 20) to a precision scale graduated in O.Ol-in markings.
At the termination of the storage period, initiated May 19, 1967, the
surviving specimens will be tested for tensile strength and elongation.
Only negligible creep has been observed to July 19.
Elastomer
Elastomer SE-4511 was cut into rings and stretched at room tempera-
ture over the supporting pins in the constant straJ_ apparatus at the
strains indicated in Table 81. Environmental storage began on May 15,
1967 and the 4 rings at maximum strain ruptured during the Yirst week
o£ vacurm exposure. No others have ruptured to July 26.
Adhesive
Samples of Metlbond-328 were bonded to lapped aluminum plates
(1.50" × 0.50" X 0.09") using the cleaning and specimen-preparation
procedures described in Section III for adhesive creep testing; the
adhesives were bonded under 18 psi for 1-1,/2 hours at 165°C. Specimens
in triplicate were storea on April 26, 1967 at loads of 250,500, 750,
ann 1000 psi and at zero load. Ob3ervations of creep are made by sight-
ing the bench-marks (shown in Figure 22) on the test specimens with a
cathetometer. As of July 26, no creep has been observed for any of
the specimens. At the termination of the storage period, surviving
specimens will be tested for adhesion shear.
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Table 78
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fTFST
Constant load;
adhesive creep
Ceating
integrity
Constant strain
Constant lnad;
plastic creep
MATERIAL
Met lbond-328
Velvet Black
401-C10 l/II
SE-4511
Kapton 200Xllt,¢_ 7
Table 81
PBEI,IMINARY DATA FOR I.ON(I*TEBM
STORAGE TESTS IN PBOGRESS*
1 25"C and
NO. OF
S PEC I MEN S
U-b torr )
LOAD OR
STRAIN
2 i-)() psi
300 psi
7 50 ps i
[ ,(1_)() pst
0. 18 in i,
0.28 in in
0.38 in in
0.58 in 'in
0.83 in in
1.08 in in
2.17 in in
I)
2, St)L! psi
5,0Ut) p>i
., 500 I)si
1 0, _)()0 psi
i_ Hlos.
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') HLOS,
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m) apparent cree t)
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for all
spec i men s
uni form appearance
4 "Ul)tured witl_in
1()8 h(,urs of _s __
n('_ I i _zi b [e ("reep
observed
spec i r)len s
* See report sections on adhe_ive_, films anti sheets, seals.and _ta._ket::, and ter_,ieralure ( ontr,)l
coatitlg_ for 9utgasaing data and for mechantta| propert', teats af)er _)00 h.ut_ .f storage at
135°C aT,d 10 -° tort.
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FIC-. 19 LONG-TERM STORAGE
CONSTANT LOAD
APPARATUS SHOWING
CYLINDRIC _.L WEIGHTS
FIG. 20 LONG-TERM CONSTANT
LOAD APPARATUS
WITHIN BELL-TUBZ
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i
TA-504G-6G
FIG. 21 BASIC STRUCTURE FOR SUBJECTING SELECTED ELASCOMERS TO
SPECIFIC INITIAL STRAINS
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T_-5046-61
FIG. 22 CREEP TEST FIXTURE FOR ADHESIVES EXPOSED TO 125°C
AND 10 -6 TORR FOR A PERIOD GREATER THAN EIGHT
MONTHS, SHOWING THE LOCATION OF SPECIMENS WITHIN
THE CREEP TESTER AND THE SCRIBED BENCH MARKS
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FIG. 23 PHOTOGRAPH OF THE TOTAL ASSEMBLY OF ADHESIVE CREEP TEST
FIXTURES FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE TESTS
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XXI I I. SU PP .'._..MENT
DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR ADHESIVE CREEP TESTER AND ASSEMBLY
FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE TESTS
B5046-63 CREEP TESTING TUBE (SAMPLE TEST FIXTURE)
A5046-64
A5046-65
A5046-66
A5046-67
A5046-68
A5046-69
A5046-70
Spring Retainer - Upper
Spring Retainer - Lower
Stud
Blade Retainer - Upper
Blade Retainer - Ix)wet
Tube
Blade
D5046--7! CREEP TESTER TREE (TESTER SUPPORT ASSEMBLY)
A5046-72
A5046-73
A5046-74
A5046-75
A5046-76
B5046-77
A5046-78
Test Tube Holder
Test Tube Holder
Plate - Lower
Plate - Lower
Plate - Upper
Rod (Supporting Center)
Stud
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XXIV. SUMMARY lEND RECOM]_ENDATIONS
Recommendations of polymeric products for spacecraft applications
must be based on the results of comprehensive test and evaluation pro-
grams which provide for the exaanination of properties which are signif-
icant in estimating the performance of such materials for long-term use
in the space environment ann their resistance to pre-flight environments.
The work performed under this contract has been directed toward the
development of test equipment and techniques which will provide useful
data for the evaluation of polymeric materials, the selection of properties
to be determined, the establishment of correlations between outgassing
properties and mechanical properties, and the identifization of candi-
date materials. Out of this exploratory and development work has
crystallized a test scheme which ensures that a qualified _aterial can
withstand any combination of pre-flight and space environments.
At the outset of this program, the work was involved largely with
the behavior of polymeric materials in a thermal-vacuum environment and
it was shown that the values for loss in weight and VCM content could
provide insight into the mechanical performance of polymers and afford a
measure as to the extent of damage that might be caused by deposition of
volatile matter on a spacecraft. Since deposition of volatile matter
has been shown to be particularly undesirable, micro-VCM determinations
have become the primary screening test for polymeric products. The
infrared abscrbsnce of the released VCM provides an additional qualifica-
tion parameter.
Preliminary work with determining mechanical properties in situ
provided only a few data on the stress and strain properties of elasto_ers
and plastic films with some auxiliary data on tensile properties of
these two kinds of materials after thermal-vacuunl storage. In order to
examine greater numbers and varieties of materials [or additional proper-
ties_ the multiple-cell unit was designed for exposing 30 samples simul-
taneously, each in _ separate container. Thus, 30 products lor applications
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as adhesives, foa_s_ coated fabrics, tapes, etc., etc. could be processed
over a 2-month pc _., :' t_ r than the 6 or 8 elastomers and films handled
previously in th# _.-_,_,-_,)_,ch of time. In view of the increasing interest
in sterilizable p',_:_.me_ it was appropriate to include also a decontamina-
tion exposure in ih_e ._ost runs.
Examination of property data from the comprehensive test runs (decontam-
ination plus vacuum-thermal environment) and comparison with available
data on similar materials from lO00-hour and 500C-hour exposures revealed
that good polymers changed little alter the 500-hour thermal-vacuum storage
period, that 1000 hours was more appropriate for marginal materials
(although negative 500-hr data were final), and that there was little
difference in lO00-hour or 5000-hour storage test data.
The develo_nents and findings described briefly above, coupled with
the interest in ensuring that a qualified polymer will maintain its prop-
erties in any environment, suggest that a comprehensive test and evalua-
tion program shall include any combination of three exposures: decon-
tamination, thermal-sterilization, and thermal-vacuum environment, all for
optimum times and temperatures. Additionally, by testing for a_ ' prop-
erties after each exposure or sequence of exposures, appropriate data
will be available for any treatment considered prio£" to spaceflight.
Such a program will be complex and time consuming; therefore, it is
recommended that only products which pass the micro-VJM criteria be con-
sidered for fina? qualifxcation testing and that those with a good history
in decontamination thermal-vacuum testing be given top priority. Exam-
ples of suit;ble c-ndida_es are givon in Appendix D, and a block diagram
of a proposed prolr.,in is given in Figure 24.
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I POLYMER !
1
TEST
, ETa = TEST _ " HS
HS = TEST _ ',-ETa
1 I 1
= TVE - TEST " "TVE
FIG. 24 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED COMPREHENSIVE TEST
AND EVALUATION PROGRAM FOR STERILIZABLE POLYMERS
(ETO = ethylene oxide decontamination
H5 = heat sterilization in nitrogen atmosphere
TVE = thermal-vacuum environment
TEST = micro-VCM; mechanical properties; electrical properties, etc.)
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XXV. NEW TECI_OM)GY
In accordance with the New Technology Clause of Contract No. 950745
under NAS7-100, formal announcement is made of the various technologies
which have been developed or advanced at Stanford Research Institute
under JPL/NASA sponsorship during the period of the contract.
New Announcement
INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETER/_IINATION
OF VOLATILE CONDENSABLE MATERIAL (VC_1)
Innovator:
First Used:
Reports:
Announced:
R. F. hIuraca
January 1967
Monthly Report No. 32, February 1967, and following
Final Report, September 15, 1967
Volatile condensable material (VCM) is defined as the weight of
condensate obtainable at 25°C in a given interval of time from a unit
weight of a thin or comminuted sample of material maintained at 125°C
-6
in a vacuum of at least 5 × i0 tort. An infrared spectrophotometric
method has been designed not only to provide an alternate means of "weigh-
ing" the condensate but also to characterize the nature of the condensate
as a quality-control measure.
Samples for the determination of weight-loss and VCM are prepared
in the same manner and emplaced in the same micro-VCM apparatus as de-
scribed in Interim Report No. 3 (December 9, 1966). (Announcement of
the micro-VC_I apparatus is given below.) In this instance, however, the
VCM is collected on optical salt flats, 1/.1" thick and 1" [a diameter.
(Design drawings for the salt flats and holders are given _n Section III
of this report.) At the termination of a ran, the infrored spectrum of
the V_! on the salt flat is recorded and the nbsorb_n_e of significant
peaks can be measured. The salt flat in its holder can be weighed.
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For calibration runs, the weight of sample is plotted against absorbance
of a significant peak. For quality control, the absorbance of the peak
divided by the sample weight must not exceed a given maximum.
A catalog of infrared sbsorban_e spectra of VCM from 96 polymeric
products is given in Appendix C of this report.
Prior Announcements
MICRO-VCM APPARATUS FOR POLYMERIC MATERIALS
Innovator:
Zirst Used:
Reports:
Announced:
R, F, Muraca
January 1966
Monthly Reports 17, November 1965, and following
Interim Report No. 2, March 1966
The micro-VCM apparatus is a multiple unit (24 samples) designed
for screening all kinds of polymeric materials in a simulated spacecraft
environment. Vacuum-weight-loss and YC_i (volatile condensable material)
are deten_ined concurrently. Complete design drawing_ and details of
the procedure for micro-VCM determinations are given in Interim Report
No. 3, December 1966.
MACRO-VC2_ APPARATUS FOR POLY_tERS
Innovator:
First Used:
Reports:
Announced:
R. F. Muraca
June 19 E6
Interim Report No. 2, March 1966
Interim Report No. 3, Deck-tuber 1966
The macro-VCN apparatus and accompanying vacuum system are designed
to provide information on the deposition and subsequent removal of vola-
tile cundensable ,_aterial released by all kinds of polymers exposed to a
simulated spacecraft environment. Complete design drawings and details
of the procedure are given in Interim Report No. 3,
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MULTIPLE-CELL TEST UNIT FO.q POLYMERS
Inncvator:
First Used:
Reports:
Announced:
R. F. Muraca
August 1966
Monthly Report No. 22, April 1966, and fo]lowing
Interim Report No. 3, December 1966
The multiple-cell unit is designed to accommodate 30 sample cells,
each of which may contain several configurations of a single polymeric
product according to the subsequent physical/mechanical property tests
to be performed. The system is so designed that the materials may be
exposed at atmospheric pressure to decontamination cycles and subsequently
exposed, in the same sample cells, to a thermal-vacuum environment.
Complete design drawings and procedures are given in Interim Report No. 3.
LONG-TEP,._I STORAGE APPARATUS FOR POLYMERS
Innovator:
First Used:
Reports:
Announced:
R. F. Muraea
December 1965
Monthly Report No. 16_ October 1965, and following
Interim Report No. 2, March 1966
The long-term storage apparatus consists of 4 units which are
independently-pumped (ion pumps) glass-walled vacuum caambers with in-
ternal cylindrical glass heaters. Polymeric materials, one product
in each unit, are stored under various conditions of load, strain, etc.
for periods of more than 6 months.
Contributors to the various fixture designs used in the units are:
N. Fishman -Elastomers, constant strain
N. Fishman -Plastic films, constant load
A. A. Koch -Adhesives, creep urder load.
Complete design drawings for constant load and strain are given in
Interim Report No. 3, December 1966, and for adhesive creep in this
Final Report.
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Technology Transfer
It is a pleasure to announce the transfer of one of these tech-
nologies, MICRO-VCM APPARATUS FOR POLYMERS, to NASA centers and con-
tractors who are concerned with the screening and quality-control of
polymeric products.
A duplicate uuit is in operation at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, and one is near completion at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Drawings have also been delivered to McDonnell Aircraft and fabrication
_s under consideration.
The unit is described also in the forthcoming NASA Technology
Utilization Survey, "Contributions of the NASA to Analytical Chemistry
Instrumentation," by J. S. Whittick, R. F. Muraca, and L. Cavanagh.
It is anticipated that this document will receive wide dissemination.
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Appendix A
CANDIDATE POLYM]ERIC MATERIALS FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
Acetal
Acrylic
Alkyd
Alkylene glycol
Amide
Butyl
Carbonate
Dlallylphthalate
Name Typical Structure Spacecraft Applications
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Protective coatings
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Coated fabrics
Films and sheets
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Tie cord/lacing tape
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Hardware and structural
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Name
Lpoxy
Ester
Ethylene
Fluroethylene-
propylene
co-polymer
Imide
Olefin
Phenolic
Appendix A Continued)
Typical Structure
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Spacecraft Applications
Adhesives
Circuit boards
Foams
Hardware and structur_l
Protective coatings
Sealants
Tapes
Adhesives
Coated fabrics
Films and sheets
Honeycomb structures
Protective coatings
Tapes
:ie cords/lacing tape
Hardware and structural
Sealants
Seals
and gaskets
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Films and sheets
Hardware and structural
Protective coatings
Wire enamels
Shrinkable materials
Hardware and structural
Ho_teycomb structures
Lubricant b_,)ders
A-2
iAppendix A (Continued)
Name Typical Structure Spacecraft Applications
Phenylene oxide
Silicone
• / CH 3 [
- _) -0 --
n
- Si-O -Si--O--
I
!{ R
n
:Hardware and structural
Adhesives
Coated fabrics
Foams
Hardware and structural
Honeycomb structures
Lubricants
Protective coatings
Sealants
Seals and gaskets
Sleeving
Tapes
Tie Cord/lacing tape
Sulfone
Tetrafluoroethylene
Urethane
Vinyl carbazole
Vinyl fluoride
n
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n
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) II
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n
I
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_. H H
n
Hardware and structural
Coated fabrics
Hardware and structural
Seal_ _)nd gaskets
Shrinkable materials
Foams
Protective coatings
Sealants
Therm:_l coatings
}iardware and structural
Circuit board
Films and sl,eets
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Appendix A (Concluded)
Name Typical St_cture Spacecraft Applications
Vlnylldene fluoride
Vinyltdene flL_3_ -
hexafluoroprol_ylen?
co-polymer
_-Xylylene
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Films and sheets
Seals and gaskets
Films and sheets
I
I
A-4
AAC
ACB
ACM
APC
ARP
BCC
B(_4
BFG
BIW
CAR
CVC
DCC
DUE
DUF
DUM
DUP
EFI
EMC
ENJ
EPC
FLC
Appendix B
CODE LISTING OF R_NUFACTURERS
Ablestik Adhesive Company
American Cyanamid Company, Bloomingdale Department
Allied Chemical Corporation, Mesa Products_ Plastic_ Division
Armstrong Products Company
American Reinforced Plastics Company
BASF Colors and Chemicals, Inc.
The Borden Company, Myst£k Tape, In_.
B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company
Boston Insulated Wire
Carter's Ink Company
Consolidated Vacuum Corporation
Dow-Corntng Company
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Companyj Inc., Elustomer Chemicals
Department
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Fabrics and Fini_he_
Department
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company, Film Department
E. I. Du Pont ae Nemours and Company_ Plastics Department
Electro£ilm, Inc.
Emerson and Cuming, Inc.
Enjay Chemical Company
Epo×ylite Corporation
Fortin Laminating Corporation
B-l
x.
e*
FPC
FPI
FRC
QBE
GEC
GES
GEW
BCC
BEX
HYS
IBM
IND
MCC
MMA
_MC
_4E
MMI
MRC
PER
PFC
PKA
PPH
PRC
PRP
PSC
Appendix B (Continued)
Finch Paint and Chemical Company
Furane Plastics, Inc.
Fargo Rubber Corporation
Gudebrod Brothers Silk Company, Inc., Electronics Division
General Electric Company, Chemical Materials Department
General Electric Company, Silicone Products Departmvat
General Electric Compeny, Wire and Cable Department
Hughson Chemical Company
Hexcel Products, Inc.
Hysol Corporation
IBM Corporation
Independent Ink Company
Magna Coatings and Chemical Corporation
3M Company, Adhesives, Coatings, and Sealers Division
3M Company, Chemical Division
3M Company, Electrical Products Division
3M Company, Irvington Division
The Marblett Corporation
Permacel
Pennsylvania Fluorocarbon Company
Park Avenue
Purolator Products, Inc., Hadbar Division
Pzoducts Research and Chemical Corporation
Plastic and Rubber Products Company
Parker Seat Company
B-2
PTI
RAY
SAN
SCA
SIS
SPT
TMC
UCC
UCP
WP
WCN
WEI
WEM
Appendix B (Concluded)
Product Techniques, Inc.
Rayclad Tubes, Inc.
Rembrandt
Eanford's Ink Company
Shel.l Chemical Company, Adhesives Department
Sargent Industries, Stlllman Rubber Division
Stone Paper Tube Company
The Mica Corporation
Union Carbide Chemicals Company
Union Carbide Corporation, Plastics Division
Vita Vat Paint Company
Whittaker Corporation, Narmco Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Insulating Materials Division
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Micarta Division
B-3
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App .radix C
CATALOG OF INFRARED ABSORBANCE SPECTRA
OF VCM FROM POLYMERIC PRODUCTS
The 96 spectra in this catalog were obtained by _ne micro-VCM technique
described in Section III an2 provide a fair representation of the VCM
which might be expected from the 340 polymeric products which were
screened during the course of this contract.
Examination 9f the spectra revealed that distinctive features could
be related directly to specific polymer classes; thus, the spectra are
arranged according to these classes, and within each class the spectra
have been grouped accordir, g to readily-visible characteristics. The
following information is given for each spectrum: sample preparation,
sample weight, and weight of VCM collected on the 1"-diameter salt flats.
Polymers which have VCM values less than 0.1_ yield spectra which
show hardly any significant features; howeve. _, the spectra o£ the_e polymers
are included to illustrate that ,_r acceptable polymer should have insuf-
ficient VCM to provide aspect, and that cross-contamination does not
occur in the micro-VCM apparatus. In a number of instances, the "base-
line" spectrum of the polished blank salt flat before exposure is shown
above the spectrum of the sample; this illustrates that absorption is due
to the samgle and not to impe_'fections or contaminations of the salt fiat
prior to use.
On the following pages are given a numerical listing of the eubsequent
spectra according to polymer classes and an alphabetical listing according
to polymeric products.
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NUMERICAL LISTING OF SPECTRA
(i)
(2)
C3)
44)
(5)
46)
(7)
48)
(9)
(IU)
411)
412)
(13)
414)
(15)
(16)
(I_)
(18)
419)
(20)
(21)
(22)
423)
(24)
ACETAL-BASE
Delrin 500NCIO
ALKYD-BASE
Velvet Black 101CI0
EPOXY-BASE
Epon 828/A
FM-96U
Epoxi-Patch A/B
Scotchcast 235 A/B (brown)
Epiphen ER825A
Epon 828/Z
Fibremat-l, Type 2539
Velvet Black 401C10 I/If
Armstrong A--12/A
Epocast 168/995
Eccobond 45/15 (black)
Eccobond Solder 57C A/B
PT 401/H-ll
Scotchcast 281 A/B
Corfil 615/Z
EC-2216 A/B
Stycast 1090 S-I/24LV
Eccogel 1265 A/B
BR-617 A/B
Epoxylite 295-1A/B
(Batch 2469)
Epoxyl£te 295-1 A/B
(Batch 4204-1)
Epoxylite 295-1 A/B
(Batch 4204-2)
(25)
(26)
(2v)
(28)
(29)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
436 )
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
EPOXY-BASE (continued)
Micaply EG-284T, Type GH
Micaply ',._]-758T, Type GE
Micaply EG-899T, Type GF
EG-2028, Type FL-GE
EG-2028FR, Type FL-GF
Epibond 115
Scotchcast 260
Scotchweld AF-126
Scotchcast XR-5068
Scotchcast XR-5068/#3
Scotchcast #3 A/B
CH LOROF LUOROCAP_BON- BASE
Ke!-F 81
FLUOROCARBON -BASE
V377-9
Fai rprene 5159/Activator
HYDROCARBON-BASE
Ben-Har Acryl C-2
E515-8
FR-60-26
C526-7
Pary lene-C
Parylene-N
SR-613-75
SR-634-70
C-2
J') I
NUMERICAL LISTING OF SPECTRA (Concluded)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(_,5)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(6o)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
PHENOLI C-HAS E
HRP/Adlock 851.1FM96U/12 ply
HRP/Adlock 851/FM96U/6 ply
POLYAIKYLENE GLYCOL-BASE
Ucon 50HB55
Ucon 50HB170
Ucon 50HB660
POLYAMIDE-BASE
Zytel
Nomex, 5-rail
POLYESTER-BASE
Adhesive 46950
Mylar, 0,004" wall
Mylar, 0.O12" wall
POLY I MI DE-BAS E
PYRE-M.L., Type 1.
POLYPHENYL ETHER-BASE
Convalex-lO (0-061)
POLYURETHANE-BAS E
Stycast CPC-41 A/B
Laminar X-500 (4C-8 clear)
Stycast CPC-21 A/B
Laminar X-500 (4B-I black)
Ecco CP6/R6
Stycast CPC-22 A/B
Eccofoam FPH/126H
Laminar X-500 (4B-3 black)
Laminar X-500 (8W-24 whlte)
C-3
SI LICONE-BASE
(68) A2841-L-618 (gray)
(69) A2841-L-618 (yellow)
(70) pc-t1
(71) G-683
(72) Hadbar 28-80
(73) RTV-30/T12
(74) RTV-40/T12
(75) RTV-88/T- 12
(76) Si lastic 881/Cat
(77) Silastic 3116/T-12
(78) S i 1_',_,':£c-732 (clear)
(79) Si] e_ _ic-732 (white)
(80) Si lastic-S9711
(81) E-691-22E
(82) Hadbar 4000-80
(83) RTV-I02 (white)
(_4) RTV-103 (black)
(85) RTV-108 (clear)
(86) Sy igard-184
(87) XR-63492
(88) 93-002
(89) SE-5604-7
(90) Silastic-732 _black)
(91) SR-290
(92) DC-705
(93) Silastic-501/T-12
(94) Vers£ lube G-300
F LUOROS ILI CONE- BAS E
(95) 1050-70
(96) L-449-6
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF SPECTRA
Polymeric Product
A2841-L-618 (Gray)
A2841-L-618 (Yellow)
Adhesive 46950
Armstrong A-12/B
Ben-Har Acryl C-2
BR-617 A/B
C526-7
Convalex-lO (0-061)
Corfil 615/Z
DC-II
DC-705
Delrin 500NCI0
E515-8
E691-22E
EC-2216 A/B
Ecco CP6/R6
Eccobond 45/15 (Black)
Eccobond Solder 57C A/B
Eccofoam FPH/126H
Eccogel 1265 A/B
EG-2028, Type FL-GE
EG-2028FR, Type FL-GF
Epibond 115
Epiphen ER-825A
Epocast 168/995
Epon 828/A
Epon 828/Z
Epoxylite 295-i A/B
Epo×i-Patch A/B
No.
(68)
(69)
(54)
(11)
(39)
(21)
(42)
(58)
(17)
(70)
(92)
(1)
(40)
(81)
(18)
(63)
(13)
(14)
(65)
(20)
(28)
(29)
(3o)
(7)
(12)
(3)
(8)
(22)
(5)
Polymeric Product
Fat rprene 5159/Activator
Fibremat-l, Type 2539
FM-SSU
FR-60-26
G-683
Hadbar 28-80
Hadbar 400-80
HRP Composite
KeZ-F 81
L-449-6
Laminar X-500 (4B-I Black)
Laminar X-500 (4B-3 Black)
Laminar X-500 (4C-8 Clear)
Laminar X-500 (8W-24 White)
Micaply EG-284T
Mi caply EG-758T
Micaply EG-899T
Mylar, 0.004" Wall
Mylar, 0.012" Wall
Nomex, 5-Mil
Parylene-C
Parylene-N
PT-4OI/H-II
PYRE-M.L. Type i
RTV-30/T- 12
RTV-40/T-12
RTV-88/T-12
RTV-I02 (White)
RTV-108 (Clear)
No,
(38)
(9)
(4)
(41)
(71)
(72)
(82)
(47)
(36)
(gG)
(62)
(66)
(60)
(67)
(_5)
(26)
(27)
(55)
(56)
(53)
(43)
(44)
(15)
(5v)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(83)
(as)
C-4
I!ilf
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF SPECTRA (Concluded)
Polymeric Product
RTV-103 (Black)
Scotchcast #3 A/B
Scotchcast #3/XR-5068
Scotcncast 235 A/B
S cotchcast 260
Scotchcast 281 A/B
Scotchcast XR-5068
S cotchweld AF-12G
SE-5604-7
Sil_, _ c-501/T-12
S tizstic-732 (Black)
Silastic-732 (Clear)
Silastic-732 (White)
Silastic-881/Cat
Silastic-3116/T-12
Silastic-S9711
SR-290
SR-613-75
SR-634-70
Stycast I090-SI/24LV
Stycast CPC-21 A/B
Stycast CPC-22 A/B
Stycast CPC-41 A/B
Sylgard-184
Ucon 50ZHB55
Ucon 50HBI70
Ucon 50HB660
V377-9
Velvet Black 101-Cl0
Velvet Black 401-Cl0
Versilube G-300
No.
(84)
(3s)
(34)
(6)
(31)
,'_2)
(32)
(89)
(93)
(90)
(78)
(79)
(76)
(77)
(80)
(91)
(45)
(46)
(19)
(61)
(64)
(_9)
(86)
(49)
(50)
(sl)
(37)
(2)
(io)
(94)
Polymeric Product
XR-63492
Zy_el
93-002
1050-70
No,
(88)
(95)
C-5
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WAVELENGTH(M_CRONS)
As received. (s. wt., 239.37mg; VCM, 0.003 mg)
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,,f..f2) VELVET BL,-,. K 101-C10. As received; 24 hr !25 ° C. (s. wt., 76.38 rag; VCM, 0.115 rag)
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/3) EPON 828 A. Mixed 100p828 8pA; 3 hr 95°C. (s. wt., 165.49 rag; VCM, 0.094 rag)
C-G
(4) FM 96U. As received; 1 hr 175 ° C. (s. wt., 173.55 rag; VCM, 0.004 rag)
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WAVELENGTH MICRONS:
(5) EPOXI-PATCH A B. Mixed equal lengths; 2 hr 60 ° C. (s. wt., 232.52 rag; VCM, 0.005 mg)
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"tv_VELENGTH(MICRONS)
(6) SCOICHCAS] 235 A B (BROWN). Mixed 50pA 100pB; 16hr 93" C.
VO'4, 0.024 rag)
s. wt., 197.30 mq;
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(7) EPIPHEN ER825A. Mixed 100p825A/12pMod-T/40pFilter, 16pConverter; 48hr 25°C.
(s. wt., 268.90 rag; VCM, 0.030 rag)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
(8) EPON 828 Z. Mixed 100p828/20pZ; 2hr/75°C + 2hr 135°C. (s. wt., 235.30 mg;
VCM, 0.059 mg)
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(9) FIBREMAT-1, TYPE 2539. As received. (s. w_., 126.33mg; VCM, C.020mg!
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(10) VELVET BLACK 401-C10 1.11. Mixea90pl 30pll;7das 25°C. (s. wt., 131.15mg;
VCM, 0.046 rag)
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WAVELfNGTH MICRONS
(11) ARMSTRONG A-12 A. JPL sample; cured 2 hr, 85 ° C. (s. wt., 272.41 mg; VCM, 0.072 mg)
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(12) EPOCAST 168'995. Mixed 90pl68 10p995; 16 hr _0°C
VCM, 0.091 rag)
1 hr 150 ° C. (s. wt., 203.92 rag;
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ECCOBOND 45/15 (BLACK). Contractor's sample; cured 2 hr '850C + 23 hr '150°C '10-6 torr
+ 1 hrJ150°C 10 _7 torr. (s. wt., 234.76 rag; VCM, 0.854 rag)
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WAV|LFNGTH IMtCRONSl
(14) ECCOBOND SOLDER 57C A/B. Mixed 100pA/100pB; 16hr, 52°C. (s. wt., 316.93mg;
VCM, 0.230 rag)
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(15) PT 401 H-11. Mixed 100p401/6pH-11; 16 hr/65°C. (s. wt., 73.86 rag; VCM, 0.139 rag)
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(16) SCOTCHCAST 281 A/B. Mixed 100pA/150pB; 20 hr/75 ° C. (s. wt., 225.25 rag; VCM, 0.068 mg)
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(17) CORFII_ 615 Z. Mixed 100p615 14.5pZ; 16 hr 50 _C - 1 hr 150° C. (s. wt., 116.73 mg;
VCM, 0.103 rag)
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(18) EC-2216 AB. Mixed 140pA/100pB; 2 hr/65°C. (s. wt., 176.43 rag; VCM, 0.107 mg)
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(19) STYCAST 1090 S-1/24LV. Mixed 100p1090/23p24LV; 24 hr/25°C. (s. wt., 205.44 rag,
VCIVl, 0.164 rag)
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(20) ECCOGEL 1265 A/B. Mixed 100pA/100pB; 16 hr/65 ° C. (s. wt., 209.80 rag; VCM, 7.855 rag)
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WAVELENGTH {AUC RONS)
121) BR-617 A B. ::.ixed 190pA,/25pB, 48hr/25°C. (s. wt., 243.04mg; VCM, 2.305mg)
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(22) EPOXYLITE 295-1 A/B (BATCH 2_69). M._r's sample; ,nixed 100pA/100pB; 8hr/ll3°C.
(s. wt., 144.71 rag; VCM, 0.245 mg)
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(23) EPOXYLITE 295-1 A/B (BATCH 4204-1). Contractor's sample; mixed 100pA,'100pB;
24hr/85°C _- 4hr/115°C. (s. wt., 163.18 mcj; VCM, 0.114mg)
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(24) EPOXYLITE 295-1 AB (BATCH 4204-2). Contractor's sample; mixed 100pA,'100pB;
24hr/'85°C "_ 4hr/115°C. (s. wt., 199.23mg; VCM, 0.751mg)
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(25) MICAPLY EG-284T, TYPE GH. As received, strippe'J of copper. (s. wt., 174_8 rag;
VCM, 0.076 rag)
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(26) MICAPL.Y EG-758T,
VCIvl, 0.168 rag)
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TYPE GE. As received, stripped of copper. (s. wt., 186.67 rag;
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(27) MICAPLY EG-899T, TYPE OF. As received, stripped of copper. (s. v,i., 239.17mg;
VCM, 0.077 rag)
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(28) EG-2028, TYPE FL-GE. As received, stripped of copper. (s. wt., 185.80 mg; VCM, 0.010 rag)
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(29) EG-2028, TYPE FL-GF. As received; stripped of copper. (s. wt., 206.63 mg; VCM, 0.010 mgl
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(30) EPIBOND 11.5. As received; 16 hr 25° C _ 24 hr '125° C. (s. wt., 277.05 rag; VCM, 1.454 mg)
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(31) SCOTCHCAST 260. As received; 30 min/150°C. (s. wt., 258.37 rag; VCM, 0.061 rag)
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(32) SCOTCHWELD AF-126. As received; 1 hr/125 ° C. (s. wt., 86.330 mg; VCM, 0.738 rag)
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(33) SCOTCHCAST XR-S068. As received; 4 hr/121 ° C.
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(s. wt., 39.230 rag; VC_/., 0.142 rag)
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(34) SCOTCHCAST XR-5068h3o Mixed 100pS068/100p#3; 4hr/121°C. (s. wt. 93.057mg;
VCM, 0. 188 mg)
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WAVELENGTH MICRONS
(35) SCOTCHCAST :3 A/B. Mixed 100pA/15OpB; 4hr/121°C. (s. wt., 174.72mg;
VCM, 0.410 rag)
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WAVELENGTH MICRONS
(36) KEL-F 81. As received. (s. wt., 118.44 rag; VCM, 0.012 rag)
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(37) V377-9. As received. (s. wt., 317.08 rag; VCM, 0.006 rag)
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.38) FAIRPRENE 5159 ACTIVATOR. Mixed 100p5159 IpActivator; 48hr 25_C " 8hr 104_C
_s. wt., 290.14 mg; VCM, 0.058mg)
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,39) BEN-HAR ACRYL C-2. As received. (s. wt., 293.12 rag; VCM, 0.063 rag)
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(40) E515-8. As received. (s. wt., 264.4mg; VCM, 1.815mg)
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(41) FR-60-26. As received. (s. wt., 276.87 mg; VCM, 0.288 mg)
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WAVELENGTH MICROk%
(42) C526-7. As received. (s. wt., 254.5mg; VCM, 0.287 mg)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
(43) PARYLENE-C. As received. (s. wt., 101.03 mg; VCM, O.010 mg)
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WAVELENGTH IMICRONSI
(44) PARYLENE-N. As received. (s. wt., 188.0 mg; VCM, 0.027 mg)
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WAVILINGTN MICRONS!
(45) SR-613-75. As received. (s. wt., 247.8 rag; VCM, 1.081 rag)
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(46) SR-634" 70. As received. (s. wt., 233.9 rag; VCM, 0.39 e rag)
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(47) HRP"ADLOCK 851/FM 96U'12 PLY. As received, facing only. (s. wt., 286.91 mg;
VCM, 0.027 mg1
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
(48) HRP'ADLOCK 851 FM 96U'6 PLY. As received, facing or_ly. (s. wt., 283.45mg;
VCM, 0.026 rag)
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WAVILtHGTN (Ml_Rl'_l$)
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t49) UCON 50HB55. As received. (s. wt., 25.37 rag; VCM, 6.152 rag)
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(50) UCON 50HB170. 4s received. (s. wt., 48.99 mg; VCh4, 7.503 m0 _,
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(51) UCON 50HB660. As received. (s. wt., 66.96 rag; VCM, 0.899 rag)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
(52) ZYTEL-101. As received. !s..wt., 248.22mg; VCM, 0.065mg)
(53) NOMEX,
r
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As received. (_, wt., 191.34mg; VCM, 0.009 rag)
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(54) ADHESIVE 469')0. As received; 3rain 150°C. (s. wt., 143.79 rag; VCM, 0.593mg)
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WAVELENGTH IMICRONSJ
(55) MYLAR, 0.004 r_ WALL. As received; 10 min/110°C. (s. wt., 74.97 mg; VCM, 0.018 rag)
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(56) MYLAR, 0.012 r' WALL. As received, 10 rnin/110°C. (s. wt., 130.10mg; VCM, 0.070mg)
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(571 PYRE-M.L., TYPE 1, F2429. As received. (s. _t., 206.43 rag; VCM, 0.045 rag)
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WAVELENGTH IMICRONS)
(58) CONVALEX-10 (0-061). As received. (s. wt., 41.36 mg; VCM, 17.96mg)
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WAVELENG! H IMICRONSI
(59) STYCAST CPC-41 A_B. Mixed 100pA/120pB; 48hr/65°C. (s. wt., 161.15mg;
VCM, 0.233 rag)
1 2
(60) LAMINAR X-500 (4C-8 CLEAR) 10C-45. Mixed 100p4C-8 100p10C-45; 72hr25'C.
(_. wt., 74.10 rag, VCM, 0.065 rag}
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(61) STYCAST CPC-21 A/B. Mixed 100pA/60pB; 6hr/95°C + 24hr/125°C.
(s. wt., 211.93 mg; VCM, 0.405 rag)
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(62) L-_IINAR X-500 (4B-1 BLACK)/10C-45. Mixed 100p_,100pB; 48hr 25°C.
(s. w+., 89.25 rag; VCM, 0.026 mg)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
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(63) ECCO CP6 R6. Mixed 100pCP6 17pR6; 3 hr 105°C. (s. wt., 204.67 rag; VCM, 4.188 rag)
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WAVELENGTH IMICRON$)
(64) STY'CAST CPC-22 A/B. Mixed 100pA,'60pB; 40 hr 65°C. (s. wt., 190.90 rag; VCM, 45.785 rag)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
(65) ECCOFOAM FHH., 126H. Mixeci IUUpFPH, 75p126H; 16hr 52°C. (s. ,',t., 45.64mg;
VCM, 0.100 rag)
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(66) LAMINAR X-500 (4B-3 FLAT BLACK)10C-45. Mixed 100p4B-3 100p10C-45;
24 hr 25 ° C. (s. wt., 93.03 mg; VCM, 0.009 rag)
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(67) LAMINAR X-_0 (8W-24 WHITE) Mixed 100pSW-24/25[Hardener/25pReducer;
2h_/55°C. (s. wt., 95.31 mg; VCM, 0.111mg)
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(68) A2841-L-618 (GRAY). As received, stripped from wire. (s. wt., 262.1 rag; VCM, 1.127 n_g)
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(69) A2841-L-618 (YELLOW) As received, stripped from wire. (s. wt., 266.13 rag;
VCM, 1.424 rag)
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(70) DC'-I 1. As received. (_. wt., 2z_.78rag; VCM, 0.078 mcj)
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WAV ELE tIGTH MICRONS
(71) G-683. As received. (s. wh, 25.05 mg; VCM, 0.0!5 rag)
(72) I-I_DBAR 28-80. As received. (s. wt., 276.99 rag; VCM, 0.671 mg)
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(7?) RTV-30 T-12. Mixed 100p30 0.1pT-12; 24 hr 25_C - 24 hr 135_C. (s. wt., 217.57 rag;
VCM, 0.771 m_)
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WAVELINGTH MICRONS
/74) RTV-40 T-12. Mixed 100p40 0.1pT-12 7 das 25"C. (s. wt., 292.12 mg; VCM, 1.177 rag)
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WAV|LINGTH MICRONS
,75, RTV-88 T-12. Mixed 100p88 0.1pT-12; 24 hr 25_C
VCM. 0.910 mg)
24 hr 135_'C. (s. wt., 242.74 rag;
C-30
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WAVELENGTH MICRONS
(76) SILASTIC-881CAT. Mixed 100p881 4.6pCat; 24hr'125°C. (s. wt., 209.36 rag; VCM, 1.623mg)
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WAV[LI NGTH MICRONS
(77) SILASTIC-3116. T-12; 7 das, 25:C. (s. wt., 281.78 rag; VCM, 1.741 mg)
(78) SILASTIC-732
WAVELENGTN(MICRONS)
(CLEAR). As receive..:; 24 hr 25;C.
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(s. wt., 186.79 rag; VCM, 1.545 ng)
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(79) SILASTIC-732 (WHITE).
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As received; 24 hr/25 ° C. (s. wt., 192.68 rag; VCM, 1.746 mg)
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(80) SILASTIC-S9711. As receive_.
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(s. wt., 211.89 rag; VCM, 0. 172 mg)
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(81) E691-22E. Mfr's sample. (s. wt., 176.08 rag; VCM, 0.106 mg)
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(82) HADBAR 4000-80. As received. (s. wt., 287.96 rag; VCM, 0.406 rag)
(83) RTV-102 (WHITE). As rece:ved; 24 hr'25°C. (s. wt., 197.39 rag; VCk_,,2.952 mg)
(84) RTV-103 (BLACK). As received; 24hr 25°C. (s. wt., 202.97mg; VCM, 3.640 rag)
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(85) RTV-108 (CLEAR).
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As received; 24 hr/25°C.
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(s. wt., 191.22 rag; VCM, 2.984 rr,g)
(86) SY/GARZ-184, Mfr's sample. (s. wt., 174.57 rag; VCM, 1.200 rag)
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WAVELENGTH(MICRONS)
(87/ XR-63492. Mfr's sample. (s. v,t., 177.05 mg; VCM, i.079 rag)
15
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(88) 93-002. Mfr's sample. (s. wt., 233.31 rag; VCM, 1.217 rag)
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WAV ELE N G T H 'MICRONS
(89) SE-5604-7. As received. (s. wt., 258.36 mg; VCM, 0.391 rag)
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WAVELENGTH MICPON$
(90) SILASTIC-732 (BLACK) As receiced; 24 hr 25 _C. (s. wt., 171.68 rng; VCM, 1.581 mg_
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(91) SR-290. Mixed 100pSR-98/100pSR-220; 1 hr/135°C. (_. wt., 80.23 mg;VCM, 1.353 rag)
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WAVELENGTH (MICRONSJ
(92) DC-705. As received. (s. wt., 68.06 rag; VCM, 55.110 rag)
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WAVELENGTH MICRONS
(93) SILASTIC-$01 T-12. Mixed 100pS01/4pl-lz; 7das/25°C. (s. wt., 268.4! rag;
VCM, 9.920 rag)
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(94) VERSILUBE G-300. As received. (s. wt., 39.14 rag; VCM, 1.436 mg)
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WAVEL£NGTH MICRONS:
(95) 1050-70. As received. (s. wt., 189.11 rag; VCM, 0.047 rag)
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(96) L-449-6. As received. (s. wt., 189.16 rag, VCM, 0.173 rag)
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Appendix D
INTERIM LIST OF RECOMMENDED POLYMERIC Pi_ODUCTS
An interim list has been compiled of the best available polymeric
products for spacecraft use. Each product on this list is considered
acceptable because it showed less than i_ weight loss and less than
0.i_ VCM content in the micro-VCM te_t. Of the 90-100 products listed,
about 20 have been shown to be able to withstand a total of 168 hours
in a decontaminating atmosphere (humidified E'1_/Freon at 50°C), or a
-6
total of 500 hcurs in the thermal-vacuum environnlent (135°C and i0
torr), or a combination of the above; these uroducts are identified by
asterisks.
The polymeric products on this list have good potential for space-
craft applications, especially those which have undergone successfully
the decontamipation and thermal-vacuum exposures. However, it is em-
phasized that a final list of recommendations cannot be made until the
products have passed successfully the varioas sequences of decontamina-
tion and heat-sterilization which are being considered for spacecraits
and then still maintain good properties in the thermal-vacuum environment.
As a rule, very low values for loss weight and VCM content indicate
that mechanical properties will be maintained in a thermal-vacuum en-
vironment; however, the effect of ETO/Freon decontamination cannot be
predicted; for example, both Metlbond-328 and Metlbond-329 had good out-
gassing properties and maintained good mechanical properties throughout
the 500-hour thermal-vacuum exposure, but after E'ID treatment and ETO/TVE
treatment the Metlbond-329 suffered s significant loss of shear strength
while the Metlbond-328 suffered no loss in properties. (See Section V,
Adhesives.)
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Appendix E
INDEX OF POLYMERIC PRODUCTS
AND RESULTS OF TESTS PERFORMED;
PRODUCT RATINGS
An alphabetical index is given of the polymeric products which have
been examined under this contract; all available information on each
product is given in the section of this report which is cited. Also cited
is the catalog number of the infrared spectrum of the VC_I from the various
products which are published in Appendix C.
The index also provides a summary of the work which has been performed
_th each product and ratings of acceptability for spacecraft use or
additional evaluation, based eu the results of the tests performed. An
explanation of the ratings of "G" (Good), "M" (Marginal), and "X" (Not
Recommended)is given as follows:
Micro-VCM
Macro-VClVl
Mass Spec
Mechauieal Propertie_
Electrical Properties
G = <1_ wt-loss and <O.1¢ VCM;
M = up to 1.5_ w_-ioss or up to 0.15_ VCM;
X = >1.5_ wt-loss or ._O.15_ VC_I.
Same as above, tempered by whether VCM
is increasing or decreasing with t:me.
G = solvents or gases only identified;
M = low-molecular-weight additives;
X = low-molecular-weight polymers.
G = no change or improved values;
M = borderline losses in propertie_ or
significant loss in perhaps only one
property whereas others are unchanged
or improved;
X = significant losses in properties.
Same as above.
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